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Abstract
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a novel concept in computer networks that
enables a central controlling platform to dynamically program the data-plane of a
network with the usage of flow rules. This separation of the control- and data-plane
provides a framework for the implementation of novel network applications.
This dissertation investigates the potential of Software Defined Networking in
the security domain of computer networks. By considering two aspects, “Security
through SDN” and “Security of SDN”, we demonstrate the ability to implement
novel defense systems on the basis of SDN as well as discuss how advanced adversaries are able to attack the core parts of an SDN. This analysis motivates
the development of a novel security framework which is able to generate network
configurations for SDNs that meet defined security properties.
In particular, we investigate network reconnaissance which is performed by
malicious insiders and is a pre-phase of advanced targeted cyber attacks. Network
virtualization techniques, such as SDN, provide the ability to deploy novel defense
mechanisms which hide crucial system information from attackers, while maintaining a high quality of system performance for legitimate users. We discuss the
development and implementation process of such a system in this dissertation.
Attacks such as denial of service, that are launched on SDN-enabled networks
may affect current flows traversing the network and disrupt the provided services.
For a quick and successful reconfiguration of an SDN-enabled network to reestablish
the network services after a cyber attack a deep analysis of the process to deploy a
flow rule based network configuration on the data-plane is necessary. We analyze
the dominating factors of the network configuration time in SDN and propose
optimization models and algorithms to minimize the required time to compute and
deploy flow rule based network configurations. We demonstrate that our approach
is able to minimize the time required to recover after a cyber attack causing certain
network resources to suddenly become unavailable.
While SDN provides a platform for the development of novel defense approaches,
weaknesses arise if attackers apply advanced techniques, such as network forensics,
iii

to exploit the configuration details of SDN-based applications. To demonstrate
that network virtualization, with the use of SDN, extends the attack surface of
traditional networks, we show that adversaries are able to reconstruct the details of
SDN flow rules on the data-plane and exploit the collected information to launch
targeted cyber attacks.
Adversaries performing advanced network forensics as well as numerous other
attack strategies on SDN, pursue different goals but are all based on a small set of
attack techniques. Once untrusted nodes are in the perimeter of a network, actions
such as probing and transmission of spoofed packets can be performed, which often
lead to severe security issues. While novel network architectures such as Software
Defined Networking (SDN) are sensitive to attacks involving lateral movement and
spoofed traffic they also provide a framework to enforce flow isolation between
and across network devices with a fine granularity. To ensure secure information
flow between entities a framework that guarantees flow isolation has to implement
a proven security policy such as multilevel security (MLS). To achieve secure information flow in a network we introduce a framework, MLSNet, that will find a
network configuration given a security lattice, a network topology and a labeling
of nodes that guarantees an assignment of flows in the network compliant with
an MLS policy. To automatically generate such a configuration we provide two
optimization models to compute a network configuration that meets the defined
security constraints. We further identify a set of principles for the construction of
secure SDN flow rules to deploy a policy compliant configuration on the data-plane.
The security issues pointed out in this work motivate the requirement for
agile and advanced defense approaches which are able to dynamically react to cyber
attacks not addressed by traditional defense mechanisms. The analysis of attack
and defense techniques presented in this dissertation are going beyond traditional
mechanisms, and additionally consider the impact, in terms of performance, on the
provided services and virtualized resources.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a novel concept in computer networks which
introduces a network architecture that enables a central controller to dynamically
program the data plane of a network. The principle of SDN is defined as the
separation of the control- and data-plane which provides advantages and introduces
additional challenges, compared to legacy network architectures.
The focus of this dissertation is the investigation of security in SDN-based
network environments. For our analysis we consider “Security through SDN”, which
discusses the ability to develop new and innovative defense systems on the basis
of SDN, as well as “Security of SDN”, which examines security issues of the SDN
framework itself.
In the following we will present our research chapters which include the development and implementation of two agility based defense frameworks against cyber
attacks which are implemented on the basis of SDN.
Considering the findings in the development and analysis of defense systems
implemented with SDN, we present a novel attack vector that demonstrates how
advanced cyber adversaries are able to reconstruct the implementation details of
SDN based systems and exploit this information to launch targeted attacks.
To defend against such advanced attack strategies, in the last chapter of this
dissertation we introduce the development of a multi-level security based framework
to compute a secure network configuration for SDNs that is able to withstand
known as well as unknown attack strategies.

In particular this dissertation focuses on the following research questions:
1

• Can we use SDN to deceive network reconnaissance?
We demonstrate that SDN-enabled networks can be used as a defense system
by hiding entire network topologies from adversaries by simulating virtual
networks with consistent physical network characteristics.
• Can we use SDN to recover flows after a cyber attack in a minimized amount of time?
We present the development of a framework to recover a network from cyber
attacks by optimizing the performance of flow rule update generation as an
agility technique to minimize the time to configure SDN-enabled networks.
• Are advanced attackers able to reconstruct the implementation
details of SDNs?
To show that advanced adversaries are able to attack the implementation
details of an SDN, we demonstrate a novel attack vector which is able to
reconstruct the details of flow rules on the data-plane.
• Can we configure SDNs to meet defined security properties?
To configure a SDN-enabled network to withstand advanced attack strategies,
we develop of a multi-layer security framework for SDNs which is able to
generate a flow rule based configuration that meets defined security properties.
Based on the definition of our research questions we can formulate the dissertation statement:
The introduction of SDN in computer networks provides a framework for
the development of novel network security systems, while a deep analysis of the
SDN architecture shows an extended attack surface in SDN-based networks. The
challenge, in terms of security, is to determine configurations able to fulfill the
required network functionalities while meeting defined security properties in SDN.
Following this statement, we analyze and develop novel attack and defense
techniques in the domain of Software Defined Networking.

2

1.1 Preliminary Concepts
The following gives an introduction to the analyzed domains in this dissertation
from a security perspective.

1.1.1 Network reconnaissance
Adversaries and malware programs continually probe networks to discover vulnerabilities for potential attacks on system components. Adversaries try to map
networks and identify critical routers and links as well as vulnerabilities in hosts
which can be exploited for further attacks [1–5]. Static configuration of networks is
a weakness in current state-of-the-art systems which can be leveraged by attackers
performing reconnaissance missions to identify potential targets, their location and
vulnerabilities.
Network reconnaissance is often performed with a scanner where possible addresses are probed to identify online hosts. Malicious scans can be performed
with off-the-shelf scanners, such as NMAP [6], which send specially crafted packets
to target addresses and analyze the responses. Such scanning techniques can be
performed in a stealthy way, by using low frequency probes which makes them hard
to detect.
Insiders, adversaries who have already gained access to an enterprise network
by exploiting zero-day vulnerabilities or social engineering, are especially hard to
defend since traditional security measures, such as firewalls, are only deployed on
the edge of a network. In Chapter 3 of this dissertation we analyze the capabilities
of Software Defined Networking to manipulate the network traffic in a way to show
an entire virtual network view to adversaries performing reconnaissance which hides
the critical resources of the real underlying system from attackers. A challenging
part in the design of such a system is to maintain the services provided by the
network for benign users and limit the disruption of legitimate network traffic.

1.1.2 Software Defined Networking
Software Defined Networking (SDN) abstracts the lower level network functionalities to a higher level centralized controller platform, giving operators a global view
of the network and the ability to dynamically program the data plane of a network.
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This is achieved by separating the control from the data plane, where the control
plane is housed in an external controller which is connected to the data plane by a
control network.
SDN controllers provide an API for the implementation of different applications
to dynamically steer and control the network traffic. On the data plane, flow rules
are deployed by the SDN controller which matches packets based on certain criteria,
and applies actions on packets matching these criteria. The communication between
control plane and data plane is based on specific protocols, such as OpenFlow [7].
Although multiple protocols are available, the protocol OpenFlow is most commonly
used by SDN controllers.
The data plane in SDN networks is characterized by a system of flow rules to
handle the network traffic. Every flow rule consists of a set of matching fields to
identify a packet and a set of actions that are applied on matching packets. The
basic structure of an OpenFlow rule is stated as follows:
match:Set[field=value] −→ action:Set[action field=value]
A field which is used in an OpenFlow rule evaluates the associated header field in a
packet for its specific value.
SDN controllers construct flow rules based on the specified list of fields and
deploys them on SDN enabled network elements. Which subset of fields are used
in a flow rule is implementation specific and varies for different applications. For
example, a flow rule can route traffic to a destination at a specific port number
by identifying destined packets only using a specific IP destination address, e.g.
match: ip-dst=10.0.0.23, action: output-port=1. Fields that are not specified in a
rule are ignored during the matching process. Therefore in the presented example,
all packets with IP destination address 10.0.0.23 will be routed to that destination,
independent of their source address or other packet header fields.
Typically, SDN controllers follow either a reactive or a proactive approach
for the construction of flow rules. In a reactive approach packets which do not
match any flow rules currently deployed on the network element are forwarded to
the controller, where a flow rule to execute forwarding is dynamically generated
based on the packet’s header information. This approach is able to dynamically
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adjust to changing conditions in a network, but is also vulnerable to certain attacks
such as topology poisoning as discussed by Hong et al. [8].
Security aware SDN applications, such as firewalls or access control lists, evaluate specific packet header fields as well as their meta information and only generate
appropriate rules to forward a packet flow if the packets match a certain policy.
Which header fields or meta information, such as a packet’s ingress port, are used
to evaluate a security policy is application specific.
In a proactive flow rule generation approach, an SDN controller pre-calculates
and deploys flow rules to enable the desired network functionality. The benefit of
a proactive rule generation approach is better performance in terms of network
latency, since packets can directly be forwarded and do not have to be sent to the
controller where rules are dynamically generated. The drawback of this approach
is that it maintains a more static configuration of the network.
Security in Software Defined Networking can be grouped into “Security of
SDN" and “Security through SDN". The first characterizes security issues targeting
the specific SDN architecture, while the second analyzes the potential of SDN to
develop novel and innovative security techniques. In this dissertation we consider
both approaches and show that they are interdependent.
The ability of SDN to dynamically steer, control and adjust the network traffic
allows the design of new defense approaches which can be used to address adversarial maneuvers, such as reconnaissance as discussed above, which are especially
hard to defend when executed by insiders. Such systems depend on a secure SDN
infrastructure that is not compromised by adversaries.
Recent publications on attacks and defenses of SDN based networks [8–11]
usually target the controller, as a single point of failure. In Chapter 5 we show an
attack vector which targets SDN applications by reconstructing the implementation
details of flow rules which are deployed on the data-plane, independent of the
controller platform.

1.2 Research Overview
We focus our research questions on potential attacks and novel defense approaches
in virtual network environments. In the following we present an overview of the
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research problems investigated in this dissertation.

1.2.1 Deceiving network reconnaissance using virtual topologies
The static nature of computer networks enables adversaries to perform network
reconnaissance and identify vulnerabilities which can be exploited by advanced
targeted cyber attacks. Network reconnaissance missions provide a tactical advantage for attackers on cyber infrastructure by identifying potential targets and
their vulnerabilities, as discussed in [2, 4, 12–15]. In particular, insider adversaries
are probing networked environments to identify hosts and open ports and map
their topology to find known and zero-day vulnerabilities to perform further attack
maneuvers.
Highly effective scanning strategies for network reconnaissance are known and
have been analyzed in the context of computer worms such as in [16–18], and are
precursors to a high percentage of cyber attacks. In particular, the authors of [5]
conclude that up to 70% of attacks are preceded by an adversarial scanning activity.
Such reconnaissance techniques are highly effective by exploiting certain features
in networks, such as the uneven distribution of hosts in the address space or the
configuration and composition of network topologies, to increase their efficiency
of identifying potential targets. Sophisticated targeted attacks, such as Advanced
Persistent Threats (APT) [15, 19, 20], depend on fingerprinting of organizational
networks to identify hosts and vulnerabilities necessary for the development of a
battle plan and the execution of further attack maneuvers.
In Chapter 3 we discuss our efforts to deceive such malicious reconnaissance and
discovery techniques by showing a virtual topological view of a networked system
which hides its true underlying network and its potential vulnerabilities that can be
exploited by attackers. The simulation of a virtual network view invalidates the set
of information an attacker collects about a networked system and achieves the goal
of significantly delaying the rate of identifying vulnerable hosts. This procedure
gains additional time that can be used to identify a malicious scanner and isolate
it from the network.
Techniques such as social engineering, zero-day vulnerabilities, drive by downloads or manual infection [15, 19–21] of hosts inside organizational networks are
serious security threats which can cause significant damage and are hard to detect.
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In our threat model we consider such adversaries that are present inside a network
and have at least one host infected with some sort of malware. Our proposed defense
system addresses adversarial reconnaissance and discovery activity, which presents
the third stage of an advanced cyber attack as defined by Symantec [21]. To address
threats caused by reconnaissance missions of insider attackers, we develop a formal
deception approach which identifies certain features of a networked system that
are modified by our Reconnaissance Deception System (RDS) to invalidate the
set of information an attacker collects about the system. The challenge in the
design of such a system is to guarantee the network functionality and minimize the
performance impact for legitimate traffic, while maximizing the effectiveness of the
defense strategy. A crucial part of our proposed defense solution is the composition
of virtual network views, the placement of hosts and honeypots and the simulation
of consistent network characteristics in virtual topologies to delay attackers from
identifying real and vulnerable hosts in the underlying network.
In our system, a different virtual network view can be assigned to every host or
to specific hosts. This makes our defense approach independent of the source of
malicious network scans, which we assume is not known initially. The implementation of our system ensures a clear separation between virtual network views, which
are only visible to the assigned hosts, and the remaining underlying network.
As our main contribution, we develop a formal deception approach and use
this definition as the basis to design and implement a RDS. Further, we evaluate
its goals of deceiving and detecting insider adversaries, while limiting the cost to
achieve increased security. We publish an open-source proof of concept prototype
of our system at [22]. In the evaluations we demonstrate that our system increases
the duration required to identify vulnerable endpoints in a network up to a factor
of 115 while limiting the performance impact on legitimate traffic.

1.2.2 Fast network configuration in Software Defined Networking
By providing a global view of the current network state and a centralized control of
the networked elements, SDN enables optimized and adaptive forwarding decisions
beyond the capability of traditional routing protocols. It is widely recognized
that flow configuration, i.e., the configuration of flow forwarding rules at the SDN
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switches, is critical for SDN operation. Configuration updates due to changed flows
must be performed consistently and quickly to avoid congestion [23–25], delays [26],
loops and policy violations [25, 27]. In particular, the need to reestablish disrupted
flows after a denial-of-service attack or network failure, motivate the requirement
to perform fast network reconfiguration in SDN.
The time required for deploying a given flow configuration is dominated by
the time to insert/update flow rules in the ternary content addressable memory
(TCAM) of each involved switch. Previous works such as [26,28–30] report different
per-rule update times ranging from 10ms up to 400ms depending on different
vendors. The deployment time of network-wide flow rules on a data-center sized
topology is not negligible since rule updates in a single switch must be performed
sequentially to ensure consistency of rules [26, 27], while multiple switches can be
updated in parallel.
Moreover, practical networks can require a huge number of rule updates to
support new flows. For example, a 1500-server cluster has a median flow arrival
rate of 100K flows per second [31]. A flow configuration algorithm heedless of
the update time can generate thousands of updates per second at some switches,
which causes large flow setup delays and severe performance degradation for the
majority of flows (which are short-lived) [31]. Meanwhile, it can be computationally
challenging to compute a flow configuration that can satisfy traffic engineering
requirements (e.g., bounded delay, balanced load), while balancing the rule updates
across switches.
If the focus of providers is on in-process flows, shortest path routing can be
chosen. However, alleviating congestion or accommodating new flows require a
potentially disruptive amount of time to install new flow rules. Our solution
provides a trade-off and uses a different method for routing that minimizes the
time to reconfigure the network up to 45% on average, while experiencing negligible
packet loss. In comparison to previous works [30, 32] focusing on efficient network
updates in SDN, we further demonstrate that our framework is able to reestablish
disrupted flows in SDN up to 40% faster compared to a baseline.
In Chapter 4, we develop an optimization framework and associated flow
configuration algorithms to support fast-changing flow demands in SDNs, by taking
into account both the time to compute a new flow configuration at the controller
and the time to deploy this configuration at the switches. Our framework aims at
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minimizing the network configuration time while satisfying flow demands under
link capacity and path length constraints. Additional constraints can be formulated
to represent other traffic engineering objectives, such as routing cost.

1.2.3 Adversarial network forensics in Software Defined Networking
The essential part of SDN-based networks and applications are flow rules, deployed
on SDN-enabled switches, to control the network traffic. The construction of flow
rules is defined by protocols, such as OpenFlow [7], which is widely used in the
major open-source SDN controllers such as OpenDayLight, Floodlight or POX. In
this chapter we focus our study on OpenFlow-based SDNs.
In comparison to legacy networks, SDN enables a central controller to dynamically program the data plane and implement applications and network policies with
a fine granularity of information to steer and control traffic. In legacy networks
policy enforcement techniques such as firewalls or ACLs are deployed at the edge of
a network; in contrast OpenFlow-enabled networks give a deeper level of granularity
to SDN controllers and enables them to place enforcement points at any entry point
in a network [33, 34].
Since the internals of SDN-enabled switches are not accessible to network users,
they appear as a black-box and the deployed system of flow rules is assumed to be
invisible to users. This central assumption is especially important when flow rules
are deployed to implement security-aware policies.
In Chapter 5 we infer the composition details of OpenFlow rules on the data
plane, independent of the controller platform, by developing traffic analysis techniques that are able to gather high granularity information about SDN-based
packet forwarding. Our approach is able to gather enough information to infer the
detailed composition of rules, including matching and action fields along with their
associated field values. To our best knowledge, such reconnaissance techniques have
not been considered so far as a potential attack vector in the context of SDN-based
networks. Using our approach, we demonstrate that by inferring flow rule details,
adversaries can reconstruct deployed network policies and use this knowledge for
crafting attack traffic to bypass ACLs, map load balancing strategies or defeat
moving target defense implementations to name a few examples.
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Existing adversarial probing techniques used in firewall fingerprinting [35–38],
collect a coarser granularity of packet information, limited to port numbers, IP
addresses and protocols, used to filter packets at policy enforcement points. In contrast, OpenFlow considers a significantly larger range of information over multiple
network layers, to identify packets. Additionally, dynamic packet manipulation
actions executed by flow rules and required for the implementation of novel security
mechanisms, such as moving target defense, are neglected by existing probing
techniques. Inferring the details of SDN-based policy enforcement points deployed
with a fine granularity requires advanced probing techniques to collect information
ranging over multiple network layers, contrary to traditional techniques targeting
policies located at the edge of a network.
We introduce scanning methods that are able to retrieve the required information to fully and accurately reconstruct flow rules. Following the principle of “low
and slow", our probing techniques aim to reduce the probes to one packet per second
on average for reconstructing flow rules from the scanning source to a destination
host. In Chapter 5 we show that this approach makes our implemented scanner,
SDNMap, stealthy by staying below the traffic threshold considered in recent SDN
defense techniques as discussed by Dhawan et al. [39]. This new attack vector
on analyzing the precise forwarding policy of SDN switches, gives an adversary
detailed knowledge of what packet and meta information is used to match packets
and which actions are applied.
We also discuss the effects of current defense systems, focused on SDN, on our
attack approach and list improvements to prevent the re-construction of flow rules.

1.2.4 Development of a policy preserving multi-level security
framework in SDN
Modern computer networks are reaching a level of complexity that is comparable
to operating systems. This increased complexity results in a larger attack surface and a high number of vulnerabilities which can be exploited by adversaries
aiming to launch attacks on such systems. An example are advanced persistent
threats (APT) [15, 19] which are often executed by untrusted entities present in
the perimeter of a network and are able to gather critical information about it’s
architecture which can be exploited to launch targeted attacks or bypass internal
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security mechanisms.
Inaccurately configured security measures cause an openness in computer networks which enables attackers to move horizontally and penetrate across an organization. Uncontrolled flows of packets are especially dangerous if an attacker is
already present inside the perimeter of a network. The absence of a configuration
controlling packets based on a security policy enables adversaries to laterally move
through a network, compromise further endpoints or leak confidential information.
To prevent the possibility of unlawful flows, a network has to be configured based
on a formally defined security policy, which can be generated automatically because
manual configuration may lead to unintended flows due to the complexity of modern
networks. A policy driven configuration must guarantee defined security goals and
fit the organizational needs of a network by allowing the endpoints to exchange
legitimate flows.
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a framework to dynamically program networks from a central controlling platform. This architecture allows us to implement
a network configuration from a central controller which meets the requirements of
a formally defined policy and is consistent across the whole network. This design
makes SDN an ideal framework to configure a complex organizational network
based on a formal policy that guarantees defined security properties.
A proven and time-tested policy to control the information flow between entities
with different levels of trust is multi-level security (MLS) [43–45]. An MLS policy
formulated in a security lattice specific to SDN allows to control the network traffic
with a fine granularity at a packet level to prevent non-trusted entities in a network
from exploiting packet flows to achieve a malicious goal. Lu et al. [46] envision a
model for MLS in computer networks which we use as the basis for our framework
and extend to SDN.
Finding a balanced configuration of a complex system that meets the conditions
of a strong security policy and guarantees availability of the provided services is
a fundamental problem in computer security. An essential problem in computer
networks is to prevent adversaries from transmitting malicious traffic and laterally
moving through the network. This motivates to overlay a strong security policy to
control the flow of information in a formal and automated way across a network.
To solve this non-trivial problem we propose two approaches in Chapter 6:
(i) an optimization model to accommodate the maximum number of flows in a
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network which strictly fulfill the defined constraints of a security policy and (ii)
an optimization model that accommodates all legitimate flows in a network by
minimizing the policy conflicts on paths between communicating entities. We
discuss, that the remaining policy conflicts can be resolved with mechanisms such
as declassification or encrypted tunnels, which may involve a higher cost such as
additional network bandwidth or processing time.
To deploy a policy preserving network configuration on the data plane we define
principles for the generation of secure flow rules that guarantee flow isolation on
the data-plane. For the development of our framework we assume a secure SDN
controller that is not compromised.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed framework by demonstrating that
our approach makes SDN-based network architectures robust against recently identified attack strategies that leak information from an SDN network to unauthorized
entities.

1.2.5 Document organization
The rest of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of
related literature. In Chapter 3 we investigate how SDN-based virtual networks
can be used as a defense system to prevent adversarial reconnaissance missions in
enterprise networks. Chapter 4 introduces a framework to minimize the network
configuration time in SDN, considering the time to compute a network configuration
as well as the time to deploy a configuration. Chapter 5 discusses our findings
on potential threats that arise from the ability of adversaries to reconstruct SDN
flow rules on the data plane. In Chapter 6 we discuss our proposed framework to
introduce multi-level security into Software Defined Networking and compute and
deploy a network configuration that meets the defined security properties.
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Chapter 2 |
Related Work
In this Chapter we provide a survey of the related work that is focused on the
overall concepts of this dissertation. The technical chapters contain discussions of
related work more specific to the problem in each chapter.

2.1 Software Defined Networking Security
Software Defined Networking (SDN) enables a wide range of new applications,
system architectures and network control mechanisms within dynamic and virtualized network environments. Security is not yet a feature considered in most SDN
based architectures, which enables attackers to conduct attacks against different
SDN components through various channels. In [47], Alsmadi et al. provide an
extensive survey of security threats on SDN based on the STRIDE model (Spoofing,
Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of Service (DOS), Elevation
of Privilege) as introduced by Howard et al. in [48].
In SDN, ARP and IP address spoofing can be used for the execution of attacks
such as link fabrication, host hijacking or man-in-the-middle attacks as also performed in traditional network architectures. Spoofing can also be used to manipulate
the topological view of a SDN controller on the network by sending traffic with fake
information working for the benefit of an attacker. Most modern SDN controllers
are vulnerable to such attacks as discussed by Hong et al. [8]. An effective defense
against spoofing attacks is the usage of a fixed port-MAC and MAC-IP mapping.
Unfortunately, such an approach has many drawbacks since static configurations of
ARP caches are very hard to maintain as discussed in [8] and not recommended
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by major network vendors [49]. Further, it has recently been shown in [39] that
major SDN controllers (such as Floodlight, OpenDayLight, POX) are vulnerable
to ARP poisoning since traditional defense techniques cannot trivially be extended
to SDN-enabled networks. Further, a static networking configuration is impractical
in dynamic networked environments, such as enterprise or campus networks with a
“Bring Your Own Device” policy, which are predestined for the use SDN.
The controller, as a single point of failure in SDN, has to be protected. Adversarial actions that target the topology information as well as flow rule based policies
deployed on the data plane such as firewalls or access control lists. A vulnerable
attack channel is the control network between the SDN controller and the network
elements, such as OpenFlow enabled switches. Encryption is not used by default
for the communication between the control and the data plane in SDN as defined
in the OpenFlow standard [7]. In systems where different logical networks share
the same physical network resources, the attack surface for attackers aiming to
intercept and tamper with the SDN control traffic is increased as discussed in [47].
SDN enables network providers to implement virtual network layers which are all
based on the same physical network resources. Such logical separation or isolation
has to be guaranteed to be able to verify security policies in SDN-based networks.
SDN controllers can be vulnerable to repudiation if a network entity, such
as a device connected to an SDN, denies its identity. The security concept of nonrepudiation has to be guaranteed in SDN-based networks so that entities can be held
accountable for their actions. If non-repudiation can not be guaranteed, actions can
result in man-in-the-middle attacks or topology poisoning as discussed in [8], or elevation of privilege by impersonating other network entities as we show in Chapter 5.
Another security concept discussed in [47] in relation with SDN is information
disclosure. In connected environments advanced cyber attacks often start with
reconnaissance missions where adversaries aim to gather useful information about a
system to plan and execute further attack actions. In terms of computer networks
such information includes IP addresses of online hosts, network topology information, open ports or network size. By passive sniffing or active probing, attackers
are able to gather such information in networks and exploit it for targeted attacks.
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SDN-enabled systems have the capability to counter such reconnaissance missions.
The authors of [12], [2] and [1] demonstrate a moving target defense approach to
counter such attacks by dynamically randomizing the IP address space of a network
with SDN capabilities. Address randomization by using rules with appropriate
time-outs is another approach discussed in [50]. These approaches are effective but
have the disadvantage to introduce a high overhead in terms of performance. In
Chapter 3 we introduce a reconnaissance deception system which is able to simulate
entire virtual topologies which hide critical information, provide attackers with
fake results and detect the location of adversarial hosts, while limiting the negative
performance impact on benign network users.
In SDN, rules defined by protocols such as OpenFlow steer and control the
traffic on the data-plane. The usage of per-flow traffic rules enable the slicing and
segmenting of of a network and the deployment of different security policies between,
as well as within, network slices. In such scenarios, non-interference between SDN
flow rules is a crucial property from a security point of view. In other words, it
has to be assured that new flow rules which are added to the data-plane are not
contradicting existing rules and violate a security policy. To address such an issue,
the authors of [41] develop FortNOX, an extension to the NOX SDN controller to
evaluate flow rule contradictions in real time. The authors follow the principle of
least privilege and implement role-based authentication of network users to detect
conflicts which would violate the defined security policies.
Denial of service attacks (DOS) are amongst the most severe attacks in legacy
networks. SDN-based networks are also vulnerable to DOS attacks. Typically SDN
controllers follow an approach where rules are generated and deployed reactively
upon the arrival of new packets at a switch. As analyzed by Shin et al. in [9, 10],
attackers can overwhelm the controller or the control-network by flooding an SDNswitch with a large number of packets with different addresses. In a such a scenario
a switch would send an OpenFlow packet for each arriving packet with an unseen
address to the controller and the controller would try to generate an appropriate
flow rule and deploy it on the switch. Such an attack would overwhelm the SDN
control system and starve legitimate connections. In [9] Shin et al. introduce
“Avant-Guard” a system which is able to handle the negative effects of a DOS attack
on the control network in SDN by classifying connections on the data-plane and
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only exposing legitimate packets to the SDN controller.
Elevation of privilege is also discussed by the authors of [47] as a potential security threat on SDN-based systems. In [51] Shin et al. discuss a privilege assignment
system on a flow by flow basis in OpenFlow enabled networks. Such systems can be
effective but also have certain weaknesses. In Chapter 5, we discuss that network
security policy enforcement applications such as Access Control Lists or Firewalls,
which are already components of deployed SDN controllers such as Floodlight [52],
can be exploited if adversaries impersonate the address-based identify of a network
user with higher privileges.
The security analysis of SDN networks presented in the current literature
shows that while SDN provides a platform for the implementation of novel and
effective defense approaches, a large number of vulnerabilities may arise with the
deployment of SDN.

2.2 Multi-level Security in Computer Networks
A multilevel level security (MLS) policy is defined by a secure flow model between
entities that have different security classes assigned.
Based on the definition of the Bell-LaPadula Model [44], entities with a specific
security level may only send information to entities with a higher or equal security
classification and only receive information from entities with a lower or equal
security classification as themselves. More specific, the Bell-LaPadula Model defines
the Simple Security Property which states that a subject at a given security level
may not read an object at a higher security level and the * (star) Property which
states that a subject at a given security level may not write to any object at a
lower security level. These rules are typically summarized as "no read up, no write
down".
Based on this definition, Denning [43] defines a model for secure information flow between entities with different security classes. The security classes (or
security levels) follow a lattice structure which reflects an ordering of the security
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classes.
Here a lattice is defined as a partially ordered set together with a least upper
bound and a greatest lower bound. In a linear ordered lattice the least upper bound
operator is the maximum of a set of security levels, the greatest lower bound operator
is the minimum.
Lu et al. [46] introduce a model for multilevel security in computer networks by
defining a Trusted Network Base (TNB) that is similar to a Trusted Computing
Base (TCB) in single computer systems. The proposed model relies on the implementation of a security policy by the network endpoints.
The model discussed by Lu et al. [46] defines a set of entities which include
network resources e.g. devices such as terminals or printers, as well as users of the
network. The authors point out that an entity can be a subject at one point in
time and an object at another point in time.
They further introduce security classes as the fundamental security attribute of
all entities within the network which is the basis to determine the access between
network entities. The security classes considered in the introduced model form a
lattice structure. In the introduced model the assignment of security classes to
objects is defined as Classification and the assignment to subjects as Clearance. To
perform the assignment of security classes, Lu et al. [46] define a Network Security
Officer (NSO) who assigns appropriate security classes to the entities in a network.
For processing purposes, the introduced MLS model also defines a Current Security
Level which is the current recognized security level and cannot exceed the maximum
security class of the entity. Further, the model also introduces a set of operations,
including the transfer of information contents from one file to another file by a
subject or the creation of a new object.
Although Lu et al. [46] envision a central controller of the network, the introduced model to preserve the defined security policy is implemented at the
network interface of the network devices. Lu et al. [46] define information flow
control as a security property but do not present details on how to compute a
security preserving communication path in a network.
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Chapter 3 |
Deceiving network reconnaissance
using virtual topologies
Advanced targeted cyber attacks often rely on reconnaissance missions to gather
information about potential targets, their characteristics and location to identify
vulnerabilities in a networked environment. Advanced network scanning techniques
are often used for this purpose and are automatically executed by malware infected
hosts. In this chapter we formally define network deception to defend reconnaissance and develop a Reconnaissance Deception System (RDS), which is based on
Software Defined Networking (SDN), to achieve deception by simulating virtual
topologies. Our system thwarts network reconnaissance by delaying the scanning
techniques of adversaries and invalidating their collected information, while limiting
the performance impact on benign network traffic. By simulating the topological as
well as physical characteristics of networks, we introduce a system which deceives
malicious network discovery and reconnaissance techniques with virtual information,
while limiting the information an attacker is able to harvest from the true underlying system. This approach shows a novel defense technique against adversarial
reconnaissance missions which are required for targeted cyber attacks such as
Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) in highly connected environments. The defense
steps of our system aim to invalidate an attackers information, delay the process
of finding vulnerable hosts and identify the source of adversarial reconnaissance
within a network.
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3.1 Motivation
Adversarial reconnaissance is geared to gather information about potential targets
in networked systems. Scanning strategies that perform active probing of addresses
in a network to identify online hosts and collect information about them and their
connectivities are typically used for this purpose. One can represent the information
gleaned via reconnaissance as a set T , where:
T = {AV = Addresses of potentially vulnerable hosts, NS = Network size, ST =
System topology, PNC = Physical network characteristics}
Insider attackers (e.g., malware programs) typically scan a networked system at
very low rates in order to stay undetected. Once an information set T is obtained,
it can be further observed for exploitable targets, such as open ports at hosts or
network services with known vulnerabilities. The attacker’s goal is to increase the
cardinality of T and execute parallel kill chains on the multiple targets identified,
to achieve the highest rate of success.
To prevent such reconnaissance, one defense approach is to minimize the useful
information an attacker can collect in T . Our RDS framework seeks to populate
the set of T with fake information so that an attacker is not able to determine what
information in T is virtual and what is real.

3.1.1 Threat Model
We consider insider adversaries who have placed themselves in the network (on
one or more hosts), using techniques such as social engineering, exploiting zero-day
vulnerabilities, via drive by downloads or by manual infection [15, 19–21, 53, 54].
Our defense approach is based on measuring the reconnaissance information a
strong insider is able to gather in the information set T . Based on that, RDS
aims to minimize the usefulness of T by transforming it into a different set T 0 .
Planning of sophisticated targeted attacks (e.g., Advanced Persistent Threats or
APTs) requires a high granularity of insider information T which our solution
prevents with providing T 0 to an adversary.
We assume that the location of an attacker inside the network is unknown
initially. With RDS, a different virtual network view can be assigned to every host
in a network to make our defense approach independent of the source of malicious
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scanning traffic.
For securing the SDN controller from attacks, numerous solutions have recently
been published (e.g. [9, 41, 54, 55]), which can be deployed to protect the SDN
control infrastructure from being compromised. For the purposes of our analysis, we
do not consider attackers penetrating the SDN controller or outside scanners which
are addressed by mechanisms such as Firewalls or Intrusion Detection Systems,
and have inherently less information than insiders.

3.1.2 Reconnaissance Deception
Our key idea is to map a set of network features N F , to a different set N F 0 ; this
new set mis-informs the attacker and provides a set T 0 which is populated with
false information. RDS achieves this by simulating a virtual network which is the
only view exposed to an attacker performing reconnaissance. An attacker collects
information to construct a set T as defined previously. With RDS, the adversary
will populate T with information with regards to the simulated virtual network
instead of the real underlying network. The composition of a virtual network is
critical to ensure that the information collected by an attacker is useless for further
attack planning. Let the set of network features that RDS wants to hide be:
N F = {TL = Topological location of hosts, NH = Number of hosts, AH = Addresses
of hosts, CH = Connectivity between hosts, LB = Link bandwidth, HD = Host
delay}
These network features N F , are transformed into a new (virtual) set of features
N F 0 . With N F 0 , the attacker generates a new set T 0 that is quite different from T
i.e., T is now transformed into T 0 : Stated formally,
N F 0 = {T L0 , N H 0 , AH 0 , CH 0 , LB 0 , HD0 } → T 0 = {AV 0 , N S 0 , ST 0 , P N C 0 }
Towards achieving the above transformation, RDS performs a set of agile
maneuvers. These maneuvers can be seen as a function, T 0 = f (N F 0 ), which
result in T 0 . Performing these transformations will significantly delay adversarial
scanners, invalidate any collected information by the adversary and allows the quick
identification of infected hosts. These maneuvers are:
• Dynamic address translation (AV 0 = f (AH 0 )): Our system performs
on-the-fly packet header rewriting to hide the real host addresses and make
the overall address space of a network appear larger. The translation of the
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real underlying network’s address space into a significantly larger virtual
address space increases the search space for adversarial scanners. Since the
addresses of potentially vulnerable hosts are changing with every assignment
of a new virtual network view, as we discuss in more detail in Section 3.2.2,
previously collected addresses of potential targets are invalidated.
• Route mutation (ST 0 = f (T L0 , CH 0 )): We introduce virtual routers with
our deception system and simulate virtual paths spanning multiple hops from
a source to a destination host. This maneuver enables RDS to alter the
topology of different network views so that a scanner is not able to draw
conclusions about the real network topology.
• Vulnerable host placement (ST 0 = f (T L0 , CH 0 )): Dynamic address
translation in combination with route mutation allows us to simulate virtual
topologies consisting of multiple subnets. By placing vulnerable hosts in
virtual subnets according to different strategies we discuss in Section 3.2.2,
RDS aims to increase the duration a malicious scanner takes to identify them.
We define vulnerable hosts as real hosts of the underlying network which
could potentially be corrupted by a cyber attack.
• Honeypot placement (N S 0 = f (T L0 , AH 0 , N H 0 )): To enlarge virtual
networks we place honeypots which act as decoys and are closely monitored
to detect malicious activity. By placing honeypots, we increase the number
of potential targets for an attacker. Hereby, dynamic address translation
allows RDS to make a single honeypot server appear as a target at many
addresses and therefore significantly increases the search space for malicious
scanners. For the setup and generation of honeypots, we follow best practices
as introduced in previous publications such as discussed by Provos et al. [56].
• Delay and bandwidth adjustment (P N C 0 = f (LB 0 , HD0 )): Attackers
collecting data from a network can use statistical analysis tools or network
tomography techniques [57–59] to determine certain topological characteristics
or differentiate a real target from a honeypot. By using specific queuing
policies and adjusting the delay to make observed network characteristics
consistent, our RDS system aims to deceive adversarial probing techniques
which analyze physical characteristics of a topology.
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Figure 3.1. An example of network deception via the projection of a virtual network
which places critical resources in a way to deceive adversaries.

• Dynamic detection of malicious flows: By evaluating the statistics
of every flow rule in SDN switches, our deception system is able to detect
malicious flows which try to establish connections to honeypots or protected
hosts. We demonstrate in Section 3.3.6, that RDS is able to detect the
location of adversarial scanners before they are able to identify any vulnerable
hosts in a virtual network view.
To present a simple example of the defense approach we achieve with RDS, we
show a virtual topology in Figure 3.1 (top), which is deployed to be seen from the
perspective of node 3 and significantly differs from the real network (bottom). We
refer to node 3 as the view node. The view node is the node in the network to
which a specific virtual network view is given. The design of our system considers
the assignment of different network views to all or specific hosts in a network,
making this defense approach independent of the source of malicious scans, which
we assume is not known initially.
Hosts 1, 2 and 5 are seen as vulnerable resources that have to be protected.
In case node 3 is performing an adversarial network scan the placement of the
vulnerable resources, is critical. The location of vulnerable hosts, relative to the
position of an attacker, impacts their detection time, since malicious scanning
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strategies often depend on locality as we discuss in Section 3.3.3. Because host
4 in the virtual network topology is not supposed to be contacted by host 3, the
link connecting it to the rest of the network is deactivated. The remaining nodes
in the virtual topology in Figure 3.1 are honeypots and act as traps for potential
adversaries.
Certain nodes in a network depend on the knowledge of the real underlying
network topology. Examples are scheduling or load balancing algorithms that often
choose geographically close nodes for load distribution, or applications that perform
automatic discovery for legitimate purposes of resources and services in a network.
A deception system, such as ours, would interfere with legitimate network discovery
applications as listed. Therefore, nodes that require a real view of the network
topology have to be identified by a network operator and should not have virtual
network views assigned that would deceive information collected by legitimate
network discovery. To ensure this, we emphasize a clear separation between virtual
network views and the real underlying topology in the implementation and design
of our system.

3.2 System Design
In this section we introduce the implementation and design of our Reconnaissance
Deception System in detail. The core parts of RDS consist of a sophisticated
system of SDN flow rules generated by our SDN controller, which cooperates with
a deception server to manipulate the network traffic in a way such that a network
appears different than it actually is.

3.2.1 System architecture overview
Our system comprises five main components, a SDN controller responsible for
dynamic generation and management of the flow rules to steer and control the
network traffic, a deception server to manipulate the network traffic and simulate
certain virtual network resources considering a specific user policy, a honeypot
server to simulate virtual honeypot nodes, a virtual network view generator which
provides a description of the virtual network components and their connectivity
and traffic queuing to control link delay and bandwidth.
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Figure 3.2. Architecture of RDS

When a packet arrives at a SDN switch connected to our system the controller
deploys a flow rule in accordance with the virtual network view description which
either forwards the packet to the deception server, or sends the packet to its
destination host after tags are added to the packet and addresses are translated. If
a packet is sent to the deception server, a reply packet is crafted in accordance to the
network view and sent back to the source, possible artificial delays are considered.
If a packet is forwarded to a real end host or honeypot, artificial delay is added
to the reply packet to guarantee consistency which is performed by implementing
our proposed queuing disciplines at the end hosts. For the implementation of
our deception server and SDN controller we follow best practices to meet security
standards.
In our RDS the deception server is responsible to handle certain packets and
generate reply messages according to the specified virtual network view. In a large
network the deception server can turn into a bottleneck since requests of many
end-hosts need to be handled. To maintain scalability of our system, the deception
server can be replicated so that each instance of the server handles a specific subnet
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Figure 3.3. Virtual Network view from the perspective of node 1 (top) and from the
perspective of node 3 (bottom).

or a share of the IP address space of the underlying network topology. Based
on a packet’s source address, the deception server is able to differentiate between
different deployed virtual network views and generate reply packets accordingly.
Such a distribution can be managed by the SDN controller to forward packets to
their dedicated deception server.
Our system is implemented in Python. We use the POX framework [60] to
implement our SDN controller and the Scapy framework [61] to implement our
deception server. We tested our implementation in Mininet [62] which is the
current state-of-the-art SDN network emulator. Our SDN environment supports
OpenFlow [7] version 1.3, which serves as the protocol for the communication
between SDN controller and SDN switch. In Figure 3.2 we show an architectural
overview of our RDS system.

3.2.2 Virtual network view generator
As we discuss in Section 3.1.2, a virtual network view is a topology that is exposed
to a client and is significantly different from the actual underlying network topology.
A virtual network view is specified by a machine readable description of real
hosts, honeypots and network paths between such endpoints as defined in the set
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of features N F . Generating a virtual network view depends on the number of
simulated subnets S and the number of hosts (real hosts and honeypots) H per
subnet. For the complexity of our generation algorithm we can define an upper
bound of O(S · H). Since the number of honeypots per subnet is determined
randomly between an upper and a lower bound and the number of real hosts in a
virtual subnet is typically significantly smaller than the number of honeypots, H
can be seen as a constant factor. Therefore we can assume a linearly increasing
computation time of a virtual network view description with a growing number
of subnets S. Measurements on a machine with an Intel i7 processor show a
computation time for a virtual network view with 25 subnets of 200-250ms on
average.
In the description file of a virtual network view it can also be specified if a
real host of the underlying network is visible in the virtual network view or not.
This feature makes our system also function as a distributed access control list,
since different subsets of real hosts can be shown in a virtual view. Each virtual
network view is associated with a DHCP lease that is offered to a host in order to
connect to the network. The assignment of a DHCP lease triggers the generation
and deployment of a virtual network view in our system. Here, the deployment time
consists of the view computation time as discussed above, as well as the deployment
time of SDN flow rules, which is done on demand in a re-active way and is in
the order of milliseconds depending on the hardware switch. The update interval
of a virtual network view is therefore dependent on the duration of the assigned
DHCP lease, which typically ranges from a few hours to multiple days. The overall
generation and deployment time, which can be assumed to be ∼1 second does
therefore not present a significant overhead in our system since it only occurs with
the assignment of a new DHCP lease.
As an example of virtual topologies, consider the network views shown in Figure
3.3. The top virtual network view shows a topology from the perspective of node
1. Besides honeypots (unnumbered nodes), the real nodes 2, 3, 4 and 5 appear
to be in a different subnet which is three hops away. The real nodes can be
considered as vulnerable and therefore have to be protected from malicious scans.
The bottom part of Figure 3.3 shows the virtual network from the perspective of
node 3. Instead of simulating multiple virtual subnets, our RDS places all nodes,
including vulnerable nodes and honeypots in one subnet with a big IP address
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space of 10.0.0.0/8. Both virtual topologies show valid defense strategies that can
be simulated with RDS by generating a particular virtual view description.
The specific description of a virtual view is generated by our virtual network view
generator. As input, the list of real hosts visible in the virtual view, the addresses
for the honeypot and deception servers, the virtual IP address space, the number
of subnets and the placement strategy for real hosts have to be provided. Our
generator starts by assigning a random number of honeypots within an upper and a
lower bound to each virtual subnet and places the real hosts in the virtual subnets
according to the specified placement strategy. Placing a number of honeypots in
each subnet of a virtual network view enables our system to detect the location of
adversarial scanners by closely monitoring the traffic to honeypots which is done by
the SDN controller. Therefore, honeypots in RDS primarily act as traps to detect
unwanted traffic in the network. By choosing a strategy which randomly places
honeypots in the address space of a virtual network, we aim to reveal scanning
strategies typically used for network reconnaissance before attackers are able to
detect vulnerabilities in our system as we evaluate in Section 3.3.6. We plan to
investigate additional honeypot placement strategies to further reduce the required
detection time of the source of scanning traffic in our future work.
For the placement of vulnerable hosts we have to consider if the module to
simulate the physical network characteristics, such as bandwidth and delay, is
activated. If physical network characteristics are simulated, hosts have to be placed
under consideration of their real hop distance and round trip time to the view node
as we discuss in detail in Section 3.2.5. If our RDS is simulating virtual topologies
without the physical characteristics, the placement strategies of real hosts include
(i) random placement, (ii) placement with high address distance from the view
node, and (iii) a placement to create a uniform distribution of nodes across the
simulated IP address space.
The virtual IP addresses used in a view are assigned randomly within the
provided address space to each real host and honeypot, considering their placement
in the virtual topology. This procedure follows the deception principle introduced in
Section 3.1.2 to transform the set of network features N F into N F 0 as summarized
below:
• IPv4 address space of a virtual network AH → AH 0
• List of real hosts that are visible in a virtual network CH → CH 0
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• Placement strategy of real hosts in a virtual network AH → AH 0 , N H → N H 0 , T L → T L0
• Number of simulated subnets in a virtual network AH → AH 0 , N H → N H 0 , T L → T L0
• Number of honeypots per subnet N H → N H 0 , T L → T L0
• Host delay and link bandwidth HD → HD0 , LB → LB 0

To simulate physical network characteristics in a virtual network view, our RDS
uses queuing and introduces artificial delay as we discuss in detail in Section 3.2.5.
Here, our system aims to limit the performance overhead added to legitimate traffic.
Delay and bandwidth characteristics for connections to honeypots are correlated
with the measured characteristics of real nodes. For an attacker collecting physical
network characteristics, measurements from honeypots will appear indistinguishable
from those observed from real hosts. This will prevent attackers from differentiating
honeypots from real hosts based on their physical network characteristics. Figure
3.3 shows a simplified example of the adjusted delay and link bandwidths in virtual
network views.
To summarize, a machine readable virtual topology description contains the
following information:
• Virtual network view node specification
• Port and address information of the deception servers
• Real addresses of visible real hosts
• Real addresses of honeypot servers
• Deceptive IP addresses of real hosts and honeypots, as they appear in the
virtual topology
• Virtual path information to real hosts and honeypots
• Configuration of traffic queuing and delay adjustment
The generation and deployment of a network view has a delay in the order of a
second and can therefore be performed on request as an agile defense maneuver.
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3.2.3 Software Defined Networking controller
The main tasks of the SDN controller component is to dynamically generate flow
rules which are pushed to an SDN switch to steer and control the network traffic.
An additional task of the SDN controller is to analyze the flow statistics of the
switch rules and identify malicious behavior of the network endpoints. To steer and
control the network traffic, the SDN controller dynamically generates rules upon
the arrival of a packet that does not match any current flow rule in the SDN switch.
For reasons of system scalability we chose a re-active rule generation approach
versus a pro-active approach which we will explain in more detail in Section 3.2.3.1.
Our SDN controller constructs the following flow rules based on the provided virtual
network view description:
• Forward ARP requests to deception server: Handling ARP packets is
a crucial part in our deception system. ARP requests are usually flooded into
the network to discover hosts and match IP to MAC addresses. In our system
the deception server handles all ARP requests and sends the appropriate
response packets. This way we can ensure that hosts which are not supposed
to be discovered stay hidden. We are also able to introduce honeypots into
the system by sending appropriate ARP responses.
• Send packets with specific TTL to deception server: Our SDN controller generates rules to match packets with specific TTL (Time To Live)
values. This is an important part for route mutation and the introduction
of virtual routers. With this function our system is able to deceive network
mapping functions such as traceroute and make paths appear different than
they actually are.
• On the fly adjustment of TTL fields: An important part of deceptive
route mutation is to adjust the TTL field of response packets appropriately.
This can be done on the fly with specific SDN rules in the switch when packets
are passing through.
• Forwarding of ICMP error packets to the deception server: ICMP
error packets, such as Destination Unreachable contain a nested packet which
reflect the original packet received by the sender. The information in a nested
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packet is not automatically adjusted when it passes through a SDN switch
and would therefore leak information from the real network into the virtual
network. Therefore ICMP error messages are forwarded to the deception server
in our system and the information in nested packets is adjusted appropriately
before it is delivered to its destination host.
• Routing of DHCP packets: As we discuss in Section 3.2.2, a virtual
network view is associated with a DHCP lease. Therefore our deception
server also serves as a DHCP server and assigns a lease associated with a
virtual network view to a host that tries to connect to the network. Our SDN
controller installs rules to match DHCP discover packets and forward them
to the deception server. Additional rules ensure that response packets are
correctly transmitted to the requesting host.
• Routing of DNS packets: To guarantee reachability of legitimate services
in a network, DNS requests are handled by our deception server as we explain
in Section 3.2.4. To route DNS packets, the appropriate flow rules between
nodes and the deception server are established.
• Routing packets to and from honeypots: The use of honeypots enables
our system to make a network appear significantly larger than it actually
is. Honeypots are also used as decoys for adversaries. With the use of
dynamic header rewriting (explained later), we are able to make one honeypot
appear as many different network endpoints to a scanner. The flows from
and to honeypots are monitored and flow statistics are analyzed by the SDN
controller for the identification of malicious hosts.
• Dynamic address translation: To hide the real addresses in a virtual
network view, our system rewrites packet headers on-the-fly according to the
specification of a virtual network view. Hereby we differentiate between the
real IP address, which is seen in the real underlying network and the deception
IP address which is only seen by a host that has a specific virtual network
view assigned.
• Packet tagging and queueing: To adjust delay and bandwidth for the
simulation of network characteristics, the flow rules to control traffic deployed
by our SDN controller forward packets through specified queues on a switch
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to regulate bandwidth and add a tag to each packet. We configure the queues
for bandwidth regulations according to a fair queuing policy to limit the
negative impact of bandwidth regulation on benign traffic. The addition of
artificial delay is done in a decentralized way at the end host by sending reply
packets through a pre-deployed queuing discipline at the end host. With this
architectural design we aim to prevent the formation of a system bottleneck.
We explain this in detail in Section 3.2.5.
By using SDN flow rules to steer and control the network traffic, RDS also acts as
a distributed access control list. If a view node tries to send packets to a host that
is set as being invisible in the virtual network view, the packet is silently dropped
and not forwarded. Besides constructing SDN flow rules based on the virtual
network view description, our SDN controller also analyzes flow statistics to detect
malicious activity. Upon the identification of a host with scanning activity, based
on its transmitting traffic pattern, the SDN controller notifies an administrator and
removes the appropriate flow rules from the switch to isolate a malicious host. We
further discuss this in Section 3.3.6.
3.2.3.1

On the benefits of using SDN

Software Defined Networking provides a unique platform for efficient and centralized
network management. The framework provided by SDN to define traffic rules on a
packet flow level, allows network operators to dynamically deploy security policies
with a higher granularity compared to common network stacks. This ability, to
programmatically control network traffic in an agile way, enables the implementation
of novel, policy driven, defense approaches as we present in this chapter.
To maintain a scalable number of flow rules on a SDN switch, which can
impact performance [63, 64], a best practice for the deployment of flow rules is a
re-active way which we implement in our system. Here, an initial packet triggers
the generation of a flow rule in the controller which is dynamically deployed on
the data plane and automatically expires after an idle timeout (30 seconds in
our implementation). In Section 3.4 we evaluate the scalability of flow rules to
implement our network deception system.
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3.2.4 Deception server
To process the traffic forwarded through the flow rules to our deception server, we
implement different handlers which receive packets from nodes connected to the
network and craft responses according to the view specification. It has six main
components that are essential for deceiving malicious scanners as introduced as
follows:
• DHCP Handler: The DHCP handler component acts similar to a DHCP
server and is responsible for assigning DHCP leases to nodes which want
to connect to the network. Every virtual network view is associated with a
DHCP lease that is assigned for a specific duration to a node connecting to
the network. If a device sends a request for a DHCP lease to our deception
server, the deception server triggers the creation of a virtual network view
and assigns a DHCP lease.
• ARP Handler: All transmitted ARP requests are forwarded by appropriate
flow rules to our deception server. Based on the specifications in a virtual
view file, our deception server crafts an ARP response packet and sends it
to the requesting node. If the requesting node is not allowed to connect to
the address requested in an ARP packet, the deception server will not send
a response. In case the view specification places the requested node outside
of the requester’s subnet, an ARP packet with the address of the according
virtual gateway/router is sent in response.
• ICMP Handler: ICMP error messages are forwarded by specific flow rules
to our deception server. Packets such as a Destination Unreachable messages
often contain nested packets with the original information received by the
transmitting host. The information in nested packets is not automatically
updated in SDN switches, therefore we are forwarding such packets to our
deception server where the information in nested packets is adjusted according
to the specified virtual network view before the packet is delivered to its
destination.
• DNS Handler: To guarantee the reachability of legitimate services, our
deception server also handles DNS requests, and creates appropriate responses.
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Hereby, the DNS entries are specific to network views assigned to nodes and
are removed with the expiration of virtual network views. In RDS, the
overhead caused by updating DNS entries is acceptable since it only has to be
done with the assignment of a new network view, which duration is usually
between a few hours to multiple days.
• Gateway Simulator: To appear realistic, some endpoints are simulated by
our deception server which sends appropriate response packets if a probing
packet is received. Certain components of a virtual network view do not
have an actual endpoint. Such endpoints are for example virtual routers or
gateways that connect virtual subnetworks.
• Route Simulator: The route simulator is responsible for the deception
of network mapping functions such as traceroute. If a malicious scanner is
sending probing packets to a specific node with TTL values lower than the
number of hops specified in the virtual network view, our deception server
answers on behalf of a virtual gateway/router that is on the path between
the scanning source and destination.

3.2.5 Traffic queuing and delay handling
Besides using scanning methods to map a network topology as we discuss in Section
3.3.3, advanced attackers can also use techniques, such as analyzing the statistics of
round trip times or the measured bandwidth on links to find inconsistencies between
the physical network characteristics and the observed topology. This would enable
attackers to differentiate real from virtual nodes. To thwart such attack strategies,
we introduce methods to guarantee consistency of collected measurements. By
using queuing and introducing artificial delay to certain packets, we change the
link bandwidth LB → LB 0 and the host delays HD → HD0 so that the physical
characteristics an attacker is able to observe from a virtual network view are transformed into characteristics that are controlled by our system P N C → P N C 0 . The
introduction of noise into measurements will significantly limit the accuracy of
attack methods analyzing collected measurements as stated by Tsang et al. [58].
We calibrate the listed physical features of a network for honeypots and real
hosts with the generation of a virtual network view. In the following, we discuss
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our approach for configuring delay handling and traffic queuing, so that honeypots
and real hosts are indistinguishable for adversaries.
Adjusting the characteristics, bandwidth and delay, measured from a view node
to real hosts has to be done with caution since we want to limit the overhead we
artificially introduce to benign traffic in the network.
Bandwidth and delay measurements to a benign server under realistic traffic conditions will naturally show some variance depending on the current network status.
To guarantee consistent characteristics, our systems initially collects measurement
data from real servers and uses those as the basis to generate characteristics for
virtual network views.
3.2.5.1

Delay consistency

To control the delay in virtual network views, RDS deploys a system of traffic
queuing disciplines at each destination host in a decentralized way, which contain
multiple traffic control classes to adjust the delay of reply packets from a destination
host depending on its location in a virtual topology. The virtual delay δv observed
to an endpoint can be seen as the sum of existing delay δe plus the introduced
artificial delay δa as shown in Equation 3.1.
δv = δe + δa

(3.1)

Based on the hop distance in a virtual topology from a view node to a real
server, we calculate the artificial delay δa that has to be added to the existing
delay in a virtual network view. To add the delay δa to a host which is placed in
a virtual network view, we calculate the artificial delay δahd for hop distance hd
and delay outgoing packets at the specific host. To delay packets from a node we
use the traffic control functionality on Linux hosts. Since hosts can be placed in
different virtual network views concurrently, we install a system of qdiscs (queuing
disciplines) [65], where each queue adds a specific artificial delay δahd to outgoing
packets as shown in Figure 3.4.
The queuing disciplines as shown in Figure 3.4 are calibrated on system startup
and deployed on each honeypot and real host, which represent potential attack
targets, in a network. To determine which packets to assign to which queuing
discipline, the SDN controller in our system deploys flow rules which tag packets
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queuing discipline
outgoing packet delay δa1 with deviation +/- σa1
outgoing packet delay δa2 with deviation +/- σa2
...
outgoing packet delay δaN with deviation +/- σaN

Figure 3.4. Queuing disciplines to delay outgoing packets

Figure 3.5. Tagging packets to add artificial delay

to a destination host according to their virtual network view. Based on the VLAN
tag, the system of queuing disciplines at a destination host can identify the packet
and delay its outgoing transmission by δahd . The tag on reply packets is removed at
the switch, as we show in Figure 3.5.
To guarantee consistency of hosts within subnets we need to ensure that the
combined delay δvhd of δe and δahd in a subnet s with a hop distance of hd to the
view node is consistent for all honeypots and real hosts in s.
The calibration of consistency features for honeypots is performed based on the
features observed from real nodes. In the case of honeypots we have to ensure that
the physical characteristics of honeypots in a subnet s correlate to the characteristics
of real hosts in the same subnet s, so that an adversary is not able to differentiate
these two types of endpoints in a virtual network view.
To configure the system of queuing disciplines for each host as shown in Figure
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3.4, we have to determine the base delay δahd , as well as the bounds +/ − σa to
randomly select the delay time from a uniform distribution for an outgoing packet
for each queue. We determine these factors in Algorithm 1.
We calibrate the introduced queuing disciplines based on collected measurement
data from existing hosts in the network. Algorithm 1 starts by sampling delay data
from real hosts and honeypots in the network and calculate the average delay ds
and standard deviation σ from a node (lines 5-18). Based on the collected data
we calculate the average delay per hop distance hopdelay and the average standard
deviation per hop distance σ (lines 19-20).
If enough hosts can be sampled for delay, δv values for certain hop distances
can be interpolated (lines 23-24). If interpolation is not possible, for example if a
delay value for a specific hop distance is outside the collected data, we multiply
the hop distance hd with the average delay and standard deviation (lines 26-27).
This results in an array of delay values, hopdelay[δv1 , δv2 , δv3 , ..., δvN ], where N is the
maximum hop distance in a virtual network view. A similar array is generated for
the standard deviation per hop.
In the remaining part of Algorithm 1 (lines 30-45) we use the determined data
to calculate the artificial delay δahd and standard deviation σahd for each real node
in the network and for 1...N hop distances hd to configure the introduced queuing
disciplines.
Since artificial delay can only be added to packets, but not subtracted, the
existing delay δe to a node has to be considered for the placement in a virtual
network view. The returned list of delay values in Algorithm 1 indicates the
minimum hop distance a host has to be placed in a virtual network view from the
view node to guarantee consistent delay measurements. For example, if the list
[−δa1 , −δa2 , −δa3 , δa4 , δa5 ] is returned, the corresponding node has to be placed at least
4 hops away from the view node in a virtual topology.
To evaluate the correctness of Algorithm 1 we compare the distribution of
generated artificial delays with the distribution of measured delays with a Chi2 test.
At the top part of Table 3.1 we show measured delay data in our network from
different hosts. The bottom part shows the calculated δahd and σahd for a host with
δe1 = 1.46 and σe1 = 0.07. The bottom part of Table 3.1 also shows the resulting
δv values and the Chi2 test results which show that the artificially generated host
delays are statistically indistinguishable from the measured delay distributions. If
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Table 3.1. Measured and calculated delay values (in [ms])

Type Hop distance σe
δe
Measured
6
0.09 25.23 Measured
1
0.07 1.46
Measured
5
0.12 22.07 Measured
4
0.16 16.43 Measured
1
0.09 1.80
Measured
10
0.25 76.25 Calculated values for a host with σe = 0.07 and δe = 1.46
Type Hop distance σa δa
δv Chi2 Result > α
Calculated
1
0.01 0.17 1.63
1.000
X
Calculated
2
0.02 5.10 6.56
1.000
X
Calculated
3
0.04 10.03 11.49
1.000
X
Calculated
4
0.04 14.95 16.41
0.999
X
Calculated
5
0.04 20.59 22.05
0.999
X
Calculated
6
0.02 23.77 25.23
0.999
X
Calculated
7
0.04 36.52 37.98
0.999
X
Calculated
8
0.06 49.29 50.75
0.999
X
Calculated
9
0.07 62.06 63.52
0.999
X
Calculated
10
0.10 74.83 76.29
0.999
X
the calculated Chi2 test result is greater than α (we use a 95% significance level
α = 0.05) the compared distributions are statistically indistinguishable, which is
the case in all our evaluated samples.
3.2.5.2

Bandwidth consistency

Since real hosts and honeypots can be used in multiple different virtual network
topologies, we use queuing in our system to guarantee a minimum bandwidth
for each view node and make the observed link bandwidths to network endpoints
consistent. To implement QoS in our system, we use the OpenFlow functionality
to forward packets to a queue id instead of forwarding them directly to a switch
port. On a switch, we have to configure a list of queues to control the bandwidth
to virtual network endpoints. The actual queues have to be configured on the
switch which can require vendor specific commands. For the development of RDS
we used OpenVSwitch [66], which can also be executed on bare-metal hardware
switches. Here a QoS policy has to be created to implement queues which aim to
stay between an upper and a lower bound of a specified bandwidth.
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Algorithm 1 DetermineDelayValues()
1: delayRH = {}, delayHP = {}
2: deviationRH = {}, deviationHP = {}
3: hopdistance = {}, hopdelay = {}, hopdev = {}
4: delayartif icial = {}, devartif icial = {}
5: for all node in network do
6:
ds [] = collect list of delay samples to node
7:
calculate average delay ds from ds []
8:
calculate standard deviation σ from ds []
9:
if node is real host then
10:
delayRH [node] = ds
11:
deviatiosRH [node] = σ
12:
end if
13:
if node is honeypot then
14:
delayHP [node] = ds
15:
deviatiosHP [node] = σ
16:
end if
17:
hopdistance[node] = hopcount to node
18: end for
19: calculate average delay per hop hopdelay based on delayRH
20: calculate average deviation σ based on delayRH
21: for all hop distance hd in maximum virtual network diameter do
22:
if hopdelay[hd] and hopdev[hd] can be interpolated then
23:
hopdelay[hd] = interpolate(hd,hopdistance,delayRH )
24:
hopdev[hd] = interpolate(hd,hopdistance,deviatiosRH )
25:
else
26:
hopdelay[hd] = hd · hopdelay
27:
hopdev[hd] = hd · σ
28:
end if
29: end for
30: for all node in network do
31:
for all hop distance hd in maximum virtual network diameter do
32:
δvhd = hopdelay[hd]
33:
σvhd = hopdev[hd]
34:
if node is real host then
35:
δahd = δvhd - delayRH [node]
36:
σahd = σvhd - deviatiosRH [node]
37:
end if
38:
if node is honeypot then
39:
δahd = δvhd - delayHP [node]
40:
σahd =σvhd - deviatiosHP [node]
41:
end if
42:
delayartif icial [node][hd] = δahd
43:
devartif icial [node][hd] = σahd
44:
end for
45: end for
46: return [delayartif icial ,devartif icial ]

To configure queuing for controlling the rate to nodes, we have to specify the
overall rate of the QoS policy QoSrate , the guaranteed rate on each queue Queuemin
and the maximum rate on each queue Queuemax . To configure the QoS policy, it
has to hold that the overall QoS rate is less than the sum of all guaranteed rates:
P
i
(QoSrate ≤ N
i Queuemin ).
To provide a fair share of bandwidth to each user, we consider the available link
rate LR to a host in our network. To determine the minimum guaranteed rate to a
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Figure 3.6. Emulated enterprise test network

node Queueimin , we divide the overall rate LR by the number users N of this link,
so that Queueimin = LR / N . We can set the maximum available rate for a user to
Queuemax = LR.
With this configuration the rate a user can observe to different network endpoints
depend on the current traffic load and network status. This models the bandwidth
distribution between hosts how it would usually be done in a network with a fair
queuing scheduling policy.

3.2.6 System prototype
We release a proof of concept prototype implementation of RDS at [22] as opensource. The prototype can be tested in standard SDN emulators, such as Mininet,
and on hardware platforms that support the required OpenFlow functions. We
would like to point out that the implementation of our system we release is a research
prototype that gives a proof of concept of the introduced deception techniques and
was used in the experiments we discuss in the evaluation section. The released
software is not at a status that is ready for the market or can directly be deployed
in a production network.

3.3 Evaluation
In the following we present experimental results about the performance of our
proposed defense system.
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3.3.1 Test environment
To evaluate our system in a real world setting and measure its performance, we
emulate a SDN based enterprise network as shown in Figure 3.6. Our test network
consists of multiple connected subnetworks, where the nodes in each subnetwork
are connected with an instance of OpenVSwitch [66] which is controlled by a SDN
controller. To emulate the functionality of our test-network we use Mininet [62].
All hosts in our test-network are running Ubuntu Linux 14.04. The topology of the
test-network, we use for our experiments, is a medium-size enterprise network with
four subnetworks that contain different servers providing services to the clients on
the network. The servers host services such as web-servers, printer server, database
server and shared network directories which are constantly used by the clients.
Multiple client endpoints in our test-network have virtual network views simulated (we visualize two in Figure 3.6), and therefore see a different network than the
real underlying network and have access to a subset of the endpoints and services
provided in the real network.
In Figure 3.6 we also show how our system can be deployed in a distributed
manner. Deployment of distributed SDN controllers is an ongoing research topic,
for the purpose of this work to evaluate the introduced defense techniques, we
implemented the required functionalities in our SDN controller to forward network
traffic appropriately between different connected subnetworks. Two of the SDN
controllers that control the subnetworks where nodes have virtual network views
simulated, are the RDS controllers. The remaining SDN controllers steer the
network traffic in two subnets where currently no nodes have virtual network views
simulated. These controllers can be off-the-shelf such as layer 2 learning switches
implemented in platforms like POX, OpenDayLight or Floodlight. Figure 3.6 also
shows the deployment of our deception servers; each deception server handles the
simulation of the virtual network views in a subnetwork. We want to demonstrate
with this setup that our system can be deployed in a distributed manner and is
therefore able to scale to larger networked systems.

3.3.2 Invalidation of attacker information
Many targeted cyber attacks, such as Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) [15, 19,
20, 53, 54], depend on network reconnaissance and discovery missions where the
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internal topology of a network is mapped. The purpose of an attacker with such
missions is to gather the set of information T (as discussed in Seciton 3.1) for
further attack planning.
As discussed in Section 3.2, RDS generates a new virtual network view with
every assignment of a DHCP lease to a host in a network. The duration of a
DHCP lease can be adjusted by network administrators and can be in the order
of a few hours to multiple days. RDS is able to assign a different virtual network
view to every host in a network. Using RDS, the features of the real network
N F are transformed into the feature set of a virtual network view N F 0 ; this will
invalidate the information collected by an attacker, by transforming T into T 0 .
This is periodically achieved with every assignment of a new DHCP lease that is
correlated to a different virtual network view. In a newly assigned virtual network
view the topology, network size and address space, honeypot and host placement
has changed after the assignment of a new DHCP lease and the connecting host
sees a new network topology that is significantly different than the previous one.
Targeted cyber attacks, such as APT, which depend on collecting information over
long periods of time about the composition of a network are not able to gather
consistent information about the system infrastructure necessary to plan further
attack steps.
To show that our system achieves deception and makes an attacker believe a
virtual network topology is real, we evaluated our deception system with NMAP [6]
and multiple adversarial scanning strategies we discuss in the next section. We
performed hundreds of NMAP scans in virtual network topologies simulated by our
deception system. All matched the exact specification of the virtual network view,
thus achieving complete deception and minimizing the amount of useful information
an attacker gathers in the set T 0 . We also evaluated virtual network views generated
by our system with the recently proposed open source tool Degreaser [67]. Degreaser
is designed to detect network deception techniques. We tested multiple virtual
network views with different strategies and configurations, Degreaser did not label
any hosts or honeypots in these views as being a decoy. This shows that our
system is able to make virtual network views appear realistic and believable. In
addition to invalidating the collected information of adversaries, we will show in
the following that our system significantly delays the detection rate of vulnerable
hosts by attackers and show how the gained time is used to identify the source of
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Figure 3.7. Average vulnerable host infection rate over time for the scanning strategies
Preference Parallel, Local Preference, Preference Sequential, Non-Preference Sequential,
Uniform with and without our deception system. Vulnerable hosts are distributed evenly
over the address space within 12 virtual subnets.

Figure 3.8. Average vulnerable host infection rate over time for the scanning strategies
Preference Parallel, Local Preference, Preference Sequential, Non-Preference Sequential,
Uniform with and without our deception system. Vulnerable hosts are distributed evenly
over the address space within 25 virtual subnets.

malicious reconnaissance traffic.

3.3.3 Defending malicious network scanning
To evaluate the effectiveness of RDS against network scans we implemented a
number of common network scanning techniques which are discussed in the literature and are known to be used in malware [1, 2, 12, 16, 17]. To implement these
scanning strategies we used the python library libnmap [68], which provides an API
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to NMAP [6], as well as the python framework Scapy [61].
As discussed by Zou et al. [17], an adversarial scanner selects a scanning space
(Ω) which denotes the IP address space that is considered for selecting addresses to
probe. In an enterprise network, the considered scanning space is usually selected
based on the IP address prefix of the network an adversary aims to probe. Also
the address distance (λ), which specifies the numerical difference between the IP
addresses of a scanner and its scanned target, has an impact on the performance of
a scanning technique. The following introduced scanning techniques actively probe
a network for its features N F to retrieve an information set T which can be used
for further attack planning.
Uniform scanning probes random hosts within the scanning space Ω. Each
probe transmitted by a scanner, has an equal probability to detect a potentially
vulnerable host in the network. The detection time of vulnerable hosts in this
scanning strategy depends on the size of the overall scanning space Ω. IP addresses
to probe are chosen randomly, therefore every transmitted probe has an equal
n
chance of
to hit a vulnerable host h if a network contains n vulnerable hosts.
Ω
Local-preference scanning, as discussed by Jafarian et al. [1] and Zou et
al. [17], is a biased scanning technique where certain regions of a network are
chosen based on information that can be retrieved from the local host. In current
state-of-the-art networks, hosts are not uniformly distributed within the address
space. An adversarial scanner can increase the speed to detect vulnerable hosts
when it scans the IP space where hosts are more densely distributed as explained
by Zou et al. [17]. Local preference scanning takes advantage of this and scans
IP addresses that are closer to its own local address and therefore have a smaller
address distance λ(h), with higher probability.
Preference sequential scanning probes the IP address space sequentially,
i.e. in an additive way. In preference sequential scanning we assume that a scanner
is using local preference and selects a start IP address with a small address distance
λ(h) to its host IP address.
Non-preference sequential scanning is similar to preference sequential scanning, but selects its starting IP address in a random manner within the scanning
space Ω. Sequential scanning without local preference can show a better performance than preference sequential scanning, since the selected start IP address can
be closer to addresses of vulnerable hosts than the local address of the scanning
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host.
Preference parallel is a technique which is using parallelism that can significantly increase the performance of a scanning method, but has the drawback
of causing a large amount of network traffic which makes it easy to detect. This
technique can also be seen as a simulation of a type of cooperative scanning or
divide-and-conquer scanning where multiple hosts cooperate with each other to find
vulnerabilities. With this strategy multiple probing messages are sent out in parallel
using local preference. We use 12 parallel probing messages in our experiments.

3.3.4 Delaying adversarial scanners
To show the effectiveness of our deception system in delaying the identification
of vulnerable (real) hosts by adversaries, we executed the introduced malicious
scanning techniques in the real underlying network without our system in place and
compare it to the performance of the scanning techniques when virtual networks are
simulated for the nodes in the underlaying network. In our evaluation we consider
every real host that is visible in a virtual network view as being a potential target
that can be corrupted by a cyber attack and is therefore vulnerable.
A simplified visualization of the test-network for this experiment is shown in
Figure 3.6. We measured the detection ratio of vulnerable (real) hosts in relation
to scanning time over multiple iterations and show the averaged results. For each
scanning technique, the scanning performance is shown with (RDS) and without
(No RDS) our system deployed.
In Figure 3.7 and 3.8 we present experimental results when the introduced
adversarial scanning techniques are applied in simulated virtual networks. In the
shown charts, we present the detection ratio of vulnerable (real) hosts which are
placed in a virtual network on the Y axis in relation to the scanning time shown
on the X axis.
The results presented in Figure 3.7 are measured when virtual networks with 12
subnets and up to 25 hosts per subnetwork are simulated and vulnerable (real) hosts
are distributed evenly over the virtual network. RDS delays a malicious scanner
in our experimental scenario by ∼40 minutes on average. This delays attackers
scanning for the network for vulnerable hosts by a factor of 10 on average, which is
sufficient to identify a malicious scanner and isolate it from the network as we will
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show in Section 3.3.6.
In Figure 3.8 we present the performance of the introduced adversarial network
scanning techniques when virtual networks with 25 subnets and up to 45 hosts per
subnetwork are simulated and vulnerable (real) hosts are distributed evenly over
the virtual network. Due to the simulation of virtual networks that are significantly
larger, our system is able to delay an adversarial scanner by a factor of 22 on
average resulting in an additional ∼100 minutes on average until an attacker is
able to identify a vulnerable host.
Delaying reconnaissance missions with our deception system depends on the
size of the simulated virtual network and the placement of vulnerable hosts which
is achieved by transforming the feature set N F of the real network into the feature
set N F 0 of a virtual network as discussed in Section 3.1.2. In further experiments
we were able to delay adversaries seeking to identify vulnerable hosts of up to a
factor of 115. This can be achieved by simulating large enough virtual networks and
using a strategy where vulnerable hosts are placed with high address distance from
the scanning source. This shows that for the defense against adversarial network
reconnaissance and discovery, the principle: The bigger the haystack, the longer the
search is simple but very effective.

3.3.5 Defending analysis of network characteristics
As we discuss in Section 3.2.5, attackers can use techniques, such as statistical
analysis, to determine certain features of a network and differentiate real hosts
from honeypots. To analyze the techniques introduced in Section 3.2.5, we collect
response time statistics from hosts and apply a number of statistical tests to detect
if we are able to differentiate vulnerable hosts from honeypots. In the performed
experiment, the real hosts, which we consider as vulnerable, are located closer to
the view node and therefore have a faster response time compared to our honeypot
server.
In Figure 3.9 we show a comparison of measured host response times. The red
squares show the response times of honeypots when the consistency techniques
introduced in Section 3.2.5 are applied, while the purple diamonds show real hosts
without the consistency techniques applied. In this case the real hosts are outliers
and can be identified by applying methods to detect statistical outliers.
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Table 3.2. Host detection based on response time
Test
# Hosts Detected real hosts False Positives
Generalized ESD Test
50
5 (out of 5)
1
Z-score Test
50
5 (out of 5)
0
Modified Z-Score Test
50
5 (out of 5)
0
Generalized ESD Test
50
0 (out of 5)
0
Z-score Test
50
1 (out of 5)
7
Modified Z-Score Test
50
0 (out of 5)
0

Consistency
deactivated
deactivated
deactivated
activated
activated
activated

The green circles show the adjusted host response times with our consistency
techniques in place, which can no longer be differentiated from the response times
observed from honeypots. Depending on the network status and traffic load, the
existing delay of hosts may vary. To address such cases a higher granularity of
queuing disciplines can be defined so that the SDN controller is able to dynamically
change the tagging of packets and send them to a different queuing category at the
destination to adjust the artificial delay δa .
In Table 3.2 we show a comparison of the statistical test results to distinguish
real hosts from honeypots based on the observed response times. As defined
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [69] we use three
different tests for the detection of statistical outliers to differentiate real hosts from
honeypots. In the shown experiment we simulate virtual subnetworks with 50 hosts,
consisting of 45 honeypots and 5 real hosts. We compare the test results when
our consistency module is deactivated and activated. If the response times are not
adapted to be consistent, the applied tests are able to distinguish the real hosts
from the honeypots within a virtual subnetwork. When our consistency modules
are activated the response times of honeypots correlate to the response times of
real hosts which makes them statistically indistinguishable. For the results shown
in Table 3.2 we configured the honeypot response times by using Algorithm 1.

3.3.6 Identification of malicious nodes
In a software defined network, the controller is able to request flow rule traffic
statistics from a switch. In our RDS, the SDN controller monitors the flow rules
between honeypots and real hosts. We assume that in general benign network nodes
are not sending probing messages to random addresses or establish connections
to honeypots. In case a node starts to send packets to honeypots a malicious
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of host response times with and without consistency

activity can be assumed and the transmitting node can be observed more closely.
In our RDS, the SDN controller periodically requests flow statistics from the SDN
switches to check how many packets where transmitted to honeypots. If our
controller notices traffic from a node to honeypots, we flag the transmitting node as
a potential scanner and isolate it from the network. Using flow statistics has already
been proven as being an efficient technique for real time detection of anomalies as
discussed by Giotis et al. [70].
In Figure 3.10 we show the average identification times of a malicious scanning
host in a our test environment by our SDN controller, and the remaining time until
a scanning node will detect the first vulnerable (real) host in a virtual network.
The virtual topologies used to evaluate these results have similar characteristics as
used for the results presented in Figure 3.7.
As shown, by analyzing the SDN flow rule statistics our system is able to
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Figure 3.10. Average time to detect a malicious scanning source and remaining time
until the first vulnerable host is identified by a scanner in a virtual network with 12
subnets and 25 hosts per subnet

identify a malicious scanning source before it detects any vulnerable hosts. Upon
the detection of a scanning node, our system is able to isolate a potentially malicious
host by updating the appropriate flow rules from the SDN switch and notify an
administrator. Updating flow rules in SDN switches can be done in a fraction of
a second as discussed by Kuzniar et al. [64]. As we present in Figure 3.10, in the
test environment RDS identifies scanning activity at least 30 seconds before any
vulnerable hosts will be detected, this gives our system enough time to isolate a
potentially malicious host from the rest of the network.

3.4 System performance
The increased security we seek to achieve with the simulation of virtual networks,
has associated costs. In the case of RDS, the cost to defend malicious reconnaissance
missions can be quantified in terms of the latency overhead added to legitimate
traffic and the number of required SDN flow rules for the simulation of virtual
networks.
To guarantee consistency in the measured physical characteristics in a virtual
network view, we introduce artificial delay and control the link bandwidth as
discussed in Section 3.2.5. The latency overhead on benign users if our consistency
module is activated is defined by the artificial delay δa and standard deviation σa
added to the existing delay δe of a network endpoint. The total delay, δv = δe +
δa , also depends on the placement of a node in a virtual topology. As explained in
Section 3.2.5.1, the artificial delay δa increases with the virtual hop distance of a
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Figure 3.11. Average number of OpenFlow rules in a SDN switch per minutes of system
operation time over 100 hours

host in a virtual topology to the view node. Therefore the upper bound of delay
overhead introduced by our system can be defined as (δahd + σahd ), where hd is the
hop distance to the view node. The overhead in terms of bandwidth capacity is
bounded by the guaranteed rate Queueimin we assign to a traffic queue for a host i
as we discuss in Section 3.2.5.2.
To evaluate the overhead in terms of the number of SDN rules generated by our
system, we measured the current number of rules in a switch’s memory per minute
while our system was deployed in a network. In Figure 3.11 we show data collected
over more than 100 hours of operation of our system, while various scanning activity
was performed by multiple hosts that had virtual network views with 12 subnets
and 25 honeypots per subnet simulated. As shown, the vast majority of the time,
less than ten OpenFlow rules where installed on a switch and overall more than
500 rules where installed for less than 15 minutes during an operation time of more
than 100 hours. On average we measured 5.4 rules in a switch’s memory during
more than 100 hours of operation time of our system. As we discuss in Section
3.2.3.1, a number of SDN rules of this magnitude can be handled by modern SDN
switches and should not cause any noticeable performance impact.
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Design decisions
In this section we discuss the design decisions we made for the defense of malicious
scans with virtual network views. One can argue that an adversary with insider
information can adjust a scanning strategy with counter active measures against
our defense approach. This may involve scanning the network with a start address
that has a high address distance and probe the address space in reverse. If we
place all vulnerable hosts with a high address distance from the view node, this
would be effective for an attacker. In such a case, we are still able to use a defense
strategy where vulnerable hosts are distributed evenly over multiple subnets. With
this approach, scanning the address space in reverse would not help an attacker,
and we would still be able to delay the detection time of vulnerable hosts as we
show in the results in Figure 3.7 and 3.8.

3.5.2 Adaptive adversaries
Considering an advanced adaptive attacker who stays on a host and records a
number of virtual network views, we ask the question if it would be possible to
compare these views, estimate the used defense strategy and determine real and
virtual components. In case of a coordinated adversary, who compromises multiple
hosts, collects their views and compares them it is theoretically possible that such
a colluding attacker can conclude that it has been deceived. In such a case, an
attacker would still not be able to make conclusions about the underlying system,
since it cannot be determined what information in the provided set T 0 is fake and
what is real. Assuming such an attacker, the generation of virtual network views
has to be done with caution. We leave a detailed analysis of adaptive coordinated
adversaries for future work, but argue that our system is able to defend against such
an attacker, since we show that the physical characteristics of virtual topologies
are simulated by our system to guarantee consistency and malicious scanning hosts
can be detected and isolated before they find vulnerable hosts.
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3.6 Discussion of specific related work
In recent publications [1, 2, 12, 71], the authors introduce systems that performs
dynamic address space randomization based on Software Defined Networking (SDN)
technologies to defend against adversarial scanners, such as worms. Although being
an effective defense approach, these systems suffer from high overheads which we
avoid in our solution and are not able to dynamically detect the source of scanning
traffic that our solution achieves by simulating entire virtual topologies. In particular, the introduced system by Jafarian et al. [1] relies on DNS queries which have
to be performed for every new connection to a legitimate host that is established
within a new randomization interval (usually 1-5 seconds). In addition to sending
a DNS request in the proposed system, the DNS reply message is intercepted by
the SDN controller and rewritten to match the address randomization strategy. To
evaluate their system performance, we implemented the proposed DNS protocol
which requires 51.6ms on average to resolve a name which has to be done every 1-5
seconds if a new connection to a host is established. Our system in comparison only
takes 16.7ms on average to resolve a name. In addition, our RDS has to perform
name resolution only upon the deployment of a new virtual view which is done
every few hours with the assignment of a new DHCP lease.
Sun et al. [72] propose a defense system based on IP address randomization
and the placement of decoys. They also introduce a network connection migration
mechanism to seamlessly move existing connections between legitimate users when
the IP addresses of servers change. In contrast to our system, which targets internal
adversaries who are present in an enterprise network, Sun et al. [72] focuses on
scanners such as ZMap [73] originating from the Internet.
Trassare et al. [3] the authors propose techniques to deceive network reconnaissance focused on mapping a topology by using the standard traceroute function.
The authors especially focus on the defense of critical routers and links in a network
topology.
Chiang et al. [74] and Robertson et al. [75] discuss an approach to build a cyber
deception system. An overview of the design of such a system is presented, but
the authors do not provide a detailed formulation of network reconnaissance or
evaluate specific attack strategies depending on reconnaissance missions.
In comparison to existing network deception systems, we demonstrate that RDS
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is able to identify the source of malicious scanning traffic by analyzing the flow
statistics of SDN flow rules used to simulate virtual topologies. Current defense
approaches do not consider such techniques to identify and isolate the source of
adversarial scanning traffic. This gives our proposed system an advantage over
current approaches to effectively defend and identify an adversary performing reconnaissance. A deception feature which is unique to RDS, and was not considered
in previous publications, is the simulation of consistent physical network features as
we introduce in this work. Without simulating consistent physical characteristics of
deception mechanisms advanced attackers are able to deduce that they are deceived
and use such knowledge as a counter maneuver as we demonstrate in Section 3.3.5.
Honeypots are an essential component in our RDS for the simulation of virtual
network views. We use honeypots as traps and decoys in virtual networks to
detect malicious scanning traffic and identify adversarial hosts. For the usage
and configuration of honeypots we follow best practices as defined in well cited
publications such as Provos et al. [56, 76].
We consider a number of well cited publications [16, 17, 77] for the analysis and
implementation of malicious network scanning strategies which have been initially
observed in computer worms. To evaluate our RDS we implemented adversarial
scanning strategies as discussed in these papers.
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Chapter 4 |
Fast Network Configuration in
Software Defined Networking
Software Defined Networking provides a framework to dynamically configure networks with the use of flow rules. Realization of highly adaptive SDNs with the
ability to respond to changing demands or recover after a network attack in a short
period of time, hinges on efficient updates of flow rules. We model the time to
deploy a set of flow rules by the update time at the bottleneck switch, formulate the
problem of selecting paths to minimize the deployment time under feasibility constraints as a mixed integer linear program (MILP) and propose efficient heuristics.
We show that our algorithms reduce the network configuration time to compute
and deploy flow rules up to 45% on average compared to current solutions, while
having similar packet loss. We demonstrate that in a network with failed links, our
proposed algorithms are able to reduce the average time to reestablish disrupted
flows by more than 40%.

4.1 Motivation
By analyzing flow rule update procedures discussed in the literature, we are
able to derive a that the network element requiring the most updates within a
reconfiguration round is the dominating factor of the network configuration delay
in SDN. Based on the observation that the time to deploy a flow configuration
is dominated by the largest update time per switch which is proportional to the
number of updated rules, we formulate a mixed integer linear program (MILP)
to compute the flow configuration with the minimum deployment time under
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feasibility (e.g., link capacity, path length) constraints. Since efficient computation
of a flow rule based configuration is essential, we develop a set of heuristics designed
to approximate the minimum deployment time while maintaining a polynomial
computation time. This includes both a randomized rounding algorithm based on
a relaxation of our MILP formulation and a minimax path algorithm based on
sequentially configuring the flows according to our formulation.
At the beginning of this chapter we formulate the problem of minimizing the
network update time as an optimization problem and analyze its properties. The
nomenclature used throughout the chapter is shown in Table 6.1.
Notations
Fi
Qi
wi
cij , ceij
dh
ϕh
sh , th
R
P
χ
V
E
H, Hn

Table 4.1. Nomenclature and notation
Descriptions
Set of flow rules to be updated/inserted on a switch i
Current flow table size on switch i
Per-rule update/insertion time on switch i
Total/residual capacity of link (i, j)
Rate of flow h generated at the source node
Maximum path length for a flow h
Source/destination of flow h
Maximum update time on a switch
Set of possible paths in a network
Set of pre-computed candidate paths
Set of nodes in a network
Set of links in a network
Set of all/new flows

4.1.1 Network Model
Given a network modeled as an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is the
set of switches and E the set of links. Each link (i, j) ∈ E is associated with
a capacity cij . Let H denote the current set of flows on this network. Each
flow h ∈ H is associated with a source sh , a destination th , and a demand dh
specifying the flow rate. Depending on the construction of SDN rules, which can
be specified by the network operator, a flow h can be a single flow identified by
a pair of IP addresses, as well as a batch of flows identified by an IP-prefix. Our
framework will compute an assignment of flows on a network topology, where
the detailed definition of a flow h can be set by the network operator. In our
framework, bhi denotes the amount of flow h generated by switch i, given by
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bhi = dh if i = sh , bhi = −dh if i = th , and bhi = 0 otherwise.
We assume single-path routing (i.e., unsplittable flows) in this work, since the
OpenFlow protocol [7] (including the latest OpenFlow switch specification version
1.5.1), one of the first and most widespread implementation protocol for SDN,
provides only a limited support for the features required to use multi-path routing
(i.e. group type - select), which is typically not implemented by OpenFlow-enabled
switches.

4.1.2 Model of Network Update Time
The delay from the time a flow demand arrives to the time that the network is
configured to carry the flow includes four components: (a) queueing delay, where a
network operator may wait for a certain number of flow demands to be processed in
a batch, (b) computation delay, which is the time to calculate the new configuration
at the controller, (c) communication delay, which is the time to communicate the
new configuration (i.e., flow rules) to the involved switches, and (d) deployment
delay, which is the time to deploy the rules at the switches. The dominating factors
are (b) and (d) as explained below.
The queueing delay (a) TB is a design parameter set by the network operator.
As reported in [31], a 1500-server cluster has a median flow arrival rate of 100K
per second. A batch size of 40 flows, as assumed in our evaluation, would result in
a delay of TB = 0.4ms, and is thus negligible.
The (southbound) communication delay (c) TS,i between the controller and the
switch i consists of the transmission delay plus the propagation delay:
OpenFlow packet size
Di
TS,i =
+
,
(4.1)
Controll network bandwidth 0.75 · c
where c is the speed of light1 , and Di is the distance from the controller to the
switch i. The second term is negligible compared to the first term, and thus TS,i is
roughly the same for all the switches in the same SDN, modeled by a constant TS .
The bandwidth between the controller and the switches ranges from 17Mbps [78]
to 276Mbps [79] for modern SDNs. Assuming a bandwidth of 276Mbps and a
maximum OpenFlow packet size of 64KB [7], TS ≈ 1.8ms.
The computation (b) and the deployment (d) delays are in the order of 10–
1000ms, dominating the total delay. The computation delay depends on the
1

0.75 in the denominator is a reduction factor for c on cooper wire.
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controller hardware and the flow configuration algorithm, while the deployment
delay depends on the switch hardware and the flow configuration itself. Our focus
is to minimize these delays by designing efficient flow configuration algorithms,
with fast deployment.
To this end, we analyze the impact of flow configuration on the deployment
time. In SDN, deploying a new configuration requires updating the corresponding
rules in the flow tables of the switches. As observed in [30], the update time of
a flow table tends to grow with the number of updated rules, as updates on a
given switch must be performed sequentially to ensure consistency [26, 27]. This
observation implies that given a set Fi of rules to be updated at switch i, the total
update time at i, denoted by τi , satisfies
τi (Fi ) =

X

wi (r),

(4.2)

r∈Fi

where wi (r) denotes the time to update a single rule r ∈ Fi . As observed in [26,30],
the rule update time wi (r) is generally an increasing function of the current flow
table size Qi (r). In production networks, the flow table size is typically much
larger than the number of updated rules. Since each rule update changes the flow
table size by at most one (if adding/deleting a rule), this means that Qi (r) can be
approximated to a constant for all r ∈ Fi , which implies that wi (r) ≈ wi for all
r ∈ Fi . Under this assumption, (4.2) is simplified to τi (Fi ) = |Fi |wi .
While updates on a single switch are performed sequentially, updates on different
switches can usually be done concurrently. This implies that the total time τ (F ) to
S
deploy a set of updated rules F = i∈V Fi across all the switches will be determined
by the switch with the maximum update time, i.e.,
τ (F ) = max wi · |Fi |.
i∈V

(4.3)

We will discuss the extension of our approach to policy-preserving updates [27] in
Section 4.5.

4.1.3 Flow rule deployment times
As discussed in the literature (e.g. [26, 28, 29, 64]) the time to insert/update a
flow rule in the TCAM of SDN-enabled switches varies significantly depending on
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different hardware vendors and rule priorities.
He et al. [28] perform measurements on three switches from different vendors
(IBM, Intel, Broadcom) and report rule insertion/modification times ranging from
as low as 3ms on an empty switch, to ∼100ms on a switch that already has a few
hundred rules deployed. Katta et al. [29] perform measurements on a Pica8 switch
and report rule deployment times between 12ms on an empty switch to 80ms on a
switch with existing flow rules. Kuzniar et al. [64] evaluate three different hardware
platforms (HP, Pica8, Dell) and report per-rule installation/modification times
between 33-400ms. Wen et al. [26] discuss a hardware extension to reduce deployment times to 12-15ms per flow rule. Measurements of the per-rule deployment
times we conducted on a Brocade ICX 6610 switch range from 350-450ms which
further illustrates that significant differences exist for flow rule deployment times
on different switches.

4.1.4 The MinUpdateTime Problem
Our goal is to minimize the network update time by selecting a path for each
flow h ∈ H which minimizes the maximum number of updated rules per switch,
weighted by its per-rule update time. We represent the path selection by a decision
variable xhij ∈ {0, 1}, which indicates if flow h traverses link (i, j) ∈ E. Note that
although the links are undirected, the traversals of links are directed. The decision
variables must satisfy the flow conservation constraint
X

xhij =

j∈V

X

xhki + sgn(bhi ),

∀h ∈ H, i ∈ V,

(4.4)

k∈V

where sgn(y) is the sign function that is 1 if y > 0, −1 if y < 0, and 0 if y = 0.
This constraint ensures that the path formed by links with xhij = 1 can route the
flow from sh to th . These variables must also satisfy the link capacity constraint
X

(xhij + xhji ) · dh ≤ cij ,

∀(i, j) ∈ E,

(4.5)

h∈H

where cij is the capacity of link (i, j) ∈ E.
While (4.4,4.5) are typical constraints in flow configuration, we have a novel
objective, i.e., minimizing the network update time. As discussed in (4.3), this
objective depends on the number of updated rules at each switch, which depends
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not only on the current configuration, but also on the previous configuration.
To capture the previous path selection, we introduce a parameter kijh ∈ {0, 1},
which indicates whether flow h ∈ H was using link (i, j) before the update. Note
that for a newly arrived flow h, kijh = 0 for all (i, j) ∈ E. Then we have the following
observations: (1) if kijh = 1 but flow h no longer traverses switch i, then the rule for
forwarding h needs to be removed from the flow table of switch i; (2) if kijh = 0 but
flow h traverses link (i, j), then either flow h used to traverse a different link (i, j 0 )
(j 0 6= j) at switch i or it did not traverse switch i at all; in both cases a rule at
switch i needs to be updated (modified or inserted). The above covers all possible
cases of rule updates.
To write the number of updated rules at a given switch as a function of xhij ’s,
we define another parameter ahij :
ahij , 1 − kijh − uhi ,

(4.6)

where uhi , 1 − j∈V (1 − kijh ). From this definition, uhi = 1 if flow h used to traverse
switch i and uhi = 0 otherwise. Parameter ahij can take 1, 0, or −1, where ahij = 1
if flow h did not traverse switch i; ahij = 0 if flow h did not traverse link (i, j) but
traversed switch i, and ahij = −1 if flow h traversed link (i, j). Note that kijh and
ahij are determined by the previous path selection and are thus constants in our
optimization.
Q
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Figure 4.1. Update at switch i: rule addition (a), removal (b), change (c).

Lemma 1. If all the paths carrying flows are cycle-free, then the number of updated
P
P
rules at switch i ∈ V is given by h∈H j:(i,j)∈E (ahij · xhij + kijh ).
Proof. It suffices to show that for a given flow h, j:(i,j)∈E (ahij · xhij + kijh ) = 1 if there
P
is a rule update for flow h at switch i and j:(i,j)∈E (ahij · xhij + kijh ) = 0 otherwise.
To see this, consider the three cases of rule update as illustrated in Figure
4.1. In case (a), i.e., flow h was not traversing switch i but now traverses it via
h
link (i, j), we have xhij = 1, xhik = 0 for all k =
6 j, ahik = 1 and kik
= 0 for all
P
P
h
links (i, k) ∈ E, implying k:(i,k)∈E (ahik · xhik + kik
) = k:(i,k)∈E xhik = 1. In case
(b), i.e., flow h was traversing link (i, j) but now no longer traverses switch i,
h
we have xhik = 0 for all (i, k) ∈ E, kijh = 1, and kik
= 0 for all k 6= j, implying
P
P
h
h
h
h
k:(i,k)∈E (aik · xik + kik ) =
k:(i,k)∈E kik = 1. In case (c), i.e., flow h was traversing
switch i via link (i, j 0 ) but now traverses it via link (i, j), we have xhij 0 = 0, kijh 0 = 1,
h
ahij 0 = −1, ahij = 0, kijh = 0, and xhik = kik
= 0 for the other links (i, k) ∈ E with
P
h
k∈
/ {j, j 0 }, implying k:(i,k)∈E (ahik · xhik + kik
) = (ahij · xhij + kijh ) + (ahij 0 · xhij 0 + kijh 0 ) = 1.
Moreover, if flow h traverses switch i via the same link (i, j) at both times, then
h
h
aij = −1, xhij = 1, and kijh = 1, while xhik = kik
= 0 for the other (i, k) ∈ E (k 6= j),
P
h
h
h
yielding k:(i,k)∈E (aik · xik + kik ) = 0. Finally, if flow h does not traverse switch i at
P
both times, then xhij = kijh = 0 for all (i, j) ∈ E, and hence j:(i,j)∈E (ahij · xhij + kijh ) =
0.
P
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Note that Lemma 1 only considers flows currently existing in the network.
Remark: We ignore terminated flows as the rules of terminated flows will expire
automatically according to the OpenFlow protocol [7], thus not requiring explicit
updates. We now formulate our optimization problem, referred to as the MinUpdateTime problem as shown in (4.7).
Constraints (4.7c, 4.7d) ensure that selected paths route flows within link capacities. Constraint (4.7e) ensures that a flow h is routed on a path not exceeding
a length of ϕh hops which allows to control the end-to-end delay of a flow. Notice
that a path cannot traverse the same switch multiple times (i.e., cannot contain
cycles), as this will cause conflicts in the forwarding rules. Hence, constraints (4.7f,
4.7g) ensure cycle elimination according to the Miller–Tucker–Zemlin technique [80]
with the introduction of path sequence variables vih . Constraint (4.7h) ensures
that each flow is routed along a single path, and constraint (4.7b) ensures that the
objective value R is no smaller than the maximum update time of any switch.
min R

(4.7a)
X

X

(ahij · xhij + kijh ) ≤ R,

∀i ∈ V,

(4.7b)

∀h ∈ H, i ∈ V,

(4.7c)

∀(i, j) ∈ E,

(4.7d)

∀h ∈ H,

(4.7e)

vih − vjh + 1 ≤ |V |(1 − xhij ), ∀h ∈ H, (i, j) ∈ E

(4.7f)

vih ∈ {1, . . . , |V |}

∀h ∈ H, i ∈ V

(4.7g)

∀h ∈ H, (i, j) ∈ E.

(4.7h)

s.t. wi

h∈H j:(i,j)∈E

X

xhij =

X

j∈V

X

xhki + sgn(bhi ),

k∈V

(xhij + xhji ) · dh ≤ cij ,

h∈H

X

xhij ≤ ϕh ,

i,j∈E

xhij ∈ {0, 1},

Problem (4.7) minimizes the network update time due to flow table updates. We
will design efficient algorithms for this optimization and evaluate the computation
time separately (Section 6.6). The above formulation can be extended to model
additional traffic engineering objectives, e.g., by adding constraints on routing cost
or load balancing metrics. We leave the study of these additional constraints to
future work.
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4.1.5 The Non-disruptive MinUpdateTime Problem
The solution to the MinUpdateTime problem (4.7) can reroute existing flows,
which can cause temporary disruption to applications relying on these flows. For
disruption-sensitive applications (e.g. real-time streaming or high performance
computing jobs in data center networks), it is desirable that the configuration
is calculated for the new flows only, leaving the existing flows undisrupted. We
therefore, define Non-disruptive MinUpdateTime problem that does not re-route
existing flows. Let Hn ⊆ H denote the set of newly arrived flows. We consider a
variation of (4.7) that only selects paths for flows in Hn . Accordingly, constraints
(4.7c, 4.7h) are only imposed on xhij where h ∈ Hn . The link capacity constraint
(4.7d) is revised by replacing the original link capacity cij ((i, j) ∈ E) by the residual
link capacity ceij , defined as
X

ceij , cij −

h
(kijh + kji
)dh .

(4.8)

h∈H\Hn

The only substantial change is in how we count the number of rule updates in
constraint (4.7b). Since the updates are only for the new flows (to add their rules),
and ahij ≡ 1 and kijh ≡ 0 for a new flow h ∈ Hn , ∀(i, j) ∈ E, we revise constraint
(4.7b) as follows,
wi

X

X

xhij ≤ R,

∀i ∈ V.

(4.9)

h∈Hn j:(i,j)∈E

Putting the above changes together gives the following optimization for the
Non-disruptive MinUpdateTime problem:
min R

(4.10a)

s.t. wi

X

X

xhij ≤ R,

∀i ∈ V,

(4.10b)

∀h ∈ Hn , i ∈ V,

(4.10c)

∀(i, j) ∈ E,

(4.10d)

∀h ∈ H,

(4.10e)

h∈Hn j:(i,j)∈E

X

xhij =

X

j∈V

xhki + sgn(bhi ),

k∈V

(xhij + xhji ) · dh ≤ ceij ,

X
h∈Hn

X

xhij ≤ ϕh ,

i,j∈E
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vih − vjh + 1 ≤ |V |(1 − xhij ), ∀h ∈ Hn , (i, j) ∈ E

(4.10f)

vih ∈ {1, . . . , |V |}

∀h ∈ Hn , i ∈ V

(4.10g)

∀h ∈ Hn , (i, j) ∈ E.

(4.10h)

xhij ∈ {0, 1},

4.1.6 Properties of the Problems
Checking feasibility of our MinUpdateTime problem (4.7) or Non-disruptive MinUpdateTime problem (4.10) is known as the specified demand integral multi-commodity
flow problem and is known to be NP-complete [81]. However, in the following we
prove that even if feasibility is given, problems (4.7) and (4.10) are still NP-hard.
Theorem 2. Both the MinUpdateTime problem (4.7) and the Non-disruptive
MinUpdateTime problem (4.10) are NP-hard, even if they are known to be feasible.
Proof. We show the NP-hardness of the Non-Disruptive MinUpdateTime problem
(4.10) by reducing the classic formulation of the Knapsack problem to a specific
instance of the Non-Disruptive MinUpdateTime problem, in polynomial time. We
select an instance of Non-Disruptive MinUpdateTime which starts with an offloaded
network, so that the same proof will hold for both the general version (4.7) and
the non-disruptive (4.10) version.
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Figure 4.2. NP-hardness of MinUpdateTime
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x,D

J

We recall that the Knapsack problem considers a knapsack of size S, and a
set of items I, where each item i ∈ I has a size Si and a value Vi > 0. The
problem is to find a subset I 0 ⊆ I such that S(I 0 ) ≤ S and V (I 0 ) is maximized,
P
P
where S(I 0 ) = i∈I 0 Si and V (I 0 ) = i∈I 0 Vi . Given an instance of the Knapsack
problem, we construct an instance of the Non-Disruptive MinUpdateTime problem
as illustrated in Figure 4.2. For each Knapsack item i ∈ I, with h = |I|, we
construct: a single source node si , requiring to transmit a flow of Si units to
a destination node d; a node fi , sending Vi + 1 flows to a destination node d ,
for a total amount of  units of flow, where  is an arbitrarily small value, with
 < mini∈I Si ; the intermediate nodes ui and vi connected to the source nodes
through the links (si , ui ) and (si , vi ) of capacity Si and links (fi , ui ) and (fi , vi ) of
capacity . We then have two intermediate nodes w and z such that each node
ui , i ∈ I, is connected to w via a link of capacity Si , and each node vi is connected
to z via a link of the same capacity. Node w is also connected to a node m, with
link (m, w) of capacity ∗ . The node m generates Λ equal flows directed to d ,
P
with Λ , d i∈I (Vi + 1)e, for a total flow equal to ∗ . Finally, nodes w and z are
connected to the destination nodes d and d . The capacity of the link (w, d) is S,
the same as the Knapsack.
Notice that this construction ensures that any feasible routing will allow either
a single flow of size Si through node ui , and Vi + 1 flows of total size  through vi ,
or vice versa. The capacity of link (w, d) allows only a limited number of sources
among {s1 , . . . , sh } to route their flow through node w to d. The capacity limitation
on link (w, d) is the key to the correspondence of our construction to the original
Knapsack problem. Link (w, d) can only accommodate a number of single source
flows Si up to capacity S. All the other single source flows, exceeding the capacity
S of link (w, d) will be routed to d via node z. In fact, the capacity of the link
P
(z, d) is an arbitrarily large value M , where M ≥ i∈I Si , having room for all the
unique source flows to be routed to node d.
The capacity of links (w, d ) and (z, d ) is equal to h + ∗ and to h, respectively.
In order to force the routing of as much single source flows as possible through
link (w, d) we set  and ∗ such that h + ∗ < mini∈I Si . Furthermore, we set
h < ∗ /Λ so that the only route available to the flows generated by m is across link
(w, d ). Notice that this construction, together with the capacity limitations of the
considered links, imposes that the router with maximum number of rule updates is
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always w, regardless of the flow routing decision. MinUpdateTime should therefore
minimize the number of rules of node w. We introduce a binary decision variable
zi , to reflect the decision (zi = 1) to route the single flow Si from node si to node
ui and the multiple flows coming from node fi will be routed through node vi . If
instead flow Si is routed along link (si , vi ) (zi = 0) the multiple flows from fi will
traverse link (fi , ui ).
A solution is feasible for the constructed Non-Disruptive MinUpdateTime if and
P
only if the selected flows Si routed through link (w, d) for a capacity i∈I zi · Si ,
do not exceed S. This is equivalent to selecting a subset of items I 0 ⊆ I of the
Knapsack problem, for which i ∈ I 0 if zi = 1, such that the size S(I 0 ) does not
exceed the Knapsack capacity S.
With this construction, the optimal number of rules on node w is n(w) =
P
P
minzi :i∈I {Λ + i∈I [zi · 1 + (1 − zi ) · (Vi + 1)]} = minzi :i∈I [Λ + |I| + i∈I Vi · (1 − zi )] 2 .
Solving the MinUpdateTime optimally also requires finding the values of the binary
P
variables zi that minimize n(w) which is equivalent to maximizing i∈I zi · Vi , the
value of the Knapsack, which concludes the proof.
Discussion: The problems (4.7) and (4.10) implicitly assume that proper
admission control has been implemented to guarantee the feasibility of the flow
demand H. For unsplittable flows, the admission control problem itself is NP-hard,
but can be approximated to a ratio of O(∆α−1 log2 |V |), where ∆ is the maximum
node degree and α the expansion of the network topology [82]. Here we assume
that the demands are feasible to focus on the problem of minimizing the network
update time among the feasible flow configurations.

4.2 Unrestricted Path Selection Algorithms
To reconfigure the network under changes in flow demands, we consider the following
algorithms: (i) a shortest path algorithm that routes the flows sequentially such
that each flow uses the path with the smallest hop count with sufficient residual
capacity to carry this flow, (ii) a randomized rounding algorithm that solves the
optimization (4.7) (or (4.10)) via linear programming (LP) relaxation followed by
2

Notice that routing some multiple source flows from z through d and w to reach d would be
sub-optimal for the MinUpdateTime problem, as an equivalent solution with less rules installed
on w is possible by routing these flows directly from z to d through link (z, d ).
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randomized rounding, and (iii) a minimax path algorithm that routes the flows
sequentially on the feasible path that minimizes the maximum per-rule update time
among the traversed switches. The non-disruptive constraint can be applied to all
algorithms.
These algorithms are considered for different reasons: (i) is a baseline that is
widely used in practice, (ii) is a standard technique to approximate the solution
of MILPs, and (iii) solves a sequential variation of our optimization (4.7, 4.10)
by considering one flow at a time. All these algorithms are unrestricted in the
sense that they allow flows to be routed along any path in the network, which is in
contrast to restricted routing as presented later (Section 4.3).
Algorithm 2 ShortestPath(G, H)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

x=0
for all (i, j) ∈ E do
ceij = cij
end for
for all h ∈ H do
Gh = G − {(i, j) ∈ E : ceij < dh }
ph = shortest_path(Gh , sh , th )
for all (i, j) ∈ ph do
xhij = 1
ceij = ceij − dh
end for
end for
return x

4.2.1 Shortest Path Algorithm
As a baseline, we try to route each flow on the shortest available path. Algorithm 2
considers the flows in an arbitrary order (line 5). For each flow h under consideration,
it computes the subgraph formed by links with sufficient residual capacity to carry
the flow (line 6), finds the shortest (i.e., minimum hop count) path in this subgraph
between the source and the destination of flow h (line 7), and selects this path
for the flow (line 9). After selecting a path, it updates the residual link capacities
for the traversed links (line 11) before processing the next flow. At the end, the
algorithm returns x = (xhij )h∈H,(i,j)∈E indicating the selected links (which form a
path) for each flow. If the flow configuration has to be non-disruptive, then the
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initial residual capacity (line 3) will be the remaining link capacities left by existing
flows, and the loop (lines 5–12) will only be performed for new flows. Since the
primary objective of a shortest path algorithm is to follow the traffic engineering
goal of minimizing path lengths, we do not have to add the constraint to limit the
number of hops ϕh as discussed in Section 4.1.4.
Note that due to its greedy nature, Algorithm 2 may fail to find paths for some
flows, i.e., line 7 may fail to find a path because sh and th are disconnected in Gh ,
even though the demand is feasible (i.e., there is a way to route all the flows in H).
If this occurs, we do not assign any path to flow h and this flow will be dropped.
Complexity: Finding the minimum hop count path between a given pair of
nodes (line 7) can be done in O(|E|) time via a breadth first search, and thus the
computation for each flow (lines 6–11) has complexity O(|E|). Since the algorithm
routes the flows one by one, its overall complexity is O(|H| · |E|).
Remark: Although not designed to optimize the network update time, the
shortest path algorithm strives to optimize a related metric: minimizing the hop
count minimizes the number of rules installed across all the switches.
Algorithm 3 RandomizedRounding(G, H)
1: x = 0
h)
2: (fij
h∈H,(i,j)∈E = MinUpdateTime_LP(G, H)
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

(fph )h∈H,p∈P = fractional_path(G, (fijh )h∈H,(i,j)∈E )
for all (i, j) ∈ E do
ceij = cij
end for
for all h ∈ H do
randomly sample ph according to distribution (fph )p∈P
if ceij ≥ dh for all (i, j) ∈ ph then
for all (i, j) ∈ ph do
xhij = 1
ceij = ceij − dh
end for
end if
end for
return x
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4.2.2 Randomized Rounding Algorithm
The MILP formulation of the MinUpdateTime problem (4.7) and its non-disruptive
version (4.10) allows us to leverage standard techniques to the approximation of
MILPs. In particular, randomized rounding (RR) is a widely used approach to
approximate integer linear programs (ILPs) and MILPs. Below, we will discuss the
application of randomized rounding to solve (4.7), and similar steps can be used to
solve (4.10).
As shown in Algorithm 3, randomized rounding first (line 2) solves an LP
relaxation of (4.7). Such a relaxation is obtained by replacing the integer variable
xhij by a fractional variable fijh , and replacing the integer constraint (4.7h) by a
linear constraint fijh ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, we remove the cycle avoidance constraints
(4.7f). After solving the LP for a link-level fractional solution fijh , we convert it into
a path-level fractional solution, where fph is the fraction of flow h routed on the
cycle-free path p (line 3). This is done by the subroutine fractional_path, based
on a maximum flow algorithm as explained below. Viewing the fraction fph as the
probability of routing flow h on path p, we round the fractional solution to an
integral solution by randomly selecting a single path for each flow h ∈ H according
to the distribution (fph )p∈P (line 8). Since after rounding, some links may exceed
their capacities, we further check for sufficient residual capacity on the selected
path before assigning a flow (line 9). If the path does not have sufficient residual
capacity, the flow will be dropped.
As discussed, Algorithm 3 relies on a subroutine fractional_path (line 3) to
convert the link-level fractional solution given by the LP relaxation to a path-level
fractional solution used for rounding, with cycle-free paths. This subroutine can
be implemented by the Edmonds-Karp algorithm [83] as follows. Given a network
G = (V, E) with “link capacities” fijh for each (i, j) ∈ E, we route a flow of demand
dh from node sh to node th by repeating the following steps:
1. find a path p from sh to th with bottleneck residual capacity f (f > 0) using
breadth first search;
2. route f units of flow h on path p (i.e., fph = f ) and subtract f from the
residual capacities of links on p.
We repeat the above steps until there is no path from sh to th with positive residual
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capacity. Let Ph be the set of paths used for flow h and fph (p ∈ Ph ) the fraction
of flow on each path. The flow conservation constraint (4.7c) guarantees that
P
h
p∈Ph fp = 1. Then applying this algorithm to all h ∈ H provides the path-level
S
fractional solution (fph )h∈H,p∈P for all the flows, where P = h∈H Ph (fph ≡ 0 for all
p ∈ P \ Ph ).
Complexity: The bottleneck of the randomized rounding algorithm is solving
the LP relaxation (line 2), which can be done in polynomial time using interior
point methods. Specifically, the LP relaxation of (4.7) has O(|H| · |E|) variables and
O(|H| · |E|) constraints, assuming |V | = O(|E|). Using Karmarkar’s algorithm [84],
this LP can be solved in O(|H|7.5 · |E|7.5 ) time. We note that the link-level to
path-level conversion (line 3) can be done in O(|H| · |E|2 ), where each run of
Edmonds-Karp takes O(|E|2 ), as finding a path by breadth first search takes O(|E|)
and each path saturates at least one link. The overall complexity of the randomized
rounding algorithm is therefore O(|H|7.5 · |E|7.5 ).

4.2.3 Minimax Path Algorithm
As is shown later (Section 6.6), solving the LP relaxation of (4.7) described in
Section 4.2.2 still requires a computation time that is significantly larger than the
time to deploy the rules for reasonably large networks. For a significant reduction
of the complexity, we propose a minimax path algorithm as follows.
The basic idea is that instead of jointly routing all the flows, we consider one
flow at a time as in the baseline solution (Section 4.2.1). The difference from the
baseline is that for each flow h, we select the path with the minimum update time
by solving the optimization (4.7) with H = {h} and cij being the current residual
capacity on link (i, j) ∈ E. We have two key observations:
1) if we consider the existing flows before the new flows, the optimal solution to
(4.7) is not to reroute an existing flow;
2) for a new flow, the objective value of (4.7) equals maxi∈ph wi for the selected
path ph , i.e., the maximum per-rule update time among the switches traversed by
this flow.
Therefore, the optimal solution to (4.7) when considering one flow at a time
(with existing flows considered first) is to keep each existing flow as is, and route
each new flow on the path that minimizes the maximum per-rule update time
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among all the paths with sufficient residual capacity. Note that this solution is
always non-disruptive.
The above observations lead to a path selection algorithm similar to Algorithm 2,
except that line 3 initializes the residual capacity to be the capacity left by the
existing flows, line 5 only iterates among the new flows, and line 7 is replaced by
ph = minimax_path(Gh , sh , th , ϕh ),

(4.11)

which selects the path from sh to th in Gh that minimizes the maximum per-rule
update time among the traversed nodes and is limited to a number of ϕh hops on a
path. Similar to the subroutine shortest_path in Algorithm 2, subroutine (4.11)
may not be able to find any path for a flow, in which case the flow will be dropped.
The minimax path problem can be solved by modifying any shortest path
algorithm to change the calculation of path length from the sum of link/node
weights to the maximum of link/node weights [85].
Complexity: Using the minimax version of the Dijkstra’s algorithm, minimax_path(Gh , sh , th , ϕh )
can be computed in O(|E| + |V | log |V |) time. Thus, the overall minimax path
algorithm has a complexity of O(|Hn | · (|E| + |V | log |V |)).

4.3 Restricted Path Selection Algorithms
In large networks, computing paths from scratch is time-consuming and can become
the bottleneck of network updates (see Section 6.6). To address this challenge, we
propose to reduce the solution space by restricting each flow to a set of candidate
paths, inspiring a two-step solution: (1) step one computes a set of candidate paths
offline for each switch pair, and (2) step two selects one of the candidate paths
online for each flow.

4.3.1 Offline Path Computation
The first step aims at precomputing a set of paths between each pair of nodes with
minimum overlap, such that they will provide enough diversity to route the flows
to avoid excessive updates at any single switch. We precompute χ paths per switch
pair, where χ is a design parameter that controls the trade-off between complexity
(i.e., time to compute the rules) and optimality (i.e., time to deploy the rules).
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Specifically, given a parameter χ and a switch source-destination pair (s, t), we
want to find χ paths from s to t such that the maximum number of paths traversing
the same switch is minimized.
This problem is structurally similar to the Non-Disruptive MinUpdateTime
problem in (4.10): if wi ≡ 1 for all i ∈ V , the objective of (4.10) is precisely to
minimize the maximum number of flows in Hn that traverse the same switch. The
difference is that the link capacity constraint (4.10d) no longer applies since we are
precomputing paths instead of routing flows. Cycle avoidance constraints (4.10f)
are also removed to reduce the complexity without affecting the optimal solution,
as we can remove cycles in a given solution without increasing the objective value.
Thus, the problem of computing candidate paths, referred to as the CandidatePath problem, is a special case of (4.10) for Hn = {1, . . . , χ}, hereby denoted
with [χ], (sh , th ) ≡ (s, t) for all h ∈ [χ], wi ≡ 1 for all i ∈ V , and ceij = ∞ for all
(i, j) ∈ E, i.e.,
min R
s.t.

(4.12a)

X

xhij ≤ R,

X

∀i ∈ V \ {s, t},

(4.12b)

∀h ∈ [χ], i ∈ V,

(4.12c)

∀h ∈ [χ],

(4.12d)

∀h ∈ [χ], (i, j) ∈ E,

(4.12e)

h∈[χ] j:(i,j)∈E

X

xhij =

j∈V

X

X

xhki + bi ,

k∈V

xhij ≤ ϕh ,

i,j∈E

xhij ∈ {0, 1},

where bi = 1 if i = s, bi = −1 if i = t, bi = 0 otherwise. The maximum length of
a candidate path, ϕh , is specified by constraint (4.12d). Note that we exclude s
and t in (4.12b) to avoid the trivial solution of χ identical paths, as s and t have
to be on every path. After solving (4.12), each set of links {(i, j) ∈ E : xhij = 1}
(∀h ∈ [χ]) forms a candidate path for the switch pair (s, t).
Complexity: In contrast to the hardness of (4.10), its special case (4.12) can be
solved in polynomial time as all the flows h ∈ [χ] have the same source and the
same destination. Given R, we can check whether there exist χ paths from s to t
that do not traverse a node more than R times by computing the maximum flow
between s to t under node capacity constraint R, as there exist such χ paths if and
only if the maximum flow is at least χ. Based on the result of the check, we can
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use binary search to find the minimum R for which the check is positive. As each
check can be performed in O(|E|χ) time by the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [83], and
the binary search takes at most O(log χ) steps (as the optimal R is bounded by χ),
the overall complexity of solving (4.12) is O(|E|χ log χ).

4.3.2 Online Path Selection
The second step aims at selecting one path per flow from the candidate paths to
minimize the network update time under link capacity constraints.
Formulating this problem as an optimization requires rewriting the optimization
(4.7) in terms of a new decision variable zph ∈ {0, 1}, which indicates whether path
p is selected to carry flow h. Specifically, let Ph denote the set of candidate paths
for flow h (which is precomputed for any switch pair (sh , th )), and Pijh , {p ∈ Ph :
(i, j) ∈ p} the subset of candidate paths traversing link (i, j) ∈ E. It is easy to see
that flow h traverses link (i, j) if and only if it is routed on one of the paths in Pijh ,
P
i.e., xhij = p∈Pijh zph . Moreover, since every candidate path in Ph is guaranteed to
P
connect sh and th , we can satisfy flow conservation by ensuring that p∈Ph zph = 1.
Thus, we can rewrite the MinUpdateTime problem in (4.7) as follows:
min R, s.t.
wi

X

(4.13a)
X

ahij (

h∈H j:(i,j)∈E

X

X



zph ) + kijh ≤R,

∀i ∈ V,

(4.13b)

∀h ∈ H,

(4.13c)

∀(i, j) ∈ E,

(4.13d)

∀h ∈ H, p ∈ Ph ,

(4.13e)

h
p∈Pij

zph = 1,

p∈Ph

X
h∈H

dh · (

X

zph ) ≤ cij ,

h
p∈Pij

zph ∈ {0, 1},

where ahij and kijh in (4.13b) are constants as defined in (4.7). It is easy to see that
if Ph contains all possible paths from sh to th , then (4.13) is equivalent to (4.7),
which is hard to solve. The key difference here is that Ph is limited to a subset
of all possible paths (i.e., the candidate paths), thus allowing faster computation.
Thus, we refer to (4.13) as the Restricted MinUpdateTime problem.
If the flow configuration has to be non-disruptive (as in (4.10)), then constraint
(4.13b) will be reduced to
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wi

X X

zph ≤ R,

∀i ∈ V,

(4.14)

h∈H p∈P h
i

where Pih , {p ∈ Ph : i ∈ p} is the set of candidate paths for flow h that traverses
switch i.
Feasibility: An issue with limiting Ph to the precomputed paths is that a set of
flows that are originally feasible may become infeasible under the constraint, i.e.,
there is no feasible solution to (4.13). This issue can be addressed by applying
admission control before routing flows by (4.13), which selects a subset of flows
H 0 ⊆ H to ensure feasibility while maximizing certain measure of profit. For
example, to minimize the total packet loss, we can define the profit for each flow h
to be its demand dh , and to minimize the number of dropped flows, we can define
a uniform profit for each flow. Both of these problems are special cases of the
unsplittable flow problem (UFP), which is NP-hard but approximable [82]. Our
focus is not on UFP; instead, we can apply any existing solution to UFP and feed
the set of admitted flows to (4.13). Hardness: The simplest non-trivial case of
(4.13) is χ = 2. However, even this case is NP-hard as shown below.
Corollary 3. The Restricted MinUpdateTime problem (4.13) is NP-hard for any
χ ≥ 2.
It suffices to show that (4.13) is NP-hard for χ = 2 in the special case of H = Hn .
This is directly implied by the proof of Theorem 2, which reduces the knapsack
problem by constructing an instance of (4.13) where each flow has at most two
different paths to choose from. The hardness of finding the optimal solution to the
Restricted MinUpdateTime problem motivates the search for efficient alternatives.
In theory, any unrestricted path selection algorithm can be modified to select from
the candidate paths. Below we modify the algorithms presented in Section 4.2.
4.3.2.1

Restricted Shortest Path Algorithm

The shortest path algorithm in Algorithm 2 can be applied to the Restricted
MinUpdateTime problem by limiting its search of the shortest path to the candidate
paths for each flow. Specifically, line 6 is replaced by finding the subset of candidate
paths with sufficient residual capacity:
Peh = {p ∈ Ph : min ceij ≥ dh },
(i,j)∈p
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(4.15)

and line 7 is replaced by selecting the shortest path in Peh :
ph = arg min |p|,

(4.16)

eh
p∈P

where |p| is the hop count of path p. If no candidate path has sufficient residual
capacity to carry this flow (i.e., Peh = ∅), then the flow will be dropped.
Complexity: Both finding valid candidate paths by (4.15) and finding the
shortest path by (4.16) takes O(χ · |E|) time, and thus the restricted shortest path
algorithm has complexity O(|H| · χ · |E|). If the design parameter χ is set to a
constant (i.e., χ = O(1)), the complexity becomes O(|H| · |E|). This is the same as
the unrestricted shortest path algorithm (Section 4.2.1).
4.3.2.2

Restricted Randomized Rounding Algorithm

We can apply the idea of randomized rounding to the MILP formulation in (4.13).
Given a fractional solution zph ∈ [0, 1] to the LP relaxation of (4.13), we can round
it to an integral solution by following the same steps as in Algorithm 3 (lines 4–16).
Complexity: By similar analysis as in Section 4.2.2, we see that solving the
LP relaxation takes O(χ5.5 |H|5.5 (|E| + χ|H|)2 ) time as there are O(χ|H|) decision
variables and O(|E| + χ|H|) constraints, while the rounding takes O(|H| · |E|) time.
Thus, using randomized rounding to solve (4.13) has complexity O(χ5.5 |H|5.5 (|E| +
χ|H|)2 ). If χ = O(1), then this complexity becomes max(O(|H|5.5 |E|2 ), O(|H|7.5 )),
which is reduced from the O(|H|7.5 |E|7.5 ) complexity of applying randomized
rounding to the unrestricted problem (4.7).
4.3.2.3

Restricted Minimax Path Algorithm

To adapt the minimax path algorithm (Section 4.2.3), we again consider one flow at
a time with existing flows considered first, except that now our goal is to solve (4.13)
for H = {h}, where h is the flow under consideration. Similar to the observations
made in Section 4.2.3, we observe that the optimal solution to (4.13) for an existing
flow is not to reroute it, and the optimal solution for a new flow is to route it on
the path that minimizes the maximum per-rule update time among the candidate
paths for this flow. These observations imply an algorithm similar to the minimax
path algorithm, except that the subroutine minimax_path in (4.11), which selects
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the path that minimizes the maximum per-rule update time among all possible
paths, is replaced by selecting from the candidate paths with sufficient residual
capacity:
ph = arg min max wi ,
eh
p∈P

(4.17)

i∈p

where Peh is the set of candidate paths with sufficient residual capacity for flow h
as defined in (4.15). Again, if no candidate path has sufficient residual capacity
(i.e., Peh = ∅), then the flow will be dropped.
Complexity: For each flow h ∈ Hn , finding candidate paths by (4.15) takes
O(χ·|E|) time, and selecting the minimax path by (4.17) takes O(χ·|V |) time. Thus,
the restricted minimax path algorithm has complexity O(|Hn |·χ·|E|) = O(|Hn |·|E|),
assuming |V | = O(|E|) and χ = O(1). This is essentially the same complexity of
the unrestricted minimax path algorithm.
Table 4.2. Complexity comparison (assuming χ = O(1))
Unrestricted Path Selection
Shortest Path

Minimax Path

Randomized Rounding

O(|H||E|)

O(|Hn |(|E| + |V | log |V |))

O(|H|7.5 |E|7.5 )

Restricted Path Selection
Shortest Path

Minimax Path

Randomized Rounding

O(|H||E|)

O(|Hn ||E|)

O(|H|5.5 (|E| + |H|)2 )

4.3.3 Complexity Comparison
We summarize the complexities of the proposed algorithms in Table 4.2, the number
of candidate paths per switch source-destination pair is assumed as a constant, i.e.,
χ = O(1).
From the comparison, we see that the complexities of the shortest path algorithm
and the minimax path algorithm grow linearly with the number of flows, while the
complexity of the randomized rounding algorithm grows as a high-order polynomial.
This is because the first two algorithms process the flows sequentially, while the
randomized rounding algorithm processes the flows jointly. Meanwhile, we see that
restricting the solution space to candidate paths does not significantly reduce the
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complexity for the shortest/minimax path algorithm, but significantly reduces the
complexity for the randomized rounding algorithm.

4.4 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the performance of our algorithms by simulating networks
with varying flow demands and networks with failed links to evaluate the ability of
our framework for failure recovery. We measure the time to compute flow rules and
calculate their deployment time.

4.4.1 Test Environment
To simulate realistic SDNs, we use the Rocketfuel topologies [86], which are used
in recent publications on policy persevering SDN rule updates such as [27]. We
present the results based on the Rocketfuel topology AS12393 with 1944 links and
315 nodes, for a capacity of 12 for every link.
To evaluate dynamic flow demands, 40 flows with a value of 1 arrive in our
network every computation round, while 10 previous flows depart. The source and
destination nodes of a flow are selected based on a random distribution. A number
of χ = 25 candidate paths for every node (switch) pair, is used for the restricted
algorithms. To emphasize the evaluation of our algorithms and models on network
configuration time, we set a loose bound on the number of maximum hops per path
for a flow h of ϕh = 15.
Considering the measurements of per-rule deployment times as we discuss in
Section 4.1.3, we consider an average duration for insertion/modification of SDN
rules of 250ms per-rule in our experiments. We also evaluate our framework by
simulating switches optimized for fast rule deployment, which require hardware
extension as discussed by Wen et al. [26] where we assume a per-rule update time
of 15ms. In other experiments, which are omitted due to space limitation, we also
consider per-rule update times which depend on the current flow table size; we
model the update time function after measurements observed on hardware SDN
switches discussed in [64].
We run our algorithms in Python and use the Gurobi solver on a computer with
3

Experiments conducted on other topologies revealed qualitatively equivalent results.
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Ubuntu 14.04 64bits, an Intel i7 8-core @ 3.60GHz processor, and 16GB memory.

4.4.2 Evaluation Metrics
In each round of simulation, we evaluate the flow configuration algorithms in
terms of how promptly they update the network and how well they satisfy the
flow demands. The promptness is measured by both the time to compute the
set of new rules, denoted by Tcompute , and the time to deploy these rules at the
switches, denoted by Tdeploy . Based on these metrics, we evaluate the total network
configuration time Ttotal = Tcompute + Tdeploy . In our simulations, Tcompute is directly
measured, but Tdeploy is calculated based on the number of updated rules per
switch as in Equation (4.3). We ignore the queueing delay TB and the southbound
communication delay TS as they are negligible compared to Tcompute and Tdeploy
in our evaluations. We further report the average path length in terms of hops
each evaluated algorithm is computing for a flow h. Considering a 1000Mbps
SDN-switch we compute a per-hop delay of approximately 0.15ms for a maximum
packet size of 64kB, similar as discussed by He et al. [28]. Moreover, since the
algorithms also differ in how much flow demand they can satisfy, we measure the
packet loss in percentage of the overall demand. We run our algorithms in two
different modes: 1) disruptive, where rules of existing flows can be updated in
addition to accommodating new flows and 2) non-disruptive, where only rules for
newly arriving flows are added. In the presented evaluations we use the unrestricted
shortest path algorithm as a comparison baseline for our proposed algorithms and
models.

4.4.3 Evaluation results for varying flow demand
In the following we discuss experimental results showing average values over multiple
executions of the introduced algorithms. Figure 4.3 shows the total network
configuration time Ttotal = Tcompute + Tdeploy , the deployment time Tdeploy , the
percentage of lost packets for the non-disruptive case as well as the average path
length in terms of hops P ath .
The best performing algorithm in the non-disruptive case is restricted random
rounding; it shows the lowest total configuration time and has a negligible packet
loss of 0.02%. The packet loss in the random rounding based algorithms is due to
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Figure 4.3. Evaluation results non-disruptive case (Total time/Deployment time/Packet
loss/Average path length) - 40 flows arrive in each round, 10 previous flows depart

the rounding step which may cause congestion.
In Figure 4.4 we consider the disruptive case. Unlike the minimax algorithm,
which is always non-disruptive, the shortest path and the randomized rounding
algorithms show worse computation time in the disruptive case since more flows
have to be processed in each round. For the trade-off of longer computation time,
the introduced algorithms cause lower packet loss by adjusting existing flows. The
unrestricted minimax algorithm shows the best performance overall in the disruptive
case.
We can observe that the deployment time for the unrestricted random rounding
algorithm is linearly increasing in the disruptive case. One reason for this behavior
is the random rounding step, as discussed in Section 4.2.2, which may cause additional flow rule updates on a switch due to its random path selection.
In Tables 4.3 and 4.4 we summarize the results averaged over all the computation
rounds. Our best-performing algorithms outperform the baseline (unrestricted)
shortest path algorithm in minimizing the update time, while having similar per77
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Figure 4.4. Evaluation results disruptive case (Total time/Deployment time/Packet
loss/Average path length) - 40 flows arrive in each round, 10 previous flows depart
Table 4.3. Average experimental results

Non-Disruptive case
Ttotal Tdeploy % loss P ath
Restricted Minimax
1.73s 1.73s 0.08% 6 hops
Unrestricted Minimax
1.59s 1.47s 0.0% 6 hops
Restricted RR
1.23s 1.22s 0.02% 3 hops
Unrestricted RR
16.52s 1.18s 0.64% 5 hops
Restricted Shortest
1.68s 1.68s 0.45% 3 hops
Baseline (Unrestricted Shortest) 2.23s 2.06s 0.0% 3 hops
formance in packet loss. Our proposed minimax algorithms and random rounding
based models produce longer paths as a trade-off for a faster network configuration.
As we discuss in Section 4.4.2, an additional hop on a path accounts for approximately 0.15ms of end-to-end delay per packet which is negligible. According to
studies presented in [87, 88] over 80% of flows in data-centers are short term flows
and therefore benefit from a faster network configuration time. In the non-disruptive
case, the restricted randomized rounding algorithm reduces the update time up to
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Table 4.4. Average experimental results

Ttotal
Restricted Minimax
1.72s
Unrestricted Minimax
1.55s
Restricted RR
2.24s
Unrestricted RR
908.21s
Restricted Shortest
1.65s
Baseline (Unrestricted Shortest) 2.68s

Disruptive case
Tdeploy % loss
1.72s 0.13%
1.46s 0.0%
2.18s 0.06%
4.8s 0.06%
1.64s 0.54%
2.06s 0.0%

P ath

7
6
7
4
3
3

hops
hops
hops
hops
hops
hops

45% on average, and in the disruptive case, the unrestricted minimax algorithm by
43% on average, both having little packet loss.
For the same experiment, computing the network configuration times on switches
using a hardware extension to reduce the per-rule deployment time to 15ms, our
framework is able to reduce the network configuration time to 80ms compared
to 300ms of the baseline algorithm in the non-disruptive case. In the disruptive
case, our framework is able to reduce the network configuration time from 750ms,
required by the baseline algorithm, to 170ms. This shows that our solution still
achieves significant improvement if switches with small per-rule deployment times
are used.

4.4.4 Evaluation results for failure recovery
Recovery from failures of links/nodes in a networked environment is a crucial task
to maintain connectivity and availability of the provided network services. To
demonstrate the ability of our proposed algorithms to minimize the re-configuration
time in SDN-enabled networks to reestablish connectivity of flows affected by
failures, we consider scenarios where a certain fraction of links have failed. Such
scenarios are typical for environments where networked devices are deployed in
hostile environments where parts of the network can be compromised (e.g. due to
a denial-of-service attack).
To analyze the performance of our proposed algorithms in such a scenario, we
randomly select a certain fraction of links in the Rocketfuel AS1239 topology to be
unavailable, and test the performance of our algorithms under such conditions.
In the described scenario, where a certain fraction of links have failed, parts
of the network may be disconnected. In case the source and a destination nodes
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Figure 4.5. Evaluation results failure recovery (Total time/Deployment time/Packet
loss/Average path length) - 1%-10% of links are failing, 200 flows traversing network

of a specific packet flow are located in disconnected parts of the network, it is
not possible to determine a path between those endpoints. Since the Unrestricted
Random Rounding and Restricted Random Rounding models are based on solving
linear programs, as introduced in (4.7) and (4.13), for a batch of flows, solving
these models becomes infeasible if no path for a flow between two endpoints exists.
Therefore we do not consider these models in the failure recovery evaluation.
In a scenario under the presence of adversaries which cause a certain fraction
of links to fail, existing flows that are disrupted due to a compromised link have
to be rerouted whenever possible to reestablish connection. The main goal of our
framework to tackle compromised links, is to reroute affected flows whenever possible to reestablish the network services as quick as possible to minimize disruption.
To evaluate our algorithms to recover flows, in the described scenario we compute
a network configuration for the affected flows in addition to newly arriving flows,
which is similar to a non-disruptive case as evaluated in Section 6.6.
In Figure 4.5 we show the total network configuration time, deployment time,
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the amount of packet loss, and average path length for different fractions of failing
links in a network with 200 flows. In the presented results we consider fractions
of 1% - 10% of compromised links (randomly selected), which cause a disruption
of 5% − 15% of the flows in the network. For the maximum path length, we set a
loose bound of ϕh = 15 for this experiment to focus on the network update time.
The results show averaged values collected over more than 1000 executions of the
same experiment, but with random selection of source and destination nodes of
flows.
In Figure 4.5 we show that our unrestricted minimax algorithm causes packet
loss similar to the unrestricted shortest path baseline algorithm. In terms of the
total network configuration time our unrestricted minimax algorithm shows a
better performance compared to the baseline. The deployment time, as shown
in the second plot in Figure 4.5, reflects the objective function of our evaluated
algorithms. As shown, our proposed unrestricted minimax algorithm shows the
best performance compared to the baseline algorithms for all evaluated fractions of
compromised links.
We also evaluate the restricted versions of the minimax and shortest path
algorithms, introduced in Section 4.3, as shown in Figure 4.5. The restricted
algorithms perform well in terms of total and deployment time, but do not show
a good performance in terms of packet loss, as shown in the third plot of Figure
4.5. The unavailability, for some flows, of functioning paths in the precomputed
sets, is also the reason of the decreasing average path length shown by the fourth
plot of Figure 4.5. Some long paths that would be used by the restricted algorithm
variant are not available due to failed links, therefore we observe a lower average
path length, but a higher loss.
In Table 4.5 we provide an overview of the average results of the evaluated
algorithms. Considering the evaluated metrics total time and deployment time, our
unrestricted minimax algorithm shows the best performance in networked environments with failing links. As shown in Table 4.5 the total network reconfiguration
time to reroute disrupted flows is less than 2s, a value which is often used as the
initial TCP timeout on RedHat Linux hosts.
Our unrestricted minimax algorithm is able to reduce the network configuration
time to reestablish disrupted flows by more than 40%, while having a similar
performance in terms of packet loss (with a difference within 1%), compared to the
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unrestricted shortest path baseline algorithm.
Table 4.5. Average experimental results

Ttotal

Failure recovery
Tdeploy % loss

P ath

Restricted Minimax

1.66s 1.66s 17.07% 6 hops

Unrestricted Minimax

1.33s 1.25s

Restricted Shortest

1.98s 1.98s 29.18% 3 hops

Baseline (Unrestricted Shortest) 2.24s 2.12s

6.94% 6 hops
6.33% 3 hops

4.5 Discussion on Policy-preserving Updates
Some networks require the deployment of updated flow rules to preserve network
policies as discussed in [24, 27, 30, 89]. Recently, the authors of [27] propose a
method to preserve policies during updates by dividing the updated flow rules
into a sequence of groups (G1 , ..., Gn ), where each group Gq consists of a set of
flow rules that can be deployed in an arbitrary order. However, rules in different
groups must be deployed sequentially so that all the rules in Gq are deployed before
rules in Gq+1 start to be deployed. To model the network update time using this
deployment method, we modify the formula in (4.3) into
τ (F ) =

n
X
q=1

max wi · |Gq,i |,
i∈V

(4.18)

where F = nq=1 Gq is the overall set of updated rules, and Gq,i is the set of rules in
Gq for switch i. Accordingly, we can extend the MinUpdateTime problem (4.7) to
accommodate policy-preserving constraints by computing the network configuration
time using (4.18). The challenge is to explicitly express these constraints in the
decision variable xhij and solve the optimization efficiently, which is left to future
work.
S
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4.6 Discussion of specific related work
The procedure of deploying flow rules on SDN switches has been discussed abundantly in the literature. The works in [24, 27, 30, 89] focus on efficient policypreserving update procedures with different techniques.
A work from Brandt et al. [24] addresses the problem of scheduling updates so
as to avoid congestion with splittable and unsplittable flows. The work of Vissicchio
et al. [27] aims at finding a schedule of updates that prevents inconsistencies and
policy violations. The work of Mizrahi et al. [25] proposes an update of OpenFlow
(included in OpenFlow 1.5) based on the support of the Time Precision Protocol
(TPP) at each switch to avoid inconsistencies in global updates.
The authors of [26, 28, 29] aim to improve the efficiency of flow rule updates
by optimizing the deployment procedure at a switch’s TCAM (Ternary Content
Addressable Memory). One factor that affects efficient configuration of SDNs, as
pointed out in these papers, is the per-rule update time. Wen et al. [26] state
a per-rule update time of 12-15ms, while Jin et al. [30] state a per-rule update
time reaching 18ms. Katta et al. [29] reports an update frequency of 40-50 rules
per second, and He et al. [28] as well as Kuzniar et al. [64] discusses the high
dependency of rule updates on vendor specific TCAMs.
The existing literature points out the negative effects of increasing the number of
rules on a switch, including increased deployment time of rules [30, 64] or increased
packet classification time [29]. Meanwhile, reducing rules by combining them, e.g.
with the use of address prefixes, can have severe security implications [8, 90].
The work from Paris et al. [23] considers the variability of flow demand as a
limitation to the applicability of solutions even as simple as a Linear Program
(LP) formulation of the problem of flow reconfiguration. The authors consider an
iterative execution of a global flow optimization problem, and propose the adoption
of sub-optimal solution with gradually lower optimality gap at given time instants.
While the above works focus on reducing the update time at a single switch
[26, 28, 29] or minimizing the link leasing cost [23], we focus on reducing the total
network configuration time across all switches by optimizing the flow rules. Our
approach to minimizing configuration time can be combined with existing policy
preserving techniques, as we discuss in Section 4.5.
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Chapter 5 |
Adversarial Network Forensics
in Software Defined Networking
Software Defined Networking (SDN), and its popular implementation OpenFlow,
represent the foundation for the design and implementation of modern networks.
The essential part of an SDN-based network are flow rules that enable network
elements to steer and control the traffic and deploy policy enforcement points with
a fine granularity at any entry-point in a network. Such applications, implemented
with the usage of OpenFlow rules, are already integral components of widely used
SDN controllers such as Floodlight or OpenDayLight.
In this chapter we introduce a new attack vector on SDN by showing how the
detailed composition of flow rules can be reconstructed by network users without any
prior knowledge of the SDN controller or its architecture. To our best knowledge, in
SDN, such reconnaissance techniques have not been considered so far. We introduce
SDNMap, an open-source scanner that is able to accurately reconstruct the detailed
composition of flow rules by performing active probing and listening to the network
traffic. We demonstrate in a number of real-world SDN applications that this
ability provides adversaries with a significant attack advantage and discuss ways to
prevent the introduced reconnaissance techniques. Our SDNMap scanner is able to
reconstruct flow rules between network endpoints with an accuracy of over 96%.
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5.1 Motivation
The dynamic programmability of switches is a characteristic distinguishing SDN
from traditional networks. Policies (e.g. ACL’s, user identification, firewalls),
entire applications (e.g. load balancers) or novel defense mechanisms (e.g. moving
target defense) can be implemented with flow rules defined by protocols such as
OpenFlow [7]. Typically, SDN controllers follow either a reactive or a proactive
approach for flow rule deployment. For the analysis of reconstructing flow rules
on the data-plane we consider both approaches in this chapter. The definition of
flow rules is based on fields that analyze, control and manipulate traffic with a fine
granularity, extending the precision and flexibility of traditional network policies
(e.g. firewalls).
The internal functionality of SDN-enabled switches, determined by the deployed
flow rules, is assumed to be invisible to network users, which is especially critical for
applications with a security purpose such as access control, or resource distribution
as achieved by load balancers. Construction details of rules which control the
traffic between network endpoints, reveals the internal functionality of SDN-enabled
switches and give adversaries an advantage in the identification of targets and
development of a battle plan for the execution of attacks.

5.1.1 Problem statement
The challenge in the development of rule-reconstruction techniques is to infer the
internal functionality of an OpenFlow enabled network element by determining
which packet information was used to make a matching decision and which actions
are applied on matching packets. Since network users are not able to gain access
to the SDN-switch internals, this information has to be inferred by transmitting
probing packets. We consider a source host which aims to determine the detailed
composition of flow rules and sends probing packets to a set of target hosts, which
are defined by a list of IP addresses. A scanner aiming to infer the details of
OpenFlow rules has to make the target hosts reply in a way that leaks enough
information to reveal the used flow rule fields to make a matching decision and the
applied rule actions.
Existing probing techniques, such as used in firewall fingerprinting, can not
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be directly applied in SDN since firewalls are usually deployed on the edge of the
network and only collect a limited set of information used for packet filtering. In
contrast OpenFlow enabled network elements have a significantly larger set of
fields to identify packets and apply flow actions. Furthermore, network policies
implemented with OpenFlow can be deployed with a higher granularity, at any
entry point of the network.
To determine the construction details of OpenFlow rules, a finer granularity of
information is required to infer the matching as well as the action part of a flow rule.
We overcome this challenge by implementing scanning techniques which retrieve a
fine granularity of information to determine the flow rule details controlling traffic
between hosts in a network.
Since the main focus of this work is to map the internals of an OpenFlow-enabled
switch, we consider pure SDN-based networks. We do not consider hybrid networks
(SDN and legacy combined) in this work.

5.1.2 Comparison of probing techniques
To set our approach apart from existing scanning techniques aiming to infer network
security policies, we analyze which information existing probing techniques are able
to infer. In Table 5.1 we show that existing techniques are at most collecting half of
the information required to reconstruct the core list of the OpenFlow [7] protocol
fields, as well as address rewriting techniques frequently used in SDN applications.
Based on the analysis presented in this chapter, we provide an implementation of
our rule-reconstruction scanner SDNMap [91] which is easy to execute and provides
a significant advantage to adversaries for the planning and execution of targeted
attacks in SDN-based networks, as we demonstrate in Section 5.3. We plan to
further extend SDNMap in our future work to reconstruct an extended part of the
OpenFlow protocol.
In the following we briefly discuss the existing comparison techniques listed in
Table 5.1.
a
Firewall Fingerprinting (INFOCOM 2012) [36]: A probing technique is presented using either a sequence of TCP or UDP probing packets with fixed header
and varying source port numbers, which evaluates the packet classification algorithm used and its performance.
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OpenFlow field
Ingress port (SIP)
(used/not used)
MAC destination
address (HWd)
MAC source
address (HWs)
Ethernet type (PT)
IPv4 protocol (PT)
IPv4 source
address (IPs)1
IPv4 destination
address (IPd)1
TCP/UDP
source port (POs)
TCP/UDP
destination port (POd)
Egress action (FA)
(forward/drop)
Modify IPv4
src address (rIPs)
Modify IPv4
dst address (rIPd)
X
X

X
X
X
X

M
A
A
A

X

X

X

X

d Firecracker

e Lumeta

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X(TCP, UDP) X(TCP, UDP) X(TCP, UDP)
X
X

M

X

X(TCP, UDP)

X

X(ARP, IP)
X(ICMP, TCP, UDP)
X

M
M
M
X

X

M

M

X

M

Table 5.1. OpenFlow fields reconstructed with different probing techniques
a FWFP
b FPSDN
c Firewalk
Type2 SDNMap
M
X

b

Fingerprinting Software-defined Networks (ICNP 2015) [11]: The authors of
this work propose a technique of network fingerprinting to determine architectural
details of an SDN. As shown in Table 5.1, this technique is only able to determine
if a packet is forwarded or not, but is not able to retrieve a fine granularity of
information to infer details of flow rule construction.
c
Firewalk Firewall scanner (Open-source software) [92], d Firecracker: A framework for inferring firewall policies using smart probing (ICNP 2007) [37], e Architecting
the Lumeta Firewall Analyzer (USENIX 2001) [38]: Firewalk, Firecracker and
Lumeta are tools and papers focused on reconstructing firewall policies. While
not directly applicable to SDN, the techniques are able to determine if certain
IP addresses and port numbers are allowed or denied. Such information could be
translated into SDN rules used to implement Firewalls or ACL’s. As shown in
Table 5.1, firewall reconnaissance techniques are able to identify about half of the
information SDNMap is retrieving.

5.1.3 Threat model
In our threat model we consider a user who has access to a computer connected to
a SDN-based network and is able to run SDNMap with root privileges. The user
has no prior knowledge of the network architecture or any privileges of a network
administrator or operator. We do not assume that the SDN controller, other SDN
elements or the probed destination hosts are compromised by a malware or any
other adversarial user.
Techniques to prevent network scanning often depend on monitoring packet
throughput or blocking of certain protocols. The scanning procedure in SDNMap
does not depend on a single protocol to perform the required steps; TCP or ICMP
can be used interchangeably as we discuss in Section 5.2. SDNMap does not
perform actions such as link fabrication or creating a fake topology targeted by
recent SDN-specific defense approaches [8, 39], but aims to exploit the details of
existing flow rules and network policies. Following the principle of “low and slow"
SDNMap transmits less than one packet per second during the scanning process
on average, depending on the user settings. We evaluate the effects of current
1

OpenFlow also defines the usage of IPv6 addresses. We do not consider IPv6 in this version
of SDNMap, but are planning to include IPv6 in future versions of SDNMap.
2
M=Matching, A=Action
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SDN-specific defense techniques on SDNMap in Section 5.4.

5.2 Rule reconstruction
To infer the details of an OpenFlow rule we transmit probing packets with the
actual source host header information and compare the received response to probing
packets that use spoofed values for the evaluated header field. To overcome the
challenge of inferring matching and action parts defined in OpenFlow rules we
exploit certain features in existing network protocols. In the following we discuss
our scanning techniques in detail.

5.2.1 Rule reconstruction overview
To scan a SDN-based network and reconstruct OpenFlow rules, we assume a user
can detect if a network is SDN-based using previously published techniques [10, 11].
We seek to reconstruct rules using only external entities, i.e. hosts that are
connected to an SDN-based network. We do not assume that the controller
or network elements, i.e. SDN switches, are compromised. The challenge of
reconstructing OpenFlow rules is to craft a sequence of probes that cause sufficient
information to be leaked so the details of rules can be determined. Our approach
aims to craft the required sequence of probes to network endpoints with very low
overhead.
We introduce techniques in this chapter to infer the matching and action fields as
well as their associated values. The scanning process to determine the composition
of flow rules is performed on the data plane, where OpenFlow specific rules are
reactively or proactively deployed. This makes our approach independent of specific
controller platforms.
In OpenFlow, rule fields have a specific value assigned and evaluate arriving
packets for that specific value. Multiple values, e.g. a list of port numbers, cannot
be checked in a single OpenFlow rule as defined in the protocol specification [7].
With the exception of IP addresses which can be evaluated by network prefix (e.g.
10.0.0.0/16).
In the following we present an overview of these scanning steps along with the
number of probing packets required by each step. The number of probing packets
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are required to infer the flow rules from the scanning host to a destination host,
that is specified by the SDNMap user. SDNMap allows to scan single or multiple
hosts by specifying a range of IP addresses to probe. To resolve the corresponding
MAC addresses for the supplied range of IP addresses SDNMap transmits ARP
request packets as we discuss in the following. In case multiple hosts are scanned,
the introduced scanning steps have to be executed multiple times.
• Host reachability (2 probing packets)
As an initial scanning step, SDNMap transmits an ARP request packet and
a probing packet (TCP or ICMP) with the real packet header field values
of the probing source host to the destination host. With this scanning step,
we evaluate if the flow rules controlling the traffic between the source and
destination host forward benign packets with legitimate header information.
• MAC addresses (4 probing packets)
In this scanning step SDNMap sends probing packets to infer if the matching
part of the flow rule forwarding packets between the scanning and destination
host, considers specific MAC source and destination addresses to identify
a packet. By executing this scanning step we are able to infer if the fields
match:M ACsrc =HW s, where HW s is the scanning host’s actual MAC address
and the field match:M ACdst =HW d, where HW d is the destination host’s
actual MAC address, are used in the matching part of the flow rule. We
discuss this step in detail in Section 5.2.2.
• IP addresses (3 probing packets)
Following a similar approach as inferring MAC address fields, in this scanning
step we send probing packets to determine if specific IP addresses are checked
in the matching part of an OpenFlow rule. By executing this scanning step
we are able to infer if the field match:IPsrc =IP s, where IP s is the actual IP
address of the scanning host, and match:IPdst =IP d, where IP d is the actual
IP address of the destination host are used as matching criteria in a flow rule.
We discuss this step in detail in Section 5.2.3.
• Protocols and ports (2 + 2p2 probing packets)
To evaluate if a flow rule is matching packets for specific protocols, SDNMap
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sends probing packets of the type ARP, ICMP, TCP and UDP to the destination host and analyzes the received responses. For the TCP and UDP
protocol, SDNMap also evaluates if a list of user defined port numbers is
checked in the matching part of a flow rule. This scanning step determines if
the protocol field P T , where P T ∈ {ARP, ICM P, T CP, U DP } is considered
in a flow rule. If P T = {T CP or U DP } SDNMap also determines if the field
tpsrc = P Os is matching packets for a specific source port number P Os and
if tpdst = P Od is matching packets for a specific destination port number
P Od. For this step a user specified list p of port numbers is considered for
the scanning procedure. We discuss this step in detail in Section 5.2.4.
• Ingress port (2 probing packets)
The OpenFlow field ingress port can be seen as meta information which is only
available once a packet arrives at the switch. SDNMap is not able to determine
the actual ingress port number, but can infer if the field match:in_port=SIP
is used in the matching part of a flow rule. The value SIP is replaced with
the placeholder #IN _P ORT . We determine this value by impersonating
another host in the same sub-network as we will discuss in detail in Section
5.2.5.
• IP address rewriting action (1 probing packet)
The action part of an OpenFlow rule is executed if a packet fulfills all matching criteria of a flow rule. For inferring if an OpenFlow rule is performing IP
address rewriting actions, SDNMap transmits a UDP packet which triggers
an ICMP error message at the destination host that will reveal the actual IP
addresses received by the destination. With this scanning step we are able to
determine the fields actions:set_IP _src =rIP s for rewriting the IP source
address and actions:set_IP _dst=rIP d for rewriting the IP destination address, where rIP s is the value overwriting the original IP source address
and rIP d the value overwriting the original IP destination address. We will
discuss the details of this scanning step in Section 5.2.6.
• Forwarding action
The forwarding action in a flow rule either transmits a packet to a specific
switch port or drops the packet. Here, our approach is able to infer which
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Figure 5.1. Probing steps to determine MAC address fields in a flow rule

action, forwarding or dropping of a matching packet, is used. SDNMap concludes this action based on the received response packets from the previously
executed scanning steps as discussed.
In the following we will discuss the technical details of the introduced scanning
steps, which are implemented in the SDNMap scanner.

5.2.2 Scanning step: MAC addresses
In this scanning step we infer if the flow rule fields match:M ACsrc =HW s and
match:M ACdst =HW d evaluate a packet for specific MAC source (HW s) and
destination (HW d) addresses.
To determine the usage of MAC address fields and the specific values of HW s
and HW d we exchange packets as shown in Figure 5.1. For this scanning step,
SDNMap generates probing packets, by using either TCP or ICMP, with a spoofed
MAC source address. To generate a spoofed MAC source address we use the first
three octets of its current physical host which is also known as the Organizationally
Unique Identifier (OUI), and select the last three octets of the spoofed MAC address
randomly. This procedure will generate a valid MAC address, with a high likelihood
that no other host in the network has the same MAC address.
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To generate a reply packet to the transmitted probe of our SDNMap scanner,
the destination host will not use the received source MAC address of the probing
packet, but will lookup the corresponding MAC address of the received source IP
address in its local ARP cache as explained in RFC 826 [93]. If an entry is present,
the host will generate a probe reply message with the MAC destination address
from its local ARP cache and send it back to the source host. If an entry for the IP
in its local ARP cache is not present, the destination host will send out an ARP
request packet to resolve the received source IP address in our probing packet. If
a reply for the ARP request was received, the host updates the entry in its local
ARP cache and will send the probe reply packet back to the source host.
Upon receiving a probe reply or ARP request packet, our SDNMap scanner can
conclude that the MAC source address was not used for transmitting the probe
packet to the destination host since it was spoofed. If no reply packet to the probing
message was received, the procedure can be repeated to eliminate other causes for
not receiving a reply packet, such as packet loss. If no probe reply or ARP request
packet is received after a specified waiting threshold, it can be assumed that the
source MAC address was used as a matching criteria to deliver the packet to the
destination host. The explained process is visualized with messages 1 and 2 in
Figure 5.1.
To determine if a flow rule uses the MAC destination address, the SDNMap
scanner does not directly send probes with spoofed destination MAC addresses
since such a packet could be misrouted, but makes use of a well know vulnerability
of the ARP protocol, called ARP poisoning. SDNMap uses this vulnerability to
make the destination host reply to a probing packet with a MAC address of our
choice to reveal the usage of the MAC destination address field in an OpenFlow
rule. We assume that bidirectional rules between a source and destination host are
constructed in a similar way. As defined in RFC 826 [93] and further discussed in
RFC 5227 [94], hosts correctly implementing the ARP protocol will accept ARP
reply packets, even if they were not preceded by an ARP request packet. We are
aware that there are methods to prevent ARP poisoning in networks. Nevertheless,
ARP poisoning is alive and a security threat since defense methods are often hard
to deploy in real-world scenarios. Static configurations of ARP caches are very
hard to maintain as discussed by Hong et al. [8] and not recommended by major
network vendors [49]. Further, it has recently been shown by Dhawan et al. [39]
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that major SDN controllers (Floodlight, OpenDayLight, POX) are vulnerable to
ARP poisoning since traditional defense techniques cannot trivially be extended to
SDN-based networks.
As a reconnaissance tool, SDNMap uses ARP cache poisoning in a slightly
different way than it is traditionally exploited by attackers. As shown in messages
3, 4 and 5 in Figure 5.1, we first send an ARP reply message to the destination
host that will update its cache entry for the IP address of our probing host to
the spoofed MAC address. After that we send a correct probe request packet to
the destination. Upon arrival of our probe, the destination host will now lookup
the corresponding MAC address to the received IP source address, which is now
the spoofed MAC and will send a probe reply message back to the requester with
the spoofed MAC address as the layer 2 destination address. If the probe reply
packet is received at the SDNMap host our SDNMap scanner will conclude that
the destination MAC address was not used as a criteria in the flow rule matching
process to deliver the packet.
If no reply packet to the probe request is received after a defined timeout,
SDNMap will conclude that the correct MAC destination address was used by the
flow rule to deliver the packet. To restore the correct ARP cache entry for the
probing host’s IP address at the destination, SDNMap will send an ARP reply
packet to the destination with the correct addresses (not shown).
Two steps, as described, are required to determine if layer 2 information is
used for the forwarding of packets, since it is possible that a flow rule uses source
MAC and/or destination MAC address. If we would only use messages 3, 4 and 5
shown in Figure 5.1 and the flow rules only use the destination MAC address field,
SDNMap would not be able to find out if the source MAC address field is used or
not.

5.2.3 Scanning step: IP addresses
To determine the usage of IP addresses, this scanning step infers if the fields
match:IPsrc =IP s and match:IPdst =IP d are used in a flow rule to match a packet
for specific IP source (IP s) and destination (IP d) addresses. In Figure 5.2 we
give an overview of the probing steps our SDNMap scanner performs to determine
the values IP s and IP d and the usage of their associated OpenFlow fields in the
matching part of a flow rule.
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Figure 5.2. Probing steps to determine IP address fields

To reconstruct the usage of IP addresses, we generate either a TCP or ICMP
probing packet and set the source IP address to a spoofed address as shown in
packet 1 in Figure 5.2. For the generation of spoofed IP addresses, SDNMap uses
the network prefix of its host machine and selects the host number in a random way.
In addition multiple probing packets with different spoofed IP source addresses can
be sent to the destination host, to ensure that a packet with an unseen IP source
address will arrive.
In case SDNMap is scanning a host within the same sub-network, the delivered
packet will generate an entry in the destination host’s ARP cache. This will trigger
the transmission of an ARP request packet which the destination host will broadcast
into the network to determine the corresponding MAC address to the received
spoofed IP address.
If a host in a distant sub-network is probed, the network gateway will receive
the probing packet and broadcast an ARP request to the originating sub-network,
to determine the senders MAC address.
In both cases, receiving an ARP request, SDNMap can conclude that the packet
with the spoofed IP address was received and that the source IP address is not used
by the SDN network element for the forwarding of packets to the destination host.
If no ARP request packet from the destination host was received, the procedure
is repeated to exclude delivery failures like lost packets on the communication path.
If no ARP request was received after multiple attempts, SDNMap will conclude
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that the flow rule is matching packets for a specific IP source address and therefore
a packet with a spoofed IP source address will not be delivered to the destination
host.
Upon the reception of an ARP request packet for the spoofed IP address used
in the first probing message, SDNMap will send an ARP reply message telling the
destination that the spoofed IP address is at the SDNMap’s host MAC address. In
message 4, SDNMap will now re-send a probing packet with the spoofed IP source
address to the destination. This will trigger the generation of a reply packet and
makes the destination host send a packet with the a spoofed destination IP address
back to the probing host which enables us to infer the usage of the IP destination
field.
If a probing reply packet, shown as 5 in Figure 5.2, is received by our SDNMap
scanner and since we assume that most bidirectional rules are constructed in a
similar way, it will conclude that the IP destination is not used as part of the flow
rule matching field. If no reply packet was received by SDNMap after multiple
attempts, our software will conclude that the correct IP destination address is
required by the matching process and is therefore part of the flow rule.

5.2.4 Scanning step: Protocols and ports
In this scanning step, our approach determines if flow rules are using OpenFlow
fields to match packets for specific protocols and use the fields tpsrc = P Os and
tpdst = P Od to match packets for specific source P Os and destination P Od ports.
SDNMap evaluates rules for the protocols ARP, IP, ICMP, TCP and UDP.
SDNMap determines if ARP packets are forwarded by the SDN controller, by
sending an ARP request packet to the specified destination IP in the initial scanning
step as discussed in Section 5.2.1. To determine if ICMP packets are forwarded we
send ICMP Echo Request (type 8 code 0) packets to a destination and listen for
Echo Reply (type 0 code 0) packets.
If the SDN controller generates flow rules matching packets for protocols such
as TCP or UDP, the accepted source and destination ports, can also be part of
the matching criteria used in flow rules. Since there is a huge number of source
and destination port combinations, a user can pass a list of ports p to be checked
as an argument when SDNMap is started. Our scanner takes the list of supplied
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port numbers and checks all possible source and destination port combinations
by sending probing packets. The matching part of an OpenFlow rule is able to
evaluate packets for specific source and destination port numbers. By supplying
a list of port numbers p, SDNMap is able to evaluate if a flow rule between the
source and destination host is matching packets for the specified ports.
If no list of specific ports to evaluate is supplied by the user, SDNMap will not
determine the exact allowed port numbers, but will select a source and destination
port in p randomly between the ranges 35000-65000, to evaluate if a flow rule is
matching for the TCP or UDP protocol.
To determine if flow rules to the probed destination host are matching packets
for the TCP protocol, we send a TCP SYN packet to a port at the destination
host. In case a TCP probing packet is sent to an open port, the destination host
will send a TCP packet with the ACK flag back to the probing host. If the TCP
packet is sent to a closed port, the destination will answer with a TCP RST packet
as specified in RFC 793 [95]. By receiving a TCP packet with the ACK or RST
flag set, we can derive that TCP packets are forwarded by the flow rule controlling
traffic to the destination host.
It is also possible to evaluate the reception of TCP packets at the destination
host by overhearing ARP request packets. Therefore, SDNMap transmits TCP
packets with spoofed source IP addresses to the destination host. The reception of
a packet with a spoofed IP address at the destination will trigger the transmission
of an ARP request packet by the destination. Overhearing an ARP request packet
by SDNMap also confirms the reception of the TCP probing packet.
Determining if flow rules match packets for the UDP protocol is more challenging
since UDP is a connectionless protocol and will not send a reply message upon
receiving a UDP packet. To evaluate the reception of a UDP packet, SDNMap
transmits a probing packet to a port which is likely closed at the destination host,
to trigger the destination to send an ICMP port unreachable message (type 3 code
3) as defined in RFC 792 [96]. To construct such a UDP probing message, SDNMap
selects a random source and destination port between the range 35000-65000. There
is no guarantee that a randomly selected port in this range will be closed at the
destination host, but it is likely since studies such as Lee et al. [97] show that 90%
of the used port numbers are in lower ranges.
The reception of UDP probing packets can also be confirmed by sending probing
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Figure 5.3. Initial steps to determine ingress port match field

packets with spoofed IP source addresses to the destination host and listening for
ARP request packets. ARP requests will be transmitted from the destination host
in case the received packet source IP address is not present in the local ARP cache
of the destination host.
Based on the reply packets received by transmitting the probing packets, SDNMap can reconstruct the usage of specific source and destination port number
combinations and protocol usage. As a result of this, SDNMap determines the
values P T and P O to identify if their associated OpenFlow fields are used as a
matching criteria in the flow rules forwarding packets to the scanned destination
host.
If the scanning process determined that ICMP, TCP and UDP packets are
delivered by the flow rule, SDNMap will reconstruct a single rule that matches
packets for an IP header as specified by the OpenFlow protocol. Otherwise a
separate rule for each delivered protocol is reconstructed.

5.2.5 Scanning step: Ingress port
Besides using header information of packets as a matching criteria, SDNMap infers
if the field match:in_port=SIP is used as part of the matching criteria in a flow
rule, but does not determine the actual port number SIP . A packet’s ingress port
number is determined by the physical or logical port to which a host is connected
to an OpenFlow-enabled switch. Unless a host physically changes its connection
to a different port, the ingress port number cannot be manipulated by a user. To
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determine if the ingress port, which can be classified as packet meta information, is
used as a matching criteria in a flow rule, SDNMap performs a number of checks
based on certain assumptions. A core assumption we make for determining this
matching criteria is that flow rules connecting the SDNMap host to the probed
host are constructed similar as the flow rules from the probed host to other nodes
in the same sub-network.
As the first step to determine if the ingress port is used as a matching criteria,
our scanner has to find two hosts in the sub-network which can be contacted by
the SDNMap host and are able to connect to each other. As an assumption we
can start by selecting two random nodes that are reachable by the probing host as
previously determined by the performed ARP scan.
After the selection of two hosts, A and B, SDNMap sends a probing packet
with the source address of A to B as shown in Figure 5.3. Upon reception of the
probing packet, B will lookup A’s MAC address in it’s local cache. If no cache
entry is present, B will broadcast an ARP request that will also be received by
SDNMap’s host node. The reception of the ARP request indicates to SDNMap
that the previously transmitted probing packet, as shown on the left in Figure 5.3,
was received at B. Since SDNMap transmitted the probing packet with A’s source
addresses, but from a different ingress port than A’s, it can be concluded that the
ingress port is not checked as part of the flow rule matching criteria.
If the above procedure does not trigger the broadcast of an ARP request from
B, SDNMap also considers the case when A’s MAC address is already present in
B’s ARP cache. If this is true, B will not broadcast an ARP request upon receiving
a probing message from A, which can be overheard by SDNMap to determine if the
probe was received. In such a case, SDNMap will exploit the feature of validating
an ARP cache entry with a unicast probe as discussed in RFC 1122 [98]. To trigger
this procedure SDNMap will spoof A’s ARP cache entry at B to point to the MAC
address of SDNMap’s host. This will appear to host B that A recently has changed
its assigned MAC address, (e.g. if a different device got A’s IP address assigned)
and according to RFC 1122 a unicast ARP request will be sent to A’s spoofed MAC
address that is present in B’s ARP cache to validate the cache entry. This unicast
ARP validation request will be received by SDNMap’s host since we previously
set A’s ARP cache entry at B to this MAC address. The reception of this unicast
ARP validation request will indicate to SDNMap that the initial probing message
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Figure 5.4. Probing steps to determine IP address rewriting

that was sent to B on behalf of A was received and therefore the ingress port is
not checked as part of the matching criteria.
If after executing the described procedure with multiple different host pairs A
and B, no ARP request was received by SDNMap, our software concludes that
none of the transmitted probing messages was received. Based on that, we can
assume that OpenFlow field match:in_port=SIP , is part of the matching criteria
of the evaluated flow rule to prevent the transmission of a probing packet on an
incorrect switch ingress port. In this scanning step, SDNMap does not determine
the actual value of the ingress port, since this information is only available inside
the actual switch, but assigns the placeholder #IN _P ORT to the ingress port
field in the reconstructed flow rules.

5.2.6 Scanning step: Rewriting of IP addresses
In this scanning step SDNMap determines if the fields actions:set_IP _src=rIP s
and actions:set_IP _dst=rIP d are used as actions in a flow rule, and infers the
assigned IP addresses rIP s and rIP d. To determine if an OpenFlow-enabled
switch performs IP rewriting actions, SDNMap sends a UDP probing packet to a
port which is very likely closed at the destination host. The source and destination
port for the probing packet are randomly selected in the range 35000-65000, as also
discussed in Section 5.2.4. If the selected destination port is closed at the receiver,
it will trigger the generation of an ICMP - Destination Port Unreachable message
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(type 3 code 3) that is sent back to the probing host.
According to RFC 792 [96], an ICMP destination unreachable message will
contain the first 64 bits of the original datagram. In this case, the original datagram
is the probing packet SDNMap sent to the destination host. If the flow rule forwarding packets between the source and destination host also performed a rewriting
action of the packets IP addresses, the encapsulated original datagram in the ICMP
unreachable message will contain the IP addresses as received at the destination
host. We show this procedure in Figure 5.4 where the encapsulated probing packet
has different IP addresses than the ICMP destination unreachable message that is
sent back to the probing host. The generating of an ICMP destination unreachable
message will make the destination host reveal the received IP address fields of
the probing packet, which enables us to conclude if an IP rewriting action was
performed on the packet in the OpenFlow-enabled switch.
In OpenFlow [7], including version 1.5, actions for rewriting the header information of encapsulated datagrams are not provided. The leakage of rewritten IP
addresses back to the original sender as explained, enables our SDNMap scanner
to determine if the received IP addresses at the destination are equal to those that
were sent. If the IP addresses in the encapsulated datagram are different, SDNMap
will conclude that an IP address rewriting action was performed by the flow rule.
This enables our software to determine the values rIP s and rIP d and the usage
of their associated OpenFlow fields actions:set_IP_src=rIP s for rewriting the
IP source address and actions:set_IP_dst= rIP d for rewriting the IP destination
address in a rule.

5.2.7 Scanning step: Forwarding action
An essential part of the actions performed in a flow rule is forwarding or dropping
of packets. If a packet’s header information is matching with the criteria defined in
a rule’s match fields, and optional actions such as address rewriting are performed,
a forwarding action is executed. Such forwarding actions either send packets out of
the appropriate port on a network element to reach its destination, or drop a packet
in case of a security aware SDN application, such as a firewall. For sending a packet
out of a specific port the OpenFlow action field actions:output=#OU T _P ORT
will be applied, or in case a packet is dropped actions:DROP will be used in the
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flow rule. SDNMap will reconstruct the action if a packet is forwarded or dropped,
based on analyzing which probing packets were transmitted during the scanning
steps discussed in Section 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 received reply messages.

5.3 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate our SDNMap scanner by applying it on a number of
existing scenarios and applications to demonstrate that security issues arise when
SDN flow rules can be reconstructed. We would like to point out that the discussed
scenarios are real-world applications from different vendors which are implemented
on existing SDN platforms and available online. Here, the composition of SDN flow
rules is defined by the vendors of these applications.
We installed and replicated these scenarios in our test environments and strictly
followed the supplied manuals to configure and run the applications in our SDN
test networks.
The attack approaches we demonstrate are different from attacks on SDN
discussed in the literature. While most current attack vectors on SDN target reactive
deployments, to our best knowledge SDNMap is the first attack vector targeting
reactive and proactive SDN deployments. Previously, attacks such as poisoning
network topology or fabricating links [8], saturating the link between control- and
data plane [9] or exploiting conflicting flow rules in firewall implementations [33],
did not consider the approach of predicting the exact details of flow rules and use
them as an attack advantage.
The presented scenarios show a subset of the applications we used to evaluate our
techniques. We used both a software- and hardware-testbed to evaluate SDNMap.

5.3.1 Test environment
For testing and evaluating SDNMap we focus on SDN environments such as
enterprise networks in organizations, local area or campus networks or networks
in data centers and server farms. We tested its functionality on a testbed with
software SDN switches (OpenVSwitch [66]) and on a testbed with hardware SDN
switches (Brocade ICX 6610 [99]). We evaluated SDNMap on three widely used
open-source controllers, POX [60], Floodlight [52] and OpenDayLight [100].
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Table 5.2. SDNMap flow rule prediction accuracy

α

ACL
Sec. 5.3.3
1

LBaaS
Sec. 5.3.4
1

MTD
Sec. 5.3.5
0.83

FW
0.93

RBAC
1

MHPA
1

As network endpoints, we use personal computers with Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 64bit.
OpenFlow versions 1.0 and 1.3 were used for the deployment of flow rules.

5.3.2 Performance of rule reconstruction
To evaluate the rule reconstruction capability of SDNMap we tested it on a number
of existing applications.
In the SDN network scenarios we replicated the reconstruction of flow rules
from the SDNMap host to a destination host in the network takes 20 seconds on
average. This scanning delay depends mostly on the performed scanning steps and
defined timeout thresholds in SDNMap, and less on different network topologies. If
a range of hosts and a list of protocol ports is scanned, the reconstruction process
will take appropriately longer since several steps have to be performed multiple
times.
To evaluate the accuracy of reconstructing flow rules, we denote the number of
OpenFlow fields in a rule with F , the number of correctly determined flow rule fields
as f and the number of incorrectly identified flow rule fields as m. We calculate
the flow rule reconstruction accuracy α as shown in Equation 5.1.
α=

f −m
F

(5.1)

In Table 5.2 we show the accuracy SDNMap achieved in different application
scenarios. In Sections 5.3.3 to 5.3.5 we present a detailed description of testscenarios. In addition, we also evaluated SDNMap on a SDN-based firewall (FW), a
role-based access controlled SDN-network defined by Brocade [101] (RBAC) and a
multi-hop proactive topology SDN network (MHPA) as listed in Table 5.2, but have
to omit a detailed description of these scenarios for brevity. On average, SDNMap
achieves an accuracy of over 96% on all evaluated scenarios.
The reason if SDNMap is not able to correctly reconstruct a rule to 100%, is that
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some scanning steps could not resolve all required information for the reconstruction
of fields, such as not finding appropriate neighbor nodes to determine the ingress
port field as discussed in Section 5.2.5.
To scan a destination host with the introduced rule- reconstruction techniques
discussed in Sections 5.2.2 to 5.2.7, SDNMap needs to transmit 14 + 2p2 packets,
where p is the user-specified list of port numbers evaluated during the scanning
process. SDNMap will evaluate all possible source and destination combinations
of the supplied port numbers for TCP and UDP packets, therefore 2p2 probes are
required.
In the following application scenarios we will present how the ability of flow
rule reconstruction can be used by adversaries as a reconnaissance tool to plan and
execute further attack maneuvers.

5.3.3 Floodlight Access Control List
The open-source Floodlight controller includes a number of applications, such as
the implementation of an Access Control List (ACL) which deploys rules on an
OpenFlow enabled switch to control network access. As explained on the Floodlight
webpage [52], the ACL implementation enables users to allow or deny access to
hosts in a network. For the deployment of flow rules in this scenario, we follow the
configuration examples as listed on the Floodlight webpage [52].
To demonstrate SDNMap’s functionality in such a scenario we created a small
network of six hosts connected by an SDN switch. By following Floodlight’s ACL
manual we are using its REST interface to proactively deploy rules for denying
access to the host at 10.0.0.2 by host 10.0.0.1 by executing the following commands:
"src-ip":"10.0.0.1/32","dst-ip":"10.0.0.2/32","action":"deny"
"src-ip":"10.0.0.2/32","dst-ip":"10.0.0.1/32","action":"deny"

We used SDNMap to perform a scan of the network 10.0.0.0/24 from the node
with address 10.0.0.1. The scanning results of SDNMap labeled host 10.0.0.2 as
being online, reported that a learning approach is used on the paths from 10.0.0.1
to 10.0.0.3, .4, .5 and .6, and reconstructed the following rules for the path 10.0.0.1
to 10.0.0.2 :
match=type:ip,nw_src:10.0.0.1,nw_dst:10.0.0.2 actions=drop
match=type:ip,nw_src:10.0.0.2,nw_dst:10.0.0.1 actions=drop
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The reconstructed flow rules by SDNMap are an exact match with the previously
deployed access control rules. An attacker using SDNMap in such a scenario is now
able to determine how packets have to be crafted to be successfully delivered to
the host at 10.0.0.2. For example, sending a packet with the correct destination
address but a source IP address different than 10.0.0.1, will be delivered to host
10.0.0.2 since the Floodlight controller is forwarding packets not matching ACL
rules with the default learning approach.
Besides blocking access from host 10.0.0.1 to host 10.0.0.2, the path to host
10.0.0.2 still follows the default learning approach implemented by the Floodlight
controller. In our testbed we created a scenario where host 10.0.0.2 runs a webserver hosting files which are not supposed to be accessed by host 10.0.0.1. As
discussed, we used Floodlight’s ACL implementation to deny access from host
10.0.0.1 to host 10.0.0.2. By using SDNMap we retrieved the flow rule composition
as demonstrated. Based on SDNMap’s result we sent a HTTP GET request
packet with a spoofed IP source address from 10.0.0.1 to 10.0.0.2. Since traffic not
matching the access control rules is delivered based on the default learning approach,
the packets from 10.0.0.1 with a spoofed IP source address were forwarded to
10.0.0.2 and the HTTP response traffic was delivered back to 10.0.0.1. Such a
scenario can be imagined to be deployed for denying access to a company’s Intranet
for guest users who are temporarily connecting to the company’s network. With
SDNMap malicious users are able to reconstruct the deployed access control policy
and bypass it with appropriately crafted packets as demonstrated.

5.3.4 Load Balancing as a Service
The Floodlight SDN controller provides a load balancer module which is defined
by the OpenStack Quantum LBaaS (Load-Balancing-as-a-Service) API. The LBaaS API provides a framework to virtualize networking resources and balances
client requests between the available physical resources. We followed the setup
instructions for the LBaaS module as discussed on the Floodlight webpage [102].
In such a setup, a client requests access to a resource which is mapped onto
a virtual network topology. Such a request is forwarded to a physical network
resource by translating packet information, such as IP addresses, accordingly. This
functionality is implemented with the use of OpenFlow rules that are deployed on
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the SDN network elements.
The provided LBaaS API allows network administrators and cloud operators to
configure the load balancer by defining a list of virtual IP addresses, a list of physical
network endpoints and resource pools to map the handling of virtual resources to
physical resources. Following the configuration manual on the Floodlight webpage
[102], we specified the virtual network endpoint 10.0.0.150 which is assigned to
a resource pool that is handled by the physical network endpoints 10.0.0.7 and
10.0.0.8.
The generated flow rules to implement this load balancing function are deployed
over multiple SDN network elements and forward traffic to their assigned physical
network endpoint based on their IP source address. Traffic to the virtual endpoint
10.0.0.150 from the client endpoint 10.0.0.1 is handled by the following flow rules
which are automatically generated and deployed by the controller:
nw_src=10.0.0.1 actions=mod_nw_dst:10.0.0.7,output:#port
nw_dst=10.0.0.1 actions=mod_nw_src:10.0.0.150,output:#port

The deployed flow rules show that traffic originating from node 10.0.0.1 is forwarded
based on its IP source address, and the destination address is translated to 10.0.0.7
to be handled by the physical network endpoint at this address. Return traffic
to 10.0.0.1, as defined by the second rule, has its IP source address rewritten to
10.0.0.150, so that it appears to the client that it is communicating with 10.0.0.150
rather than 10.0.0.7.
Using our SDNMap tool to scan host 10.0.0.150, we are able to reconstruct the
following rule which reveals the load balancing functionality:
match=type:nw_src:10.0.0.1,nw_dst:10.0.0.150
actions=mod_nw_dst:10.0.0.7,output:#OUT_PORT

The reconstructed rule states that traffic to 10.0.0.150 is forwarded based on
its source and destination address and shows that the IP destination address is
rewritten to 10.0.0.7. This reveals to a user that address 10.0.0.150 is actually
handled by a server at 10.0.0.7. A malicious user who scans a range of virtual IP
addresses is able to reconstruct the implemented load balancing policy, and launch
a targeted denial of service attack on specific virtual IP addresses which all map to
the same server, to overwhelm a specific physical network resource.
The ability to reconstruct load balancing mechanism which are implemented
based on SDN for cloud platforms, such as OpenStack, represent a severe security
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leakage since adversaries can use this knowledge for launching attacks to target
specific endpoints in such systems and disrupt the provided service for cloud
customers.

5.3.5 Moving Target Defense
It has been proposed in recent publications [1, 2], to use SDN rule functionalities as
a Moving Target Defense technique, by randomizing the address space of a network
with high frequency. This is done by using the packet header field modification
functionalities provided by OpenFlow. Using such techniques can defend against
network adversaries, such as computer worms, performing network scans and trying
to map the address space of a network to identify targets and perform further
attacks.
We implemented the OpenFlow Random Host Mutation (OF-RHM) defense
mechanisms proposed by Jafarian et al. [1, 2] in the POX controller framework and
randomize the IP address space with high frequency (every 5 seconds). SDNMap is
able to successfully reconstruct the flow rules used for the address space randomization. On average SDNMap required ∼4 seconds to report during the scanning
process that the IP addresses of a packet are rewritten while it passed through an
SDN switch and was forwarded to its destination. To show an example, during the
scanning process in our test environment of host 10.0.0.97, SDNMap reported the
rewriting of packet header information on the path:
Sending UDP packet to port 36028 at 10.0.0.97 / 00:00:00:00:00:05
Received ICMP Port Unreachable message
IP src 10.0.0.1 is rewritten to 10.0.0.97
IP dst 10.0.0.97 is rewritten to 10.0.0.5

This reflects precisely the functionality that was implemented by the OF-RHM
controller to hide the true IP address of network endpoint 10.0.0.5 in the example
above. An adversary using SDNMap can perform such a scan multiple times,
determine that the network implements a moving target defense technique and
collect the real number and IP addresses of hosts in such a network, which is
supposed to be only known by the network operator or administrator.
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5.4 Defending Rule Reconstruction
While the focus of this chapter is on demonstrating the possibilities and impacts
of SDN flow rule reconstruction techniques, here we discuss defense techniques
to prevent this new attack vector. We summarize existing, SDN specific defense
techniques and discuss that such techniques are ineffective against multiple rule
reconstruction techniques presented in this chapter.
We also present an overview of methods to defend SDNMap, but leave a detailed
analysis of such techniques for future work.

5.4.1 Discussion of current defense techniques
In this section we discuss recently published defense techniques against adversarial
actions in SDN. The proposed defense approach Sphinx [39] evaluates Flow_mod,
Stats_reply, Packet_in and Features_reply messages, which are exchanged between
control and data plane for adversarial behavior. While the proposed defense
approach is novel and effective against certain attack actions in SDN, it assumes
a static network environment by depending on fixed IP/MAC and MAC/Port
bindings. In dynamic environments with changing network conditions, which are
pertinent for the usage of SDN, such a configuration would be hard to maintain
and might not be feasible as discussed by Hong et al. [8].
Dhawan et al. [39] state that Sphinx does not raise alarms when new flow
behavior is discovered, but raises alarms when changes in existing flow behavior
is found. The approach we use in SDNMap does not aim to change existing
flow behavior, or manipulate the topology, but maps the details of existing flow
behavior.
To prevent Sphinx from triggering false alarms, the authors define 1/τ <
P
P
n+1 /
avg < τ , where τ is manually configured, so that τ = 1.045 by default.
P
is defined as the similarity-index and calculated as the moving average of the
P
difference in byte-level statistics, where avg is the average similarity index of a
P
flow, and n+1 is the index for the next switch in a flow. The authors state that
P
P
Sphinx will not raise alarms if 1/τ < n+1 / avg < τ holds true.
As stated in Section 5.3.2, SDNMap transmits 14+2p2 packets to reconstruct
the flow rules to a destination host. For a set of ports to scan, e.g. p = {22, 80},
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SDNMap will transmit 22 packets. With the average scanning time of 20s, SDNMap
would transmit ∼1 (22/20) probing packets per second on average. In the evaluations
presented by Dhawan et al. [39], scenarios with flows of 100-10000 packets per second
are assumed. Using the lower bound of such scenarios, 0.96 < (1+100)/100 < 1.045,
holds true and SDNMap would stay “under the radar" of the detection system.
Scanning multiple destination hosts is executed sequentially in SDNMap and
will not exceed the detection threshold of defense systems such as Sphinx, as shown
above. Dhawan et al. [39] state that Sphinx does not work for proactive SDN
deployments. SDNMap does not attack the controller platform in SDN deployments
and therefore works equivalently on reactive and proactive deployments.
Based on the presented analysis it can be assumed that SDNMap’s activity
would be insensitive to systems such as Sphinx.

5.4.2 Rule reconstruction defense discussion
In Section 5.3 we demonstrate how a number of real-world applications can be
attacked given an adversary is able to determine the details of flow rules. The
defense mechanism we discuss in this section represents a list of potential ideas
which we are planning to evaluate in detail in our future work.
Handling of ARP traffic by the controller:
As discussed in papers and by networking companies [8, 39, 49], ARP poisoning
is an existing problem, especially in modern networking concepts such as SDN,
and static network configurations are impractical defense approaches. In SDN,
rules forwarding broadcasted ARP requests to the controller can be pro-actively
installed on network elements. Since the controller maintains a global network view,
ARP requests can be handled by the controller which is able to reply on behalf of
the actual hosts. Such a setup will prevent the leakage of information caused by
broadcasting ARP requests and avoid ARP cache poisoning on network endpoints.
Information leakage through nested packets:
We demonstrate in Section 5.2.6 how SDNMap is able to infer address rewriting
actions by triggering ICMP error reply messages. To prevent such information
leakage, an SDN controller should adjust nested packets according to the implemented network policy to prevent adversaries from revealing actions, such as the
adjustment of header fields.
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Definition of best practice for OpenFlow rules:
In the existing SDN applications we analyzed in our evaluations, we observe that
no common standard is used to define which fields to use for the construction
of OpenFlow rules. Identifying packets only based on destination addresses or
without considering the switch ingress port, will provide attackers with an increased
flexibility for generating adversarial traffic by spoofing packet information that
is not used in the matching criteria. Even if adversaries are able to reconstruct
flow rules, defining best-practice for their construction will reduce the ability for
attackers to transmit crafted attack traffic.

5.5 Discussion of specific related work
In this section we briefly discuss the work specifically related to SDN fingerprinting,
a more general overview on SDN security is done in Chapter 2.
Bifulco et al. [11] and Shin et al. [10] the authors discuss the possibilities of
fingerprinting SDN networks. Their work is focused on determining if a network
is SDN based by analyzing the timing distribution of active probing messages as
well as passive observations of the network traffic. Both papers demonstrate how
the timing distribution of packets on the network can reveal an SDN network and
retrieve certain details about the network topology, for example the number of
SDN switches visited on a path in the network. Neither Bifulco et al. [11] nor Shin
et al. [10] considers analyzing the deeper functionality of SDN networks defined by
the detailed composition of flow rules we show how to reconstruct in this chapter.
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Chapter 6 |
A Security Policy Preserving Framework in Software Defined Networking
Large scale attacks in computer networks exploit the lack of network controls to
probe and penetrate broadly across an organizational network. Once untrusted
nodes are in the perimeter of a network, actions such as probing and transmission
of spoofed packets can be performed, which often lead to severe security issues. The
large attack surface in complex networks require a formal defined security policy
which is consistent across the entire network. While novel network architectures
such as Software Defined Networking (SDN) provide a platform to program the
data-plane of networks based on a defined policy, finding a configuration that meets
the specified policy constraints and guarantees the functionality of a network is
challenging. In this chapter we introduce a framework, MLSNet, which is based on
optimization models to compute a network configuration compliant with a defined
multi-level security (MLS) policy given a network topology with assigned security
levels. To automatically generate such a configuration we provide optimization
models to determine the balance between a security policy and network availability.

6.1 Motivation
To motivate the development of a multi-level security policy preserving framework
for SDN we discuss a sample scenario to highlight the challenges we aim to solve
with our solution. We further provide a detailed definition of terms that is used
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Figure 6.1. Corporate network scenario

throughout this chapter.

6.1.1 Network scenario example
In Figure 6.1 we show the network of company ”MLSSoft“. In it’s corporate
network,”MLSSoft“ runs database- and storage-servers as well as servers to manage
commercial transactions. Services to provide access to external networks are located
in the DMZ. The network further provides workstations for their employees and
various network services and devices that are connected to the company’s network.
Users can also connect to the network through a wireless access point, which is also
used by visitors.
Large corporate networks, such as the one shown in Figure 6.1, are traversed by
a huge number of flows every second. Uncontrolled flows, which transfer classified
information through compromised parts of a network or send packets of untrusted
entities, can be exploited by attackers to achieve malicious goals. This is especially
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true if malicious entities, such as malware or insider attackers are able to place
themselves within the network by gaining access through the wifi access point, bypassing the firewall or by infection through a compromised storage stick connected
to an internal workstation. Once an adversary is within the perimeter of a network
they can move laterally, infect additional devices, leak confidential data or disrupt
critical network services.
Traditional security measures such as Firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS) or DMZs are not sufficient to protect modern, complex networks. The problems we highlight in the presented scenario show the requirement for strong security
policies that can be enforced across the whole network and control information flow
between entities with a fine granularity. Such a policy needs to be formally defined
and consistent across the network. Policies that enforce the security of a corporate
network can be rigorous, therefore the challenge to deploy a policy driven network
configuration is to find the right balance between availability and security which is
the problem we aim to address in this chapter.

6.1.2 Nomenclature
Table 6.1. Nomenclature and notation

Notation

Description

V

Set of vertices in a network graph G = {V, E}

E

Set of edges in a network graph G = {V, E}

F

Set of packet flows to be accommodated

R

Set of matching fields in a flow rule

A

Set of action fields in a flow rule

S

Set of subjects

O

Set of objects

C

Set of security categories

d

f

Size of flow f ∈ F

e ij )
κij (κ

Total/residual capacity of link (i, j), (i, j) ∈ E

σi

Security level of node i, i ∈ V

λci

Variable indicating security category c at node i
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6.1.3 Term definitions
Node - A node is any resource connected to a network; this can be an active user,
a passive server or a switch forwarding packets.
Subject - A subject is an active node, e.g. a user or a device, which is initiating
a communication with other nodes in a network to exchange information.
Object - An object is a passive node that either provides and/or receives
information from subject nodes. We distinguish two types of object nodes, provider
objects which only provide information to subject nodes, e.g. a webserver, and
receiver objects which receive information from subject nodes, e.g. a network printer.
Objects can also be provider and receiver objects at the same time, for example a
software repository where subjects are able to push and pull information.
Forwarding node - A forwarding node is a passive node which neither requests
nor provides information but processes incoming flows according to the installed
flow rules.
Security level - A security level is a security attribute assigned to nodes in a
network. Based on the security level the controller is able to determine if a flow
between nodes in a network preserves the security policy. The set of security levels
form a lattice structure. We assume that the assignment of security levels and
categories is performed appropriately by a Network Security Officer as discussed in
by Lu et al. [46].
Security category - A security category defines an additional security attribute
besides the security level and is assigned to a subject or an object. With the use of
security categories a finer granularity of information can be specified, for example
what type of packets nodes are allowed to exchange.

6.2 Security in SDN
In this section we present an overview over the most recent attack vectors on SDN
and discuss how we apply the proven concept of MLS in SDN.

6.2.1 Attack strategies on SDN
Based on the analysis of a set of recent SDN papers [8, 33, 39–42], we determine
that the discussed attacks pursue different goals but can be reduced to a small set
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Table 6.2. Strategies used in attacks on SDN-based networks

Topology poisoning [8, 39]
Link fabrication [8]
Adversarial forensics [40]
Flow tunneling [33, 41]
Data plane exhaustion [39]
Evade security [40–42]

Packet
spoofing
×
×
×

Lateral
movement

×
×

Man-inthe-middle
×

Flow rule
exploitation

×
×

×

×
×

×

×

×

of malicious techniques. Table 6.2 presents an overview of these techniques and
their application in attacks.
• Packet spoofing
Crafting packets with spoofed information is the most common technique
used in attacks targeting SDN-enabled networks. Hong et al. [8] and Dhawan
et al. [39] demonstrate an attack that injects spoofed packets into the network
to tamper the topological view of an SDN controller. Packet spoofing to
reconstruct flow rules is exploited by Achleitner et al. [40].
• Lateral movement
Attackers moving laterally across a network are able to gain more knowledge
and move deeper through a network. Achleitner et al. [40], Porras et al. [41]
and Hu et al. [33] demonstrate that attackers are able to bypass SDN-based
access control lists and firewalls to further penetrate through a network.
• Man-in-the-middle
Attackers compromising SDN-enabled switches have the ability to modify
routing rules, control the network communication or even adjust packets for
their purpose as discussed by Dhawan et al. [39]. A SDN controller with
a poisoned topological view may deploy flow rules to forward traffic to an
adversary who placed themself as a man-in-the-middle as Hong et al. [8]
discuss.
• Flow rule exploitation
The construction of flow rules is essential for a secure configuration of SDNenabled networks. Flow rules with an imprecise definition of the matching
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criteria may overlap with other rules which can lead to flow rule conflicts.
Details of flow rules can be exploited by adversaries to evade security mechanisms such as SDN-based Firewalls as discussed by Porras et al. [41] or access
control policies as discussed by Achleitner et al. [40] and Khurshid et al. [42].
In Table 6.3 we list the defense methods proposed in the literature against the
identified attack strategies.
Sphinx [39] proposes a defense framework which builds flow graphs that correspond to each flow in the network. The framework relies on IP/MAC and MAC/port
bindings to identify hosts and flows between endpoints which has limited applicability since it requires a static mapping of network nodes. Attack strategies,
such as Achleitner et al. [40], report that they are able to stay below the detection
threshold used by Sphinx to detect malicious lateral movement.
TopoGuard [8] proposes a cryptographic solution to authenticate hosts and packets which is hard to implement (cryptographic authentication) or adds performance
overhead (verification), as admitted by the authors. They further do not discuss a
security aware implementation of SDN flow rules.
FlowGuard [33] aims to detect violations of SDN-based Firewall policies by
tracking a flow through the network, but does not address packet spoofing or
man-in-the-middle attacks which are frequently used in SDN.
FortNOX [41] is a framework that mediates all inserted flow rules and performs
live flow rule conflict detection in SDN-based firewalls but does not address spoofed
packets or lateral movement.
VeriFlow [42] proposes methods to check the network wide correctness of flow
rules in real time and blocks changes that would cause access control conflicts or
forwarding loops but does not address attack strategies such as packet spoofing.

6.2.2 Using MLS in SDN-enabled networks
To guarantee security in operating systems we have to define a Trusted Computing
Base (TCB) which includes a set of components that are critical for the security
of a system. To map this model onto computer networks, we aim to achieve a
Trusted Network Base (TNB) to provide security for the components connected to
a network as well as the exchanged information, such as discussed by Lu et al. [46].
To establish a TNB, we have to guarantee a set of basic requirements for a
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Packet
spoofing
Lateral
movement
Manin-themiddle
Flow
rule
exploitation
-

-

Access control/
Rule construction

Throughput monitoring

MAC-IP-Port binding

Sphinx [39]

-

Authentication/Verification

Authentication/Verification

Authentication/Verification

TopoGuard [8]

Flow tracking

-

Flow tracking

-

FlowGuard [33]

Rule conflict detection

Rule conflict detection

-

-

FortNOX [41]

Table 6.3. Defense methods to prevent SDN attack strategies

Flow control

Flow control

MLSNet
Access control/
Rule construction

Rule verification

-

Rule verification

-

VeriFlow [42]

network to be secure. Those requirements include, access control of the connected
devices, prevention of unauthorized distribution of data and protection of the data
when it is transmitted over the communication channels. We can summarize these
requirements for a secure network with the constraints of access control and flow
control.
Several models for access control in operating systems have been developed
in the past, e.g. Bell-LaPadula Model [44]. Models for information flow control
evaluate the exchange of information at different sensitivity levels, where typically
flow from higher to lower classified entities is not allowed.
An essential question to establish a secure network is how information that is
classified at different security levels is handled by entities with different levels of
security clearance. As discussed by Lu et al. [46], the one jurisdictive authority that
assigns the necessary security levels to entities in a network is a Network Security
Officer (NSO). By assigning security levels to the different entities in a computer
network we define which entities are allowed to exchange information and which
communication channels should be used.
The introduction of multi-level security into SDN-enabled networks allows us
to control the network traffic between entities connected to a network with a fine
level of granularity. Considering this, the core challenges to establish a TNB are,
1) how to find an assignment of flows in the network that meets the requirements
to be compliant with an MLS policy and is feasible considering the given network
resources, and 2) how to implement such a configuration on the data-plane of
networks.
While previous models, such as proposed by Lu et al. [46], for the introduction
of multi-level security in computer networks had to rely on network endpoints to
implement MLS, Software Defined Networking provides a framework to implement
an MLS policy on a central controller. The main challenge is to determine a
configuration that meets specific security constraints and can be realized considering
a topology, an assignment of security levels and the available resources.
In many real world network environments finding a configuration that fulfills a
defined security policy for all legitimate flows might not be possible since paths
with the required security labels may have a limited capacity. One approach we
follow in this chapter is to determine a network configuration that best fits the
defined policy, i.e. minimizes policy conflicts which arise if a flow traverses a path
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through the network with insufficient security levels. Such policy conflicts can be
resolved with additional security measures, e.g. encryption, as we further discuss
in Section 6.4.3.

6.3 MLSNet overview
In this section we present our threat model and an overview of our defense approach.

6.3.1 Threat model
For the development of our framework we assume a secure SDN control plane, that
is not compromised by an adversary. For the assignment of security classes we
assume a Network Security Officer (NSO) as defined by Lu et al. [46] who assigns
appropriate security classes to the network entities, including endpoint devices
as well as forwarding nodes such as switches. Our framework, MLSNet, aims to
protect the confidentiality of information flow in SDN-based networks from leaking
to unauthorized entities. We assume that nodes connected to a network may be
compromised and have malicious intentions. We aim to limit a node’s abilities in a
network by deploying a configuration that enforces a defined security policy which
is based on the assigned security levels and security categories to nodes.

6.3.2 Security policy constraints
The identified attacks in the previous section show that many diverse and subtle
attack vectors exist in computer networks that are used by adversaries. A configuration which controls the flows traversing a network based on a formal and proven
security policy is therefore essential to prevent attackers from achieving malicious
goals. To determine an assignment of flows in a network topology that is policy
compliant, we consider the security constraints of access control and flow control
as well as the link capacity constraint to find an optimal balance between security
policy and availability.
• Access control
As the first step to compute a security preserving network configuration we
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determine if a subject initiating a communication with an object is allowed
to exchange information with the object based on the security levels and
categories.
To define the constraints for access control we have to consider if a subject
is communicating with a receiver object (receives information) or a provider
object (sends information). If a subject communicates with a provider object,
information flows from object o to subject s; if object o is a receiver object,
information flows from s to o. In case the object is both, provider and receiver
object at the same time, information flow between s and o is bidirectional.
Considering these three cases and stating the security level as σ and the
security categories as C of a subject s and an object o we can formally define
the access control policy between nodes.
Subject s communicating with a provider object o:
σo ≤ σs and Co ⊆ Cs , ∀o ∈ O, s ∈ S

(6.1)

Subject s communicating with a receiver object o:
σo ≥ σs and Co ⊇ Cs , ∀o ∈ O, s ∈ S

(6.2)

Subject s communicating with an object o that is both (provider and receiver):
σo = σs and Co = Cs , ∀o ∈ O, s ∈ S

(6.3)

Upon the initial arrival of a flow at the SDN controller from a subject, it
can be determined if the subject s is allowed to exchange information with
object o considering the access control constraints.
While we define our framework MLSNet in a general way, security levels
and categories are defined specific to SDN-enabled networks as we discuss in
Section 6.3.4. In Section 6.6.1 we show an example of a SDN specific security
lattice to defend a recently identified attack vector on SDN.
• Flow control
If information is allowed to flow between object o and subject s, in the
second step of our security policy preserving framework, the controller has to
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determine if there exists a path between o and s so that the security level
of any forwarding node on the path between o and s is not lower than the
security level of the flow. Visiting lower classified nodes puts a flow at risk
to leak information to lower classified entities, to be disrupted or otherwise
attacked since visiting lower classified nodes may involve a higher security risk.
We can formulate such a constraint by stating that the security level σ of a
node j on the path between o and s can not be lower than the security level
of the originating node of the flow. Similar to the access control constraint
we have to take into account if a subject is communicating with a provider
object, a receiver object, or an object that is both. In the following we define
the flow control constraints to specify secure paths between a subject s and
an object o:
Subject s communicating with a provider object o:
σo ≤ σj , ∀j ∈ V on path (o, s) for flow f ∈ F

(6.4)

Subject s communicating with a receiver object o:
σs ≤ σj , ∀j ∈ V on path (o, s) for flow f ∈ F

(6.5)

Subject s communicating with an object o that is both, provider and receiver:
(σs or σo ) ≤ σj , ∀j ∈ V on path (o, s) for flow f ∈ F

(6.6)

The access control constraint for communicating with an object that is a
receiver and provider at the same time defines that s and o are required to
have the same security level as stated in (6.3). Therefore, the flow control for
such a case requires a forwarder node to have a security level that is higher
than the level of s or o as shown in (6.6). In addition to the security levels
of nodes, we also have to consider the capacity κij of a link (i, j) on a path
between s and o of a flow with a size of df , i.e. κij ≥ df ∀(i, j) on path (o, s).
In case two nodes are allowed to exchange information based on the access
control constraint, there is no guarantee that a path in the network between
the nodes can be found that fulfills the flow control constraint. If no path that
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fulfills the flow control constraint exists between two nodes that are allowed to
communicate, there may be a path traversing nodes that do not have a high
enough security level. We refer to such cases as policy conflicts. In Section
6.4.3 we present a model to minimize policy conflicts on communication paths
between nodes. Our model to minimize policy conflicts will find the best
fitting configuration for a given security labeling and will report the exact
locations on paths where policy conflicts exists. By deploying additional
security mechanisms, such as declassification, encrypted tunneling or blocking
of flows, conflicts can be resolved as we further discuss in Section 6.4.6.

6.3.3 Secure policy deployment
To ensure an isolation of packet flows on the data-plane we define principles for
secure flow rule construction that is based on including information from all network
layers of a packet into the matching part of a flow rule as we discuss in Section 6.5.

6.3.4 SDN specific security lattices
To compute a SDN-based network configuration that meets the defined properties
we have to consider a lattice of security levels and categories which defines the
security policy. As discussed by Denning [43] a lattice is an ordering of security
levels which controls the information flow between entities. We further consider a
set of security categories that is assigned to each security level to control information
flow with a finer granularity. We define the security categories in a SDN specific
lattice according to the specified matching fields for different packet types defined
in the OpenFlow protocol [7]. Formally stated, a SDN specific security lattice is
specified as σi [{c1 , c2 , ..., cn } ∈ Ci ] where σi is the security level of i and Ci is the
set of security categories of i. The flow of information is controlled by the ordering
of the security levels; i.e. if σi < σj and Ci ⊆ Cj , information flow from i → j is
allowed.

6.4 Policy preserving configurations
Based on the definition of security constraints in Section 6.3.2 and the assignment
of security levels and categories to nodes, we introduce optimization models to
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compute a flow rule based network configuration to determine an optimal balance
between security policy and availability.
We first introduce an integer linear programming (ILP) model to maximize the
flows in a network under the given security constraints. This model will compute
paths between subject and object nodes under consideration of strict security
constraints. If no path meeting the required security constraints can be found for a
flow f , the model will suggest to drop f .
Further, we propose a second ILP-based optimization model which minimizes
the policy conflicts for a given network topology and security labeling under
the assumption that all flows f ∈ F with the required access rights have to be
accommodated in the network.

6.4.1 Policy preserving flow maximization problem
In this section we introduce an integer linear programing model (ILP) to maximize
the number of flows that can be accommodated by a network under consideration of
capacity and security constraints. We refer to this problem as the policy preserving
flow maximization problem. The optimization model shown in (6.7) determines if a
network configuration fulfilling the defined security policy can be found to route
the flows F between the subjects S and objects O.

X

max

αf

(6.7a)

f ∈F

s.t.
X

xfis + αf =

X

xfsj ,

∀f ∈ F

(6.7b)

∀f ∈ F

(6.7c)

∀f ∈ F

(6.7d)

∀f ∈ F, j ∈ V

(6.7e)

∀(i, j) ∈ E

(6.7f)

αf · lev(σo , σs ) = αf ,∀o(f ) ∈ O, s(f ) ∈ S, f ∈ F

(6.7g)

i:(i,s)∈E

X

j:(s,j)∈E

xfoj − αf = 0,

j:(o,j)∈E

xfij =

X
i,j∈E

X

X

xfjk ,

j,k∈E

xfij ≤ 1,

i:(i,j)∈E

X

xfij · df ≤ κij ,

f ∈F
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αf · cat(λco , λcs ) = αf ,
∀o(f ) ∈ O, s(f ) ∈ S, c ∈ C, f ∈ F

(6.7h)

xfij · orig(σo , σs ) ≤ xfij · σj ,
∀(i, j) ∈ E, o(f ) ∈ O, s(f ) ∈ S, f ∈ F
xfij ∈ {0, 1},

∀(i, j) ∈ E, f ∈ F

αf ∈ {0, 1},

∀f ∈ F

(6.7i)

To compute a path with our ILP formulation in (6.7), we introduce a binary
decision variable xfij to indicate if link (i, j) ∈ E is used on the path for flow f (i.e.
xfij = 1) or not (i.e. xfij = 0). To decide if a flow f can be accommodated by the
network configuration, we introduce the binary decision variable αf .
In 6.7b we add αf to the link indication variable xfis to trigger a flow f at a
subject s.
To compute a path between the subject node s and object node o, a flow f is
consumed at a node o, as stated in constraint 6.7c by subtracting αf from the link
indication variable. In 6.7d we state the flow preservation constraint to ensure that
the sum of incoming flows into a node equals the sum of outgoing flows of a node.
We add constraint 6.7e to limit the number of visits of a node to one for each flow.
Constraint 6.7f ensures that the given capacity κij of a link (i, j) ∈ E is not
exceeded for forwarding flows over a link i, j with a size of df per flow. Typically,
in a bidirectional communication in computer networks the size of the request flow
is different than the size of the reply flow. Since we assume symmetric routes, the
flow size variable df should be chosen to account for the flow size in both directions.
Since new flow demands typically arrive at different times in a network, we can
e ij which states the
replace the above link capacity κij with the residual capacity κ
remaining capacity on a link (i, j) ∈ E considering the existing flows in a network
traversing link (i, j).
In constraints 6.7g and 6.7h we define the access control properties. Constraint
6.7g ensures that a flow f between a subject s and an object o is only routed if the
function lev(σo , σs ) shown in (6.8) returns 1, indicating that the security levels of s
and o allow a communication.
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lev(σo , σs ) =




1,






1,



1,





0,

if o is provider object and σo ≤ σs
if o is receiver object and σo ≥ σs

(6.8)

if o is both and σo = σs
otherwise

As defined in Section 6.3.2 for access control we further have to ensure that
the subject s and object o have the appropriate security categories to exchange
information. In function cat(λco , λcs ) shown in (6.9), we model the requirement of
security categories to allow a flow between s and o.

cat(λco , λcs ) =




1 − (λco − λco · λcs ),






1 − (λc − λc · λc ),
s




1 − (λcs





0,

s

o

if o is provider
if o is receiver

− λco ) · (λcs − λco ), if o is both

(6.9)

otherwise

To mathematically define this, we introduce variable λci which indicates if a node i
has a security category c, i.e. λci = 1, or not, i.e. λci = 0.
To demonstrate function cat(), we show an example for the case if a subject s is
communicating with a provider object o and therefore Co ⊆ Cs has to be fulfilled.
To evaluate if the security categories Co of an object are a subset of the categories
in Cs , we introduce the formulation 1 − (λco − λco · λcs ) as shown in (6.9). This
constraint will evaluate to 0 if subject s does not have a security category c, but
object o does, i.e. (1 − (1 − 1 · 0)) = 0. Such a case does not fulfill the access control
requirement of Co ⊆ Cs and can therefore not be admitted, i.e. αf = 0.
In the case that both the subject and object node have a specific security
category, i.e. (1 − (1 − 1 · 1)) = 1, the constraint is fulfilled and function cat()
returns 1. The same is true if a security category is missing in both nodes, i.e.
(1 − (0 − 0 · 0)) = 1. Also the case if only the subject node includes a security
category, i.e. (1 − (0 − 0 · 1)) = 1, is valid according to the access control constraint
as defined in Section 6.3.2. Function cat() works in a similar way if o is a receiver
object. In case o is both provider and receiver, function cat() evaluates if λco = λcs .
As stated in constraint 6.7h, the function cat() has to return 1 for all categories
c ∈ C for a flow f between a subject s(f ) ∈ S and an object node o(f ) ∈ O.
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In constraint 6.7i we define the secure flow property to prevent information
flow to lower classified nodes. We define, for each next node j on a link (i, j) of a
flow f indicated by the decision variable xfi,j , the security class of the originating
node of flow f has to be less or equal to the security class at the next node j on a
path. We define function orig(σo , σs ) as shown in (6.10), where orig() returns the
security level depending on the type of object node o according to the defined flow
control constraint in Section 6.3.2.


σs ,

if o is receiver

σo ,

otherwise

orig(σo , σs ) = 

(6.10)

This constraint ensures that on a path between a subject s and an object node
o, no forwarding nodes with a lower security level compared to the security level of
the originating node of the flow are visited.
With the specified constraints 6.7b-6.7i, the introduced model will compute
paths for the maximum number of flows f ∈ F between a subject node s and an
object node o under consideration of the security and capacity constraints.

6.4.2 Policy preserving flow maximization algorithm
The linear programming model introduced in Section 6.4.1 is a binary integer
programming model, a special case of integer linear programming (ILP) since all
variables are binary. Integer linear programming models are NP-hard problems
in general, the special case of binary integer programming is one of Karp’s 21
NP-complete problems [106]. Although solvers such as Gurobi [107] are efficient in
computing a solution for such problems, binary integer programming models can
be impractical to solve for certain input instances.
To address this issue we formulate a heuristic algorithm to compute a security
preserving path between subjects and objects based on a modification of Djikstra’s
shortest path algorithm.
Algorithm 4, is a modification of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm where we
add the access control and secure flow control constraints, similar to the constraints
in (6.7).
We formulate the access control constraint in line 7 based on the introduced
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Algorithm 4 PolicyPreservingPath(G,s,o,df )
1: V = nodes in G
2: for all v ∈ V do
3:
dist[v] = infinity, prev[v] = null
4: end for
5: dist[s] = 0
6: N = nodes in G
7: if lev(σo , σs ) = 1 and cat(λco , λcs ) = 1, ∀λco ∈ Co , λcs ∈ Cs then
8:
while N not empty do
9:
i = node in N with smallest dist[]
10:
remove i from N
11:
for all adjacent node j of i do
e ij then
12:
if orig(σo , σs ) ≤ σj and df ≤ κ
13:
distnew = dist[i] + 1
14:
if distnew ≤ dist[j] then
15:
dist[j] = distnew
16:
prev[j] = i
17:
end if
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
end while
21: end if
22: return prev
functions lev() as defined in (6.8) and cat() as defined in (6.9).
To compute a secure path between s and o we define the constraints in line
12 to only consider an adjacent node j of a link if the security level of node j is
greater or equal the security level of the originating node of flow f and the link
connecting node i and j has enough residual capacity to accommodate flow f .
The introduced ILP model and algorithm will compute flows that meet the
defined security constraints in Section 6.3.2. A weakness of the ILP model and
algorithm is that flow requests can not be fulfilled if no matching policy preserving
path can be found, even if the access control constraint is satisfied.
To address this, in the following we formulate an optimization model with the
objective to minimize the policy conflicts on paths under the assumption that all
flows between subjects and objects with the required access rights, have to be
accommodated in the network.
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6.4.3 Model of minimizing policy conflicts
Finding a path fulfilling all security conditions might not always be possible
considering real world networks. For the development of this model, we assume
that all flows fulfilling the access control and link capacity constraints have to be
accommodated in the network. To achieve this we formulate a model to minimize
policy conflicts on flow paths. We define a policy conflict if a flow is visiting a node
on a path that has a lower security level as the transfered information. We quantify
a policy conflict as the numerical difference between security levels. For example,
considering the following security lattice: TopSecret (4) > Secret (3) > Confidential
(2) > Public (1); we assume that components classified as Confidential (2) have a
higher risk of being compromised by an adversary with advanced attack abilities
compared to a node classified as Secret (3). Therefore, if information classified as
Top Secret (4) is transfered on a path with policy conflicts, it is preferable to select
nodes with the smallest numerical difference, i.e. Secret (3) nodes are preferred
over Confidential (2) nodes.
Resolving the remaining policy conflicts requires additional security measures.
The stronger a policy conflict, i.e. a higher numerical distance in the security levels,
the more an additional security measure will cost, e.g. in terms of transmission time
or computation overhead. By minimizing the numerical distance of policy conflicts,
we aim to minimize the cost required to deploy additional security measures, such
as encrypted tunnels, in a network to meet a defined security policy.
To achieve this, we compute a network configuration in a two-step process. We
first select a subset of the flows F that fulfill the access control constraint, and
second compute paths between subjects and objects with the objective to minimize
security policy conflicts.
As the first step we need to determine the set of legitimate flows Fl ⊆ F , which
fulfill the access control constraints as defined in (6.11).
Fl ={f ∈ F : lev(σo , σs ) = 1 and cat(λco , λcs ) = 1,
∀λco ∈ Co , λcs ∈ Cs , o ∈ O, s ∈ S}

(6.11)

For the set of legitimate flows Fl we define an objective function to find a
network configuration that accommodates all flows in Fl while minimizing the
policy conflicts on a path of a flow f ∈ Fl between a subject s and an object o.
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Therefore, we define a conflict function which returns the difference between the
security level of the flow originating node given by orig(σo , σs ) and the security level
σj of a node j on the path between s and o, if σj < orig(σo , σs ) and 0 otherwise,
as stated in (6.12).


orig(σo , σs ) − σj ,

if σj < orig(σo , σs )

0,

otherwise

conf (σo , σs , σj ) = 

(6.12)

We aim to formulate our objective function to minimize the policy conflicts caused
by visited nodes with lower security levels compared to the security level of the
flow originating node. Assuming a flow originates from a node o, we define the
severity of the policy conflict by the numerical distance from level σo of node o to a
node j with level σj , if σj < σo . Therefore choosing a node j over a node h, where
(σo − σj ) < (σo − σh ), is preferable.
For the selection of a secure path, we want to give preference to paths visiting
nodes with a smaller difference to the security level of the originating node of a
flow, even if such a path is significantly longer than the shortest path. To model
this, we introduce a factor γ and define our objective function as shown in (6.13).
min

X X

xfij · γ conf (σo (f ),σs (f ),σj )

(6.13)

f ∈Fl i,j∈E

In (6.13), xfij denotes the decision variable if link (i, j) is selected as part of the
path between s and o for a flow f . In the objective function as shown in (6.13),
σo (f ) denotes the security level of object node o of a flow f , σs (f ) denotes the
security level of subject node s of a flow f . The security level of a node j on the
path between s and o is defined by σj . The factor γ controls the length of a path
that should be chosen as a trade-off for visiting nodes with a smaller distance in
terms of security levels. We visualize this in an example shown in Figure 6.2.
Considering the small network shown in Figure 6.2, two possible paths exist
between s and o. The numbers in the nodes state their security level. If we select a
factor γ = 4, the top path results in a value of 44−2 = 16, while the bottom path
has a policy conflict value of 3 · 44−3 = 12 and would be selected based on the
smaller value.
If we select a smaller value for γ, e.g. γ = 2, considering the top path, a
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Figure 6.2. Path selection based on security levels

transition from the node with security level 4 to the node with security level 2 has
to be made, resulting in a value of policy conflicts of 24−2 = 4. Computing the
value of policy conflicts for the bottom path would result in 3 · 24−3 = 6, since we
have to visit three nodes with a difference in the security level of 1. Based on this,
the top path would be selected, although from a security perspective the bottom
path is preferable since nodes with a smaller security level difference are visited.
This example shows that the factor γ controls the selection of longer paths
visiting nodes with a smaller security level difference. To always select paths with
the smallest security level difference, γ can be set to the network diameter +1 in
terms of hop count.

Lemma 4. To select a longer path with lower policy conflicts, we have to select γ
as the maximum path length +1.
Proof. Assuming a flow originating from an object o, we have to show that for a path
of flow f defined by a set of links (i, j) ∈ E indicated by the decision variable xfij the
P
value of policy conflicts specified as i,j∈E xfij · γ σo −σj , assuming that σj < σo , ∀j is
larger for a path with higher policy conflicts than on a potentially longer path with
a lower conflict value if γ is chosen appropriately. Given a candidate node for the
path of flow f with a policy conflict of a, we want to choose γ so that a potentially
longer path over a set of nodes y with a lower policy conflict of b is selected, i.e.
γ a > y · γ b.
Since a > b, we can express b as a − q, where q is the numerical difference of the
security levels of a and b, i.e. q = a − b. By replacing b with a − q, we can write
the inequality above as γ a · γ q > y · γ a . Assuming the smallest absolute difference
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of two unequal security classes, i.e. q = 1, the inequality above can be written as
γ > y. Therefore we can say that in order to select a path that is y hops longer,
over a set of nodes with a lower policy conflict value, we have to select a value for
γ that is at least y + 1. This holds for larger security differences, since γ q < γ q+1
holds true for positive values of q.

6.4.4 Policy conflict minimization problem
Based on the definition of our objective to minimize the policy conflicts on a path,
we can now formulate this optimization problem as an integer linear programming
(ILP) model. We refer to this problem as the security policy conflict minimization
problem, as we show in (6.14).
To trigger a flow at a node s, 6.14b adds 1 to the decision variable xfis . In our
formulation to compute a path from s to o the flow is consumed at node o as stated
in constraint 6.14c. In 6.14d we state the flow preservation constraint to ensure
that the sum of incoming flows into a node equals the sum of outgoing flows of a
node.
Constraint 6.14e ensures that the given capacity κij of a link (i, j) ∈ E is not
exceeded by forwarding flows f ∈ Fl with a size of df per flow. In 6.14e we assume
that the flow size df is chosen to include traffic between s and o in both directions
since we assume symmetric routes. Since new flow demands typically arrive at
different times in a network, we can replace the above link capacity κij with the
e ij which states the remaining capacity on a link (i, j) ∈ E
residual capacity κ
considering the existing flows traversing link (i, j).
With the specified constraints 6.14b-6.14e, the introduced model will compute
a path for every flow f ∈ Fl between a subject node s(f ) and an object node o(f )
with the objective function as defined in 6.14a.

min

X X

xfij · γ conf (σo (f ),σs (f ),σj )

(6.14a)

f ∈Fl i,j∈E

s.t.
X
i:(i,s)∈E

xfis + 1 =

X

xfsj ,

j:(s,j)∈E
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∀f ∈ Fl

(6.14b)

X

xfoj − 1 = 0,

∀f ∈ Fl

(6.14c)

∀f ∈ Fl

(6.14d)

∀(i, j) ∈ E

(6.14e)

j:(o,j)∈E

xfij =

X
i,j∈E

X

X

xfjk ,

j,k∈E

xfij · df ≤ κij ,

f ∈Fl

xfij ∈ {0, 1},

∀(i, j) ∈ E, f ∈ Fl

Algorithm 5 MinConflictPath(G,s,o,df )
1: V = nodes in G
2: for all v ∈ V do
3:
conf [v] = infinity
4:
prev[v] = null
5: end for
6: conf [s] = 0
7: N = nodes in G
8: if lev(σo , σs ) = 1 and cat(λco , λcs ) = 1, ∀λco ∈ Co , λcs ∈ Cs then
9:
while N not empty do
10:
i = node in N with smallest conf []
11:
remove i from N
12:
for all adjacent node j of i do
e ij then
13:
if df ≤ κ
14:
confnew = conf [j] + γ conf (σo ,σs ,σj )
15:
if confnew ≤ conf [j] then
16:
conf [j] = confnew
17:
prev[j] = i
18:
end if
19:
end if
20:
end for
21:
end while
22: end if
23: return prev

6.4.5 Policy conflict minimization algorithm
As we discuss in Section 6.4.2, ILP models with binary integer variables, such as
our model in (6.14), are typically NP-hard and can be impractical to solve for
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certain input sequences.
To address this we formulate our model as defined in (6.14) as a heuristic
algorithm to approximate an optimal solution and replace the objective to find
the shortest path with our objective to compute a path with the smallest policy
conflicts in terms of visited nodes with a lower security level than required. We
define this condition in lines 14 and 15 in Algorithm 5.
The introduced heuristic algorithms process flows sequentially, in comparison
to batch processing in the ILP models, but have the benefit of a faster runtime
especially for a high number of flows and large network topologies.

6.4.6 Resolving policy conflicts
Our model to minimize policy conflicts aims to find the network configuration
that is able to accommodate all flows that meet the access control constraint, and
minimizes the policy conflicts on a communication path. If there exists only a path
with policy conflicts between nodes that are allowed to communicate, additional
mechanisms have to be applied to resolve conflicts. Such mechanisms typically
involve additional cost, such as setting up an encrypted channel which involves a
higher computation overhead or manually declassify the transferred information to
decrease its security level. We discuss such mechanism in the following.
6.4.6.1

Declassification

Declassification defines the process of lowering the security level of information.
Sabelfeld et al. [105] discuss a general framework for declassification by defining
the dimensions of information release including, what information is released, who
releases the information, where information is released and when it is released. By
analyzing these dimensions a network operator is able to evaluate the risks and
benefits of declassification to resolve certain security policy conflicts.
In our framework, declassification can involve the lowering of a flows security level
so that it is able to traverse a path with lower classified nodes than the originating
node. For example this can be applied if a flow performs a task such as name
resolution, but does not transfer actual classified data. A declassification process
can be implemented with the appropriate adjustment of the current security level.
A declassification process may involve higher costs such as additional processing
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time for the declassification analysis.
6.4.6.2

Encrypted tunneling

An additional security mechanism to resolve policy conflicts is the use of encrypted
tunnels. If classified information has to be transfered on a path that does not have
a high enough security level, a tunneling protocol with encryption can be used to
ensure that higher classified information is not leaked when a lower classified node
is traversed. The usage of encrypted tunnels to resolve policy conflicts may involve
higher costs, such as additional bandwidth requirement.
6.4.6.3

Security relabeling

Resolving policy conflicts can also be achieved by relabeling certain nodes in a
network topology, e.g. forwarding nodes to a higher security class. Such a decision
has to be made by the Network Security Officer after performing actions such as
upgrading the security measures on a switch and reevaluating its security level.
Our proposed optimization model to minimize policy conflicts will exactly point
out which parts of the network topology are causing conflicts. Therefore relabeling
of nodes can be a permanent solution to policy conflicts which reoccur repeatedly.

6.5 Secure flow rule construction in SDN
To deploy a policy preserving network configuration we define a set of principles
for the construction of secure flow rules to guarantee flow isolation as we discuss in
the following.

6.5.1 Considering security levels in SDN flow rules
Attacks, such as bypassing access control lists, that exploit the construction details
of SDN flow rules work because the matching criteria in flow rules often only identify
packets based on a limited set of header fields, as discussed by Achleitner et al. [40].
If the matching criteria in flow rules is only identifying packets based on packet
header fields of a certain network layer, e.g. IP addresses, the information in other
layers can be seen as “wild cards” and will be ignored.
This motivates the construction of SDN flow rules under consideration of
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Figure 6.3. Network layer information in the OpenFlow protocol

information spanning over all network layers used in a packet. The OpenFlow
protocol [7] defines a set of matching fields over different network layers. Fields
from higher network layers, e.g. the protocol type, identify packets with a finer
granularity of information in comparison to lower layers, such as the physical ingress
port which includes all packets entering a network element on a specific physical
port. We visualize a simplified overview of the information hierarchy to identify
packets with matching fields in OpenFlow [7] rules as shown in Figure 6.3.
If packets are identified by fields such as the physical ingress port on a switch,
it has to be considered that one ingress port can receive packets from multiple
nodes in a network, depending on the topology. Therefore flow rule fields such as a
switch ingress port can not be considered to uniquely identify a flow. Considering
different security levels of network nodes, the greatest lower bound of a security
classification, which can be seen as the minimum of a set of security levels in a
linear ordered lattice, has to be assumed if multiple nodes share the same matching
field such as the physical ingress port.
To differentiate packets from endpoints with the same physical ingress port,
we have to include information from higher network layer fields, such as the IP or
Ethernet addresses. Since values from higher network layer fields can be spoofed,
in a security sensitive SDN environment we can only trust network endpoints based
on the greatest lower bound security level when we communicate with one of the
nodes.
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This analysis further motivates the introduction of security levels for network
endpoints in SDN-based networks to prevent the leakage of higher classified information about a network to lower classified nodes.

6.5.2 Considering security categories in SDN flow rules
Security leaks, caused by the exchange of certain packet types in SDN-enabled
networks as discussed in the literature [8, 39, 40], motivate the usage of categories in
a security lattice to specify the granularity of information exchange on the packet
level in SDN flow rules.
To define SDN specific security categories, we look at the packet types considered
in the OpenFlow protocol which define the fields to construct flow rules. In
OpenFlow, a number of packet types are considered, including ARP , IP , T CP ,
U DP and ICM P . Here, the packet types reflect a hierarchy as specified in the
OSI network layer model. For example a TCP packet is always also an IP packet,
but an IP packet is not necessarily a TCP packet.
Considering that different packet types can cause the leakage of information,
in a SDN specific security lattice we map packet types to security categories that
are assigned to nodes. By assigning security categories for each packet type, we
are able to control which packets can be sent and received by nodes with a specific
security category assignment. Based on our general framework, a security category
can be defined with an even higher granularity by specifying subtypes of packets,
for example in the case of ICMP we can define a security category for ICMP type 8
code 0 to allow ping packets. We demonstrate a scenario with the assignment of
packet types to security categories in our evaluations in Section 6.6.1.

6.5.3 Constructing secure flow rules
By introducing security levels and security categories into SDN-enabled networks
we have to consider the assigned security labels for the construction of flow rules.
A flow rule in SDN controls the transition of packets between nodes in a network.
As we discuss in Section 6.5.1, the matching part of a flow rule considers a set of
fields spanning over different network layers. As we discuss, if only the information
of a few header fields is considered to match a packet, security leaks can arise by
forwarding packets with spoofed values to destination nodes.
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Considering this, we have to construct flow rules that consist of a set of fields to
ensure that only packets fulfilling the defined security level and category constraints
can be transmitted. Therefore, the matching part of a flow rule has to consider the
information specified in a packet’s highest network layer as well as information of
all underlying layers.
For example, if a node is only supposed to receive TCP packets, a flow rule
controlling the traffic from and to this node has to consider the protocol type
(TCP), IP address information, Ethernet addresses as well as the physical ingress
port. On a hardware SDN switch matching of packets is typically done by binary
comparison. A higher number of matching fields in a flow rule should therefore not
impact the performance of the matching process.
To formally specify the set of matching fields for a secure flow rule construction
we define R which represents the set of fields for identifying packets. For a network
layer Li ∈ L, where L are all network layers, the OpenFlow protocol defines a set
of fields to match packets which we define as RLi . To match a packet P as defined
in the security categories C, we define the highest network layer of packet P as LP .
We can now formulate the set of fields R to be considered in a flow rule, where R
is the union of matching fields in every network layer Li where Li ≤ LP which we
formally define in Equation 6.15.
R=

[

RLi

(6.15)

Li ∈L:∀Li ≤LP

Formulating a defined set of fields ensures that a flow of packets can be uniquely
identified and forwarded according to its security classification.
Besides the matching part of a flow rule, OpenFlow also defines an action part
which specifies what actions to apply on matched packets. These include a required
action part such as forwarding or dropping of a packet as well as optional actions
such as rewriting certain parts of a packet’s header fields. We specify the required
action part as next which contains the decision to either send a packet to a specific
output port or to drop a packet. We specify the set of optional actions, such as
rewriting addresses as the action set A.
Based on the determined sets R and A for a packet P , we formulate Algorithm
6 to generate a flow rule.
In Algorithm 6 we start by defining the matching part of a flow rule in line
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1. We continue to iterate through the set of matching fields in R as defined in
Equation 6.15 and check in line 3 if a specified field r can be applied to a value in
packet P . If this evaluates to true we add the matching field r and its associated
value P (r) to the flow rule in line 4.
In line 7 we add the action part of a flow rule and check in line 8 if it is specified
to drop the packet. In case we specify a rule to drop a packet, it has to be ensured
that the priority of the rules to drop a certain type of packet is higher than the
priority of rules forwarding other packet types. For example, if we want to define a
set of rules that forward IP packets, but drop UDP packets of the same flow, the
rule dropping UDP packets has to have a higher priority since a rule forwarding
IP packets also includes UDP packets. To resolve flow rule conflicts violating a
defined security policy that are due to rule actions, such as rewriting IP addresses,
we refer to existing frameworks such as proposed by Porras et al. [41]. If the packet
is forwarded, the set of action fields and the output port are added to the rule as
shown in line 10 and 12.

6.5.4 Security aware flow transitions
As we discuss in Section 6.5.1, the value of certain fields of a SDN flow rule can be
shared between multiple nodes. To identify a packet flow with the matching fields
of a rule, we have to take into account that the values of certain flow rule fields can
be shared by other users and packet header fields can be spoofed by adversarial
nodes.
To evaluate the security of a flow transition from a node i to a node j controlled
by a flow rule, we have to compute the combined security level of the fields associated
with the source node i of a flow and the fields associated with the destination
node j. To preserve the confidentiality of information, we have to consider that
information flow from a higher level to a lower level is not allowed. Therefore, we
have to determine the combined security levels of the fields identifying the source
node i with the least upper bound (⊕) operator, which can be seen as the maximum
of a set of security levels in a linear ordered lattice as defined by Denning [43], and
the fields of destination node j with the greatest lower bound (⊗) operator. We
state the security level of flow rule field r associated with node i as σi (r). We can
now formally define the security of a flow rule transition as stated in Equation 6.16.
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Algorithm 6 GenerateFlowRule(R,A,P ,next)
1: rule.append(”match : ”)
2: for all r ∈ R do
3:
if r ∈ P then
4:
rule.append(r = P (r))
5:
end if
6: end for
7: rule.append(”action : ”)
8: if next != drop then
9:
for all a ∈ A do
10:
rule.append(a)
11:
end for
12:
rule.append(”next”)
13: else
14:
rule.append(”drop”)
15: end if
16: return rule





σi (r1 ) ⊕ σi (r2 ) ⊕ ... ⊕ σi (rn ) ∀r ∈ R(i) →




(6.16)

σj (r1 ) ⊗ σj (r2 ) ⊗ ... ⊗ σj (rn ) ∀r ∈ R(j)

In Equation 6.16, R(i) specifies the set of flow rule fields associated with
node i. To provide an example, we consider an IP packet which is identified by
the following flow rule fields with assigned security levels (low/high in this example): low(P ortingress ), high(M ACsrc ), high(IPsrc ), low(P ortegress ), high(M ACdst ),
high(IPdst ). As stated in Equation 6.16, we determine the security of the flow rule
transition as shown in Equation 6.17.
low(P ortingress ) ⊕ high(M ACsrc ) ⊕ high(IPsrc ) →
low(P ortegress ) ⊗ high(M ACdst ) ⊗ high(IPdst )

(6.17)

Equation 6.17 results in an overall transition of high → low, which is not
allowed and is therefore prevented by the defined security policy constraints as
stated in Section 6.3.2.
Considering the security aware transition of traffic flows based on SDN flow
rules, we can implement a policy preserving network configuration to enforce a
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Figure 6.4. Network scenario with assigned security levels and categories

security policy on the data-plane.

6.6 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the ability of our framework to determine network
configurations compliant with an MLS policy and show that our solution is able to
defend recently demonstrated attacks on SDN-enabled networks. We further state
the complexity of our algorithms and linear programming models and evaluate the
security cost of our framework.

6.6.1 Defending against recent attacks
In recent publications a number of new attack vectors on SDN-based network architectures have been identified as we discuss in Section 6.2.1. While our framework
prevents the identified attack strategies on SDN by guaranteeing security properties
to achieve a policy preserving assignment of flows, we evaluate our solution on a
concrete example of a recently demonstrated attack vector on SDN in this section.
We implement the scenario shown in Figure 6.4 in the SDN network simulator
Mininet [62], assign security labels based on the discussed threats and configure it
with our framework MLSNet.
To show that SDN-based applications can be configured on the basis of our
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Figure 6.5. OpenFlow specific security lattice

framework to withstand new attack vectors on SDN we scan the network in Figure
6.4 with the open source tool SDNMap [91] that implements the attack vector
discussed by Achleitner et al. [40]. We use the security lattice in Figure 6.5 to
configure the network with our framework and implement flow rules based on our
principles on secure flow rule construction as discussed in Section 6.5.
We assign the security classification of Public - [ARP,IP,TCP] to the adversary
node at 10.0.0.1 which is using SDNMap to scan the network. Our framework
ensures that a node with this classification cannot receive packets from nodes with
a higher classification. We also prevent the transmission of ICMP packets to lower
classified nodes as they are reserved for administrative purposes in this scenario.
Performing a scan of a node with the open source tool SDNMap in this scenario
results in the output as we show in the following output (we omit parts of the
output not relevant for this experiment due to space limitations):
1: SDNMap/python main.py 10.0.0.0/29 TCP h1-eth0 []
2: Sending ARP request to 10.0.0.0
3: ...
4: Sending ARP request to 10.0.0.7
5: 10.0.0.1 / 00:00:00:00:00:01 received response from the following hosts:
6: 10.0.0.5 / 00:00:00:00:00:05
7: —————————8: Use 10.0.0.5 / 00:00:00:00:00:05 for probing
9: — Determine enforced protocols —
10: ——- Check with TCP ——–
11: Check if host at 10.0.0.5 - 00:00:00:00:00:05 is reachable with src addresses 10.0.0.1 00:00:00:00:00:01 with TCP on src port 64836 and dst port 36748
12: Host is reachable via TCP!
13: ——————————————14: ——- Check with ICMP ——-
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15: Check if host at 10.0.0.5 - 00:00:00:00:00:05 is reachable with src addresses 10.0.0.1 00:00:00:00:00:01 with ICMP
16: ——————————————17: ——- Check with UDP ——–
18: Check if host at 10.0.0.5 - 00:00:00:00:00:05 is reachable with src addresses 10.0.0.1 00:00:00:00:00:01 with UDP on src port 64836 and dst port 36748
19: ——————————————20: Accepted protocols:
21: TCP
22: — Determine which L2/L3 fields are enforced using TCP —
23: ——- Check if layer 3 routing is used ——–
24: Check if host at 10.0.0.5 - 00:00:00:00:00:05 is reachable with src addresses 10.0.0.205 00:00:00:00:00:01 from port 64836 to port 36748
25: Spoof ARP cache at 10.0.0.5 from 10.0.0.205 to 00:00:00:00:00:01
26: Check if host at 10.0.0.5 - 00:00:00:00:00:05 is reachable from 10.0.0.205 - 00:00:00:00:00:01
from port 64836 to port 36748
27: ——————————————28: ——- Check if layer 2 routing is used ——–
29: Check if host at 10.0.0.5 - 00:00:00:00:00:05 is reachable with src addresses 10.0.0.1 00:00:00:25:12:b2 from port 64836 to port 36748
30: Spoof ARP cache at 10.0.0.5 from 10.0.0.1 to 00:00:00:25:12:b2
31: Check if host at 10.0.0.5 - 00:00:00:00:00:05 is reachable from 10.0.0.1 - 00:00:00:00:00:01
from port 64836 to port 36748
32: Spoof ARP cache at 10.0.0.5 from 10.0.0.1 to 00:00:00:00:00:01
33: ——————————————34: .....
35: ——- Reconstructed rules ———
36: match=type:tcp,dl_src:00:00:00:00:00:01,dl_dst:00:00:00:00:00:05,
tp_src:64836,tp_dst:36748,nw_src:10.0.0.1,nw_dst:10.0.0.5 actions=output:#OUT_PORT
37: match=type:tcp,dl_src:00:00:00:00:00:05,dl_dst:00:00:00:00:00:01,
tp_src:36748,tp_dst:64836,nw_src:10.0.0.5,nw_dst:10.0.0.1 actions=output:#OUT_PORT
38: ————————————-

In line 6 of the output of SDNMap, the tool reported that the node with IP
address 10.0.0.5 replied. This is the expected behavior as intended by our frame142

work for this scenario as shown in Figure 6.4. Although present in the network,
the remaining hosts (10.0.0.4, 10.0.0.6) are not discovered by SDNMap since our
framework includes all network layers for the construction of flow rules as we discuss
in Section 6.5 and prevents the transmission of probing traffic between nodes that
are not allowed to communicate based on the assigned security levels.
In lines 12 and 21 SDNMap reported that accepted protocols only include TCP,
which we specify in the assigned security lattice as shown in Figure 6.5. Transmitting ICMP and UDP packets in the assigned security classification is prevented.
The reconstructed flow rules shown in lines 36 and 37 reflect the implementation
details to host 10.0.0.5, which is allowed to be accessed by the scanning node.
Flow rules to other nodes, which are not allowed to be accessed by the scanner,
could not be reconstructed and exploited. This shows that the configuration of a
SDN-enabled network with our framework MLSNet, is able to prevent attacks such
as shown by Achleitner et al. [40].

6.6.2 Evaluation of security cost
To evaluate the cost in terms of the number of policy compliant flows and policy
conflicts on paths of our framework we test the introduced LP models and algorithms
on the AS3257 Rocketfuel [108] topology (656 links, 161 nodes).
In a first experiment we evaluate our model to maximize the number of flows, as
we introduce in Section 6.4.1, which can be accommodated in a network on policy
compliant paths. For this experiment we consider lattices of 2-4 security levels
which we assign to the nodes of the network based on a random distribution. We
add a number of 75 flows to the network by randomly selecting a set of source and
destination pairs which fulfill the access control constraint. In our experiment we
consider the network with and without congestion by adjusting the link capacities.
In Table 6.4 we report the percentage of policy compliant flows our framework
was able to compute. As expected, an increased number of security levels that is
randomly assigned to nodes in a network impacts the number of policy compliant
flow paths our framework is able to compute. In case of a congested network we
can observe that the linear programming models show a better performance in
terms of flow assignment compared to the heuristic algorithms. The shown results
present averaged values of multiple executions of this experiment.
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Table 6.4. Flow maximization benchmark

Linear program (no congestion)
Heuristic algorithm (no congestion)
Linear program (congested network)
Heuristic algorithm (congested network)

2 level
lattice
81.7%
81.7%
53.4%
51.9%

3 level
lattice
63.0%
63.0%
45.2%
41.8%

4 level
lattice
61.5%
61.5%
37.4%
35.8%

Table 6.5. Policy conflict minimization benchmark

None
Linear program
Heuristic algorithm

83.0%
82.6%

1 level
difference
12.2%
12.2%

2 levels
difference
4.4%
4.6%

3 levels
difference
0.8%
0.9%

In a second experiment we test our model to minimize the number of policy
conflicts in a lattice with four security levels by assuming that all flows have to be
accommodated in the network as we introduce in Section 6.4.3. The goal of this
experiment is to determine the effectiveness of our model to minimize the number
of policy conflicts on a flow path. As we discuss in Section 6.3.2, we refer to policy
conflicts if a node is visited on a flow path that has a lower security level as the
transfered information of the flow which puts the transported information at risk
of being leaked to lower classified entities. A policy conflict is quantified by the
difference of security levels compared to the minimum required security level on a
path. In Table 6.5 we report the percentage of flows with policy conflicts quantified
by the difference of security levels on a path. As in the first experiment we randomly
select pairs of source and destination pairs for 75 flows and report the averaged
results of multiple executions of the experiment. As shown, our framework is able
to find a path with no policy conflicts for > 80% of the flows. Of the remaining
flows, 12% only have a policy conflict of 1 level on a flow path.

6.6.3 Complexity analysis
To analyze the time complexity of our linear programming models we use Karmarkar’s algorithm [84]. For our policy preserving flow maximization problem
as defined in (6.7) we can state the number of variables as O(|F | + |F | · |E|),
where |F | is the number of packet flows and |E| is the number of edges in the
network. The number of constraints can be expressed as O(|F | · |E|3 · |C|), where
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Table 6.6. Complexity analysis

Policy preserving flow maximization
Linear Program
Heuristic Algorithm
O(|F |4.5 · |E|6.5 · |C|) O(|F | · (|E| + |V |log|V |))
Policy conflict minimization
Linear Program
Heuristic Algorithm
O(|F |4.5 · |E|4.5 )
O(|F | · (|E| + |V |log|V |))
|C| is the number of security categories. For the complexity formulation we assume that the number of nodes |V | is upper bounded by the number of links
|E|, i.e. |V | = O(|E|). The overall time complexity of our policy preserving flow
maximization linear program can be expressed as O(|F |4.5 · |E|6.5 · |C|) based on
the complexity analysis of Karmarkar’s algorithm [84] to solve linear programs.
Our security policy conflict minimization problem has a number of variables of
O(|F | · |E|) and a number of constraints of O(|F | · |E|) which results in an overall
time complexity of O(|F |4.5 · |E|4.5 ) based on Karmarkar’s algorithm. Since our
heuristic algorithms are based on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, we can express
their time complexity as O(|F | · (|E| + |V |log|V |)) for a number of |F | flows. Table
6.6 shows an overview of our complexity analysis.
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Chapter 7 |
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
In this dissertation we present an analysis of new attack and defense techniques in
the field of Software Defined Networking (SDN). The presented results show that
novel frameworks, such as SDN, enable the deployment and implementation of new
approaches to defend cyber attacks, but at the same time require a deep analysis of
the configuration details to make them withstand attacks on the framework itself.
In particular, in Chapter 3 we define a deception system on the basis of SDN as
a defense strategy against network reconnaissance and introduce the design and
implementation of our Reconnaissance Deception System. Our solution is able
to manipulate network traffic to show a virtual topology to an internal adversary
gathering information inside organizational networks, required for planning and
executing of targeted cyber attacks such as Advanced Persistent Threats. We
introduce a generator to create virtual network views, based on our defined deception approach, to camouflage critical resources and place vulnerable endpoints
at locations in a virtual network topology to significantly increase their detection
time by an adversary. By analyzing the traffic flows, our system is able to identify
the source of adversarial reconnaissance traffic and isolate a malicious host from
the network. The evaluation we present in this work shows that our system is
able to delay malicious network scans up to a factor of 115, while controlling the
performance impact on legitimate traffic in the network.
In Chapter 4 we study the problem of minimizing the network configuration time
in an SDN in response to changing demands, by computing a flow configuration
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that minimizes the worst case update time across switches. Since the optimal
configuration is NP-hard to compute, we propose a set of heuristics based on LP
relaxation, sequential flow configuration, and reduction of solution space. We empirically show that our heuristics can reduce the update time of a baseline algorithm
up to 45% on average while having little packet loss. Further we demonstrate that
our proposed algorithms are able to reestablish disrupted flows in scenarios with
failed links by more than 40% on average.
In Chapter 5 we discuss a novel attack vector on SDN and demonstrate that
flow rules in SDN networks can be predicted and reconstructed in detail by a user
connected to the network. We introduce SDNMap, an open-source tool that can be
used for reconnaissance and attack planning by adversaries. Using our techniques,
an adversary is able to reveal implementation details of network policies based on
OpenFlow rules, and can use this knowledge to exploit the flow rule composition
for further malicious actions. We discuss real-world SDN application scenarios,
and point out that the predictability of flow rules can open severe security leaks
if exploited by attackers. To prevent this and make SDN-based network systems
more secure, we briefly discuss defense approaches, such as defining best practices
for the construction of OpenFlow rules.
To increase the security of SDN-enabled networks and make them withstand
novel attack vectors in Chapter 6 we define a framework for computing network configurations for SDN which are able to withstand the most common attack strategies
used against SDN; we introduce a policy preserving framework based on multi-level
security in SDN-enabled networks. Our framework MLSNet guarantees the isolation
of flows according to a MLS policy. Based on the central security requirements of
access control and flow control, we develop models to compute policy compliant
network configurations. For considering strict security constraints, we introduce
a model to compute a network configuration that is able to accommodate the
maximum number of flows in a network. In a second model we define an objective
function to minimize the security policy conflicts on a communication path. For
the deployment of a policy preserving network configuration we define principles
for secure SDN flow rule construction, based on the analysis of recent attacks on
SDN. We demonstrate that our framework is able to deploy network configurations
able to withstand recently proposed attack vectors on SDN.
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7.2 Future Work
For future work we are planning to further explore security implications that
arise with the deployment of SDN, as well as network virtualization in general,
in existing systems. Especially new environments, such as the Internet of Things
(IoT), are particularly interesting since frameworks such as SDN will be an enabler
for dynamic networked environments such as IoT.
Based on the analysis of novel attack vectors, such as discussed in Chapter
5, our future research interest is to identify vulnerabilities that arise from the
deployment of novel network virtualization techniques in existing systems. The
benefits of novel frameworks, such as SDN, to configure networks in an agile way
and quickly react to changing conditions typically come with an increased attack
surface that can be exploited by attackers.
By leveraging the benefits of these frameworks our goal is to show that they can
be successfully deployed to increase the performance of networked environments,
while configuring them in a way to be able to withstand known as well as unknown
attack vectors.
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